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Design And Evaluation Of Interactive Hand-Clapping Robots
Abstract
Human friends commonly connect through handshakes and high fives, and children around the world
rejoice at hand-clapping games. As robots enter everyday human spaces, they will have the opportunity to
join in such physical interactions, but few current robots are intended to touch humans. How should
robots move and react in playful hand-to-hand interactions with people?
We conducted research in four main areas to address this design challenge. First, we implemented and
tested an initial hand-clapping robotic system. This effort began by recording sensor data from people
performing a variety of hand-clapping activities; the resulting accelerometer and position data taught us
how to design appropriate hand-clapping robot motion and logic. Implementation on a Rethink Robotics
Baxter Research Robot demonstrated that a robot could move like our human participants and reliably
detect hand impacts through its wrist-mounted accelerometers. N = 20 study participants clapped hands
with differently configured versions of this robot in random order: the robot’s facial animation, physical
reactivity, arm stiffness, and clapping tempo all significantly affected how users perceived the robot.
We next sought to create and evaluate more sophisticated robot hand-clapping behaviors. Data from
people performing interactive clapping tasks at increasing and decreasing tempos helped us propose
prospective timing models and implement adaptive-tempo Baxter play. In a subsequent experiment that
involved N = 20 users, a mischievous Baxter was equipped with the top-performing tempo adaptation
model and chose to play cooperatively or asynchronously with its human partner. Although a few
participants reacted positively to Baxter’s mischief, users overwhelmingly preferred a synchronous,
cooperative robot.
Third, we set up and conducted a human-robot interaction experiment more similar to everyday humanhuman hand-clapping interactions. A machine learning pipeline trained on inertial data from human
motions demonstrated that linear support vector machines (SVMs) can classify a new person’s handclapping actions with an accuracy of about 95%. This technique succeeded for both hand- and wristmounted inertial sensors, enabling people to teach the Baxter robot new hand- clapping games.
Evaluation of various two-handed clapping play activities by N = 24 users showed that learning games
from Baxter was significantly easier than teaching Baxter games, but that the teaching role caused people
to consider more teamwork aspects of the gameplay.
Finally, to broaden the scope of these interactions, we began exploring applications of Baxter in socially
assistive robotics. Using many of the same sensing and actuation strategies, we developed a set of six
playful hand-to-hand contact-based exercise interactions to be jointly executed between a person and
Baxter, along with two similar non-contact games. A proof-of-concept experiment using these exercise
games enrolled N = 20 young adults and N = 14 healthy adults over age 53. The results demonstrated that
people are willing and motivated to interact with the robot in this way and that different games promote
unique physical and cognitive exercise effects.
Overall, this research aims to help shape design processes for socially relevant physical human-robot
interaction and reveal new opportunities for socially assistive robotics.
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ABSTRACT
DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF
INTERACTIVE HAND-CLAPPING ROBOTS
Naomi T. Fitter
Katherine J. Kuchenbecker
Human friends commonly connect through handshakes and high fives, and children
around the world rejoice at hand-clapping games. As robots enter everyday human
spaces, they will have the opportunity to join in such physical interactions, but few
current robots are intended to touch humans. How should robots move and react in
playful hand-to-hand interactions with people?
We conducted research in four main areas to address this design challenge. First,
we implemented and tested an initial hand-clapping robotic system. This eﬀort began
by recording sensor data from people performing a variety of hand-clapping activities;
the resulting accelerometer and position data taught us how to design appropriate
hand-clapping robot motion and logic. Implementation on a Rethink Robotics Baxter
Research Robot demonstrated that a robot could move like our human participants
and reliably detect hand impacts through its wrist-mounted accelerometers. N = 20
study participants clapped hands with diﬀerently configured versions of this robot
in random order: the robot’s facial animation, physical reactivity, arm stiﬀness, and
clapping tempo all significantly aﬀected how users perceived the robot.
We next sought to create and evaluate more sophisticated robot hand-clapping
behaviors. Data from people performing interactive clapping tasks at increasing
iv

and decreasing tempos helped us propose prospective timing models and implement
adaptive-tempo Baxter play. In a subsequent experiment that involved N = 20 users,
a mischievous Baxter was equipped with the top-performing tempo adaptation model
and chose to play cooperatively or asynchronously with its human partner. Although
a few participants reacted positively to Baxter’s mischief, users overwhelmingly preferred a synchronous, cooperative robot.
Third, we set up and conducted a human-robot interaction experiment more
similar to everyday human-human hand-clapping interactions. A machine learning pipeline trained on inertial data from human motions demonstrated that linear support vector machines (SVMs) can classify a new person’s hand-clapping actions with an accuracy of about 95%. This technique succeeded for both hand- and
wrist-mounted inertial sensors, enabling people to teach the Baxter robot new handclapping games. Evaluation of various two-handed clapping play activities by N = 24
users showed that learning games from Baxter was significantly easier than teaching
Baxter games, but that the teaching role caused people to consider more teamwork
aspects of the gameplay.
Finally, to broaden the scope of these interactions, we began exploring applications of Baxter in socially assistive robotics. Using many of the same sensing and
actuation strategies, we developed a set of six playful hand-to-hand contact-based
exercise interactions to be jointly executed between a person and Baxter, along with
two similar non-contact games. A proof-of-concept experiment using these exercise

v

games enrolled N = 20 young adults and N = 14 healthy adults over age 53. The
results demonstrated that people are willing and motivated to interact with the robot
in this way and that diﬀerent games promote unique physical and cognitive exercise
eﬀects.
Overall, this research aims to help shape design processes for socially relevant
physical human-robot interaction and reveal new opportunities for socially assistive
robotics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interactions involving physical contact hold unique potential to enhance connections
between people and robots. The underlying hypothesis of this work is that robots
with socially relevant physical human-robot interaction abilities could benefit humans
in entertainment, team-building, physical therapy, and education scenarios. Overall,
this dissertation aims to answer the following four questions:
1. How should a hand-clapping robot move and react to people?
2. How do people respond to a hand-clapping robot in a social context?
3. How can a social-physical robot play full hand-clapping games, teaching and
learning from a human user?
4. Can a social-physical robotic agent motivate human users to do light exercise?

1

Figure 1.1: Example human-robot gameplay with the Willow Garage PR2 robot from our
early work on robotic hand-clapping partners.

1.1

Motivation

As robots enter more human-populated environments and connect with people, they
will need richer and more diverse human interaction abilities ranging from physical
collaboration skills to lighthearted gameplay modes. Social robots that physically contact humans may hold particular potential for emotional connection and engagement
because the sense of touch is crucial to human-human bonding [100]. Work focused
on developing robots with this combination of abilities (Fig. 1.1) combines principles
from the well-established fields of physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) [27] and
social robotics [47] to create the intersecting field of social-physical human-robot interaction (spHRI). Investigations of spHRI will let robots leverage the crucial sense
of touch in social scenarios.
2

We anticipate that physical play will be an important future source of mutual
human-robot learning and bonding; play using the hands is important for emotional
connection in human development and human-human interaction [100]. Since a large
portion of the human somatosensory cortex is dedicated to the hands [65], we began
our human-robot interaction design in the realm of hand-to-hand gameplay. Humanrobot hand-to-hand games are an informative initial instantiation of spHRI with
potential for use in a variety of interactions from simple entertainment to inspiring a
person to complete a challenging physical therapy routine.
One specific hand-to-hand activity of interest is human-robot engagement via
hand-clapping games. Here, the term “hand-clapping” refers to tempo-matching
hand-to-hand contacts between two agents. In everyday spaces, it is easy to find
people, especially children, playing hand-clapping games on the playground, in icebreaker activities, as a facet of cultural oral tradition, and to combat boredom in
passing time. Accordingly, we believe that a mastery of hand clapping will outfit
social-physical robots with a potentially useful tool for similar scenarios that range
from getting to know students in a classroom setting to keeping older adults active
in their homes.
Despite the simple premise of these activities, hand clapping presents several underlying challenges in interaction dynamics that merit its scientific investigation. For
example, although human hand-clapping partners can easily begin clapping hands,
it is not immediately evident how they decide on tempo, tempo modulation, hand
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contact location, and responses to failure. The wide variety of kinesthetic, tactile,
and visual aspects of these interactions results in a rich but complicated investigation
and design space for human-robot interaction (HRI) researchers. After developing
the technologies necessary for simple clapping games, it also becomes possible to implement and test more natural and complex hand-clapping game activities, as well as
other types of playful hand-to-hand contact.

1.2

Research Overview

Although a substantial amount of work has explored social robots or pHRI individually, few investigations have considered the advantages of combining the two. Given
the emergence of robots in everyday environments and the significance of touch in human interaction, we believe there is a need for more exploratory spHRI investigation.
Thus, our investigations aim to exemplify design frameworks and produce scientific
results in the area of spHRI. In particular, we seek to answer the question “How
should robots move and react in playful hand-to-hand interactions with people?”
Our research initially focused on developing models to help robots understand how
to act as a hand-clapping game partner. We then used our first hand-clapping robotic
system to explore the aﬀective eﬀects of small adjustments to the haptic experience
of a clapping game. Next, we improved the robotic system behaviors and gathered
information on people’s responses to a mischievous robot. Our Rethink Robotics
Baxter Research Robot needed more information about human motion intent before
4

it could engage in more complex and natural-seeming hand-clapping activities. Accordingly, we built and tested a machine learning pipeline that could classify human
hand-clapping motions. With the new data processing pipeline, we could investigate
how users responded to diﬀerent leadership roles in bimanual (two-handed) humanrobot hand-clapping games. This interaction was also a good opportunity to test our
machine learning pipeline in a more natural setting. A final topic of our research
adapted the types of touch interaction involved in our previous investigations to create and test six playful hand-to-hand contact-based exercise interactions to be jointly
executed between a person and Baxter, along with two similar non-contact games.
We also designed, evaluated, and released a set of expressive robot faces for use with
Baxter and other robots possessing face screens.
Taken together, our research can supply useful data, resources, and methods to
other researchers in social-physical human-robot interaction and beyond. One key
contribution of our work is the understanding of how a large number of human users
perceive various physically interactive activities with a Baxter robot. Additionally,
documentation on and shared resources for our novel adaptations to Baxter’s hardware, facial expressivity, sensor use, and motion controllers will assist other investigators working in related areas. Our interdisciplinary approach also oﬀers a model for
one way robotics researchers might connect traditional mechanical engineering and
computer science with fields like psychology and physical therapy, to engineer systems
that can successfully interact with and perhaps even benefit people.
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Chapter 2
Background
Our work sits at the intersection of social robotics and pHRI. The field of social
robotics studies robots in social scenarios, usually without having the robot contact
human participants [47]. Within this field, the subtopic of socially assistive robotics
leverages unique robot strengths in areas such as education and healthcare [33], the
main two target environments for our investigation. In contrast, pHRI is focused
more on interaction safety issues than social design [27]. pHRI might also be used to
help a robot stay safe while navigating an unknown environment [59]. Less frequent
investigations of pHRI consider social applications like subjective human responses
to a robot’s touch [21]. Experiments at this social-physical intersection, such as our
work and the following related topics, elucidate how people perceive social-physical
robots and how we can appropriately apply spHRI to aid people.
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2.1

Haptic Subfield of Social Robotics and pHRI

We are energized by prior research that combines social robotics and pHRI because
touch is an essential pathway for human connection and emotion [100]. In particular,
physical interaction with the hands greatly aids human understanding and serves as a
channel for complex sensation and expression [65]. A few instances of spHRI appear
in the haptics literature. The Haptic Creature Project, for example, explores an
expressively actuated cat-sized furry robotic companion that humans can physically
contact [113]. Haptic feedback has also been leveraged to explore the subjective and
objective results of physical human-robot collaboration in tasks such as joint target
acquisition and object manipulation [87, 34]. Our work explores a new area of haptic
spHRI.

2.2

Inspiration from Haptic Teamwork

Further aspects of our hand-clapping robot research draw on the area of social motor
coordination (also commonly known as joint action). This area is being actively
explored not only in HRI, but also in human-human interaction research [95]. One
research space similar to our human-human experiment is the investigation of humanhuman joint action through hand contact. For example, [6] proposes a video game
that uses electrodermal activity-sensing controllers to detect hand-to-hand contacts
between players for more enjoyable gameplay. Similarly, [63] outlines the design and
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testing of an electrodermal activity-sensing wrist-worn watch designed to increase
intimacy in a workplace environment. In the HRI space, our inspiration for a jointlyacting hand-clapping robot is the popular PR2 demo entitled “Please do not touch
the robot,” during which people are able to high five, fist bump, and hug the Willow
Garage PR2 robot [90].

2.3

Machine Learning from Inertial Sensors

Our haptically skilled social-physical robots are designed to depend on motion sensors
such as IMUs to understand the world around them. Previous research has investigated similar questions using IMUs and other inertial sensing systems that oﬀer much
more eﬃcient processing than vision. Past studies of body-mounted sensors for action
recognition include motion prediction for full-body ambulatory behaviors from five
IMUs [1, 2] and motion and gesture recognition from a complex system of IMUs and
accelerometers [20]. In contrast, sensors like variable-resistance conductive fur [46],
pressure detecting arrays [113, 59], RGB cameras [92] and RGB-D cameras [81, 84]
can also be used to accurately identify human actions. Almost all such work hinges
on machine learning principles introduced in [60] or Markov processes like those discussed in [86]. These related cases all demonstrate that machine learning on sensor
data can facilitate reliable labeling of human movement.
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2.4

Precedents in Haptic spHRI

Other areas of spHRI shaping our current and future work include human-robot
play, handshakes, and object passing. Investigations of robot play activities like hugging [61], dancing [66], and performing magic [83] inform our interaction design and
analysis strategies. Studies of human-robot handshakes have illustrated a way to
model human haptic behaviors [111] and shape human-like robotic handshake algorithms [5]. Human-robot handover experiments have found that robots equipped
with basic sensing can execute successful joint action [19] and robots that move in a
human-like way are most eﬀective in this type of interaction [57]. These play, handshake, and handover investigations influenced how we processed data and designed
motion in our work.

2.5

Precedents in Physical Rehabilitation

The human-robot interactions presented later in this dissertation follow many existing physical rehabilitation and exercise intervention strategies, such as interactions
involving hand-to-hand contact, the use of robots that physically contact humans,
and the use of social robots. Boxing is one hand-to-hand exercise strategy that has
been used to help treat cerebral palsy and Parkinson’s [28, 22]. Generally, low-impact
exercises are recommended to keep people cognitively and physically well [26]. Researchers have also found that robotic exoskeletons can promote upper-limb exercise
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by physically interacting with human users [93]. Other investigations have indicated
that robots can motivate older adults to stay active via social communication [32].
Our research at the intersection of physical human-robot interaction and socially assistive robotics may facilitate even more exercise motivation by leveraging advantages
of robots on both fronts.
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Chapter 3
Our First Hand-Clapping Robot
This Chapter discusses work that addresses our first research question: How should
a hand-clapping robot move and react to people?
To begin investigating this topic, we sought to discover precisely how robots should
move and react in hand-clapping games, which we define as interactions involving
repeated hand-to-hand contacts between two agents. We conducted an experiment
to observe seven pairs of people performing a variety of hand-clapping activities. We
found that their recorded hand movements were accurately described by sinusoids
that have a constant participant-specific maximum velocity across clapping tempos.
Behaviorally, people struggled most with hand clapping at fast tempos, but they
also smiled and laughed most often during fast trials. We used the collected human
feedback to select, modify, and program a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot
to clap hands with a human partner. Preliminary tests demonstrated that this robot
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could move like our participants and reliably detect human hand impacts through
its wrist-mounted accelerometers, thereby exhibiting promise as a safe and engaging
interaction partner. These results were published at the 2016 IEEE International
Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication (RO-MAN) [42].
Once the robot behaviors were implemented, we conducted a user study with N
= 20 participants to begin exploring how users perceive playful human-robot interaction. Each user played simple hand-clapping games with the Rethink Robotics
Baxter Research Robot during a one-hour-long session. As detailed later in this
Chapter, qualitative experience data collected from surveys and experiment recordings resoundingly demonstrate that this interaction is viable: all users successfully
completed the experiment, all users enjoyed at least one game, and nineteen of the 20
users identified at least one potential personal use for Baxter. Hand-clapping tempo
was highly salient to users, and human-like robot errors were more widely accepted
than mechanical errors. This work was reported at the 2016 International Conference on Social Robotics [43] and will soon be further documented in a journal article.
These findings can motivate and guide roboticists who want to design social-physical
human-robot interactions. Overall, this first hand-clapping robot research lays the
foundation for motion and other behaviors of a social-physical robot.
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3.1

Learning from Human Motion

We found few engineering and robotics papers on the topics of designing or implementing hand-clapping robot motion, so we began our investigations by observing
and modeling human motion.

3.1.1

Human-Human Study Methods

We prepared to create a capable robotic system for hand-clapping HRI applications
by carefully observing human-human interactions and analyzing results with robot
design in mind. These results contributed to the later design of a hand-clapping
robotic system to help answer questions in the space of spHRI. Through this work,
we aimed to help shape design processes for socially relevant pHRI involving joint
action. The Penn IRB approved all procedures under protocol 818801.

Experiment Setup
Fourteen participants (9 male, 5 female) enrolled in the study, gave informed consent,
successfully completed the experiment, and received a $5 payment. Participants were
aged from 23 to 29 years of age (M = 25.4 years, SD = 1.6 years). Eleven of these
individuals originated from the United States, one from India, one from Spain, and
one from no identifiable hometown. Twelve participants were students, one was an
educator, and one was a real-estate analyst. All participants had full function in their
arms and hands.
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Figure 3.1: The human-human experiment setup. Upper left: closeup view of sensors.
Lower left: sensors mounted to a participant’s hand. Right: participants sitting face-to-face
and clapping with opposite hands.

Each of the seven randomly selected pairs of participants came to the lab for a
single sitting that lasted about 30 minutes. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the back center
of one participant’s left hand and one participant’s right hand was outfitted with a
magnetic tracking sensor (Ascension trakSTAR 3D Model 180 6DOF) and a threeaxis accelerometer breakout board (Sparkfun MMA7361). The experiment activities
involved only the instrumented hands. Because all but one of the enrolled participants
were right handed, we randomized which hand to outfit with sensors.

Experiment Phases
This experiment centered on palm-to-palm hand-clapping motions executed repeatedly, in the style of hand-clapping games. We chose to examine only this one type of
hand-clapping motion to decrease the likelihood of errors in hand clapping execution
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and increase the participants’ ability to focus on synchronization with their partner.
The specific experiment trial tasks were designed to explore human engagement and
challenge during diﬀerent gameplay tempos and tempo changes. An understanding of
these topics could enhance human-robot gameplay and also inform other human-robot
collaboration design.
Hand-clapping cues (target tempos or tempo changes) were presented to the participants either through headphones or via cues written on index cards, as indicated
in the phase descriptions below. The experimenter specified a hand-clapping task in
each trial and asked the participants to carry out this task for data recording. We
asked participants to rest briefly after each recording, to move and interact in as natural a manner as possible, and to communicate the tempo through haptic information
only (not by verbal description, hand gestures, foot tapping, etc.) The three phases
of the experiment increased in diﬃculty as follows:
• Phase 1: Five hand-clapping trials. Both participants could hear a target
(randomly ordered) hand-clapping tempo stimulus (60, 110, 160, 210, or 260
beats per minute (BPM)) and attempted to clap hands at that tempo for 20
seconds.
• Phase 2: Ten hand-clapping trials. During each trial, only one of the participants could hear the target (randomly ordered) hand-clapping tempo stimulus
(60, 110, 160, 210, or 260 BPM). The participant listening to the tempo led the
other participant in making contact at that tempo for 20 seconds. Each partic15

ipant had opportunities to be the tempo leader, and the randomized selection
of the tempo leader was balanced between the participants.
• Phase 3: Eight hand-clapping trials. During each trial, one participant saw
a written cue to speed up, slow down, or remain at a constant tempo and led
the other participant in that activity for 20 seconds. Each participant had opportunities to be the tempo leader, and tempo leader selection was randomized
and balanced.

Because we explore only constant tempo hand-clapping interaction in our initial
Baxter investigations, the findings discussed throughout this Section draw mostly
from Phases 1 and 2. We use Phase 3 data in Chapter 4 when we endow Baxter with
the ability to adapt to a human’s gameplay tempo.

Data Collection
We recorded 20 seconds of position tracker and accelerometer data for each mentioned
experiment trial and gave participants three types of surveys: (1) a single-question
Likert tempo rating survey after each trial of the first experiment phase, (2) a Likert
and free-response concluding survey after the final trial of the experiment, and (3)
a basic demographic survey after the concluding survey. All Likert-type questions
used seven-point scales. The concluding survey was designed to capture participant
reactions to the experiment and evaluate the diﬃculty level of the experiment using
questions based on the NASA Task Load Index (TLX), a standard inventory that
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quantifies perceived activity workload [78]. More information about the TLX appears
in Appendix B. The experiment was also videotaped to enable subsequent analysis of
the participants’ reactions throughout the experiment, especially smiling, laughter,
and failures during a trial.

3.1.2

Human-Human Study Findings

Analysis of the human-human interaction data yielded useful insights on the design
of engaging activities for a hand-clapping robot with human-inspired end-eﬀector
trajectories and state machine behaviors. We break down the most relevant design
insights into notable findings from motions, surveys, and behaviors. As discussed
later in this Chapter, the results of this study led us to select a robot platform and
implement informed hardware and software modifications toward making it a safe
and engaging hand-clapping partner.

Motion Results
Our analysis of recorded hand position and acceleration data sought to identify suitable robot motion trajectories for hand-clapping games. An initial review of this
data revealed that participants moved primarily in the y-direction of the magnetic
position tracker’s reference frame, which was parallel to the z-axes of the accelerometers. Participants’ hands underwent little rotation about any axis. Accordingly, our
analysis focuses on movement only in the tracker’s y-direction. The eﬀects of grav-
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Figure 3.2: Sample plot of acceleration and position recordings in the human-human
experiment, with acceleration peaks and corresponding hand contact locations labeled. The
three dashed lines emphasize that the acceleration peaks coincide with the location of hand
contact.

ity were removed from the accelerometer data by subtracting the mean acceleration
value from the accelerometer readings in the vertical direction. We then calculated
the root mean square (RMS) of the remaining acceleration vector at each time step.
Figure 3.2 displays a sample trial recording after this initial processing.
Overall Trajectory Fitting: One of our key experiment goals was to identify a suitable waveform to describe the participants’ hand motions. After considering several
periodic and kinematically-inspired models that could explain the hand motion, we
selected a few top contenders that closely resembled recorded data shapes, represented
hand movements easily reproduced by a robot, and were unlikely to overfit: a triangular waveform model representing a constant speed motion, a piecewise parabolic
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Figure 3.3: Peak-to-peak amplitude vs. frequency relationship for participant hand movement during Phases 1 and 2 of the experiment. The error bars represent a 95% confidence
interval of the population mean. Colored lines show three amplitude measurements for each
participant: Phase 1, Phase 2 leader, and Phase 2 follower.

model representing a constant acceleration motion, and a sinusoidal model representing the periodic motion of a simple harmonic oscillator (mass on a spring).
To select the most representative model, we fit these models to each participant’s
motion in the Phase 1 and Phase 2 recordings. The sinusoidal model had the lowest
average root mean squared error (RMSE) and also the best fit for over 90% of all
Phase 1 and Phase 2 motion recordings. Accordingly, a sinusoidal hand motion model
was our top choice for representing typical human hand movement.
Participant-Specific Amplitude Fitting: Figure 3.3 illustrates another clear relationship seen in the Phase 1 and Phase 2 data recordings and experiment video footage:
a negative correlation between hand-clapping tempo and amplitude of hand move-
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ment (0.172 m for 60 BPM, 0.111 m for 110 BPM, 0.079 m for 160 BPM, 0.060 m
for 210 BPM, and 0.045 m for 260 BPM). For estimating appropriate peak-to-peak
amplitude (A) between the explored clapping tempos, the exponential curve
A = 0.258m · e−0.429minutes/beat·T

(3.1.1)

may be helpful; this exponential is the best fit of the measured amplitude vs. frequency
data points. In this equation, T represents stimulus tempo in BPM.
In the interest of adapting our hand motion model to reflect this trend, we created
three versions of the sinusoidal model. Each version had a constant participantspecific maximum position, velocity, or acceleration parameter that we could tune to
select the best model fit across all trials for a given individual. The models yield the
following relationships between hand-clapping frequency and the amplitude of hand
movement, using variables for peak-to-peak amplitude (A), position (y), velocity (v),
acceleration (a), and temporal frequency of hand contacts in Hz (f ):
• Fixed-Amplitude Position Sinusoid (FPS) model using a position amplitude
yfixed as the parameter:
A = 2 yfixed

(3.1.2)

• Fixed-Amplitude Velocity Sinusoid (FVS) using a velocity amplitude vfixed as
the parameter. The velocity sinusoid is then integrated once to get a position
sinusoid:
A= (

2
2π rad
cycle
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) vfixed
f

(3.1.3)
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Figure 3.4: Illustrative trajectories at the experiment stimulus frequencies for the three
proposed sinusoidal human hand motion models.

• Fixed-Amplitude Acceleration Sinusoid (FAS) using an acceleration amplitude
afixed as the parameter. The acceleration sinusoid is then integrated twice to get
a position sinusoid:
A= (

2
2π rad
cycle

)2

afixed

(3.1.4)

f2

Figure 3.4 demonstrates how the FPS amplitude is constant, the FVS amplitude
varies inversely with clapping frequency, and the FAS amplitude varies inversely with
frequency squared.
We used least squares optimization to identify the best parameter for each combination of model and participant. Figure 3.5 shows the RMSE between the data
recordings and the best-fit version of each proposed model per participant in Phase
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Figure 3.5: RMSE between the amplitude of the best-fit version of each motion model
and the recorded hand-clapping amplitude in Phases 1 and 2 of the experiment. The error
bars represent a 95% confidence interval of the population mean.

1, in Phase 2 as a tempo leader, and in Phase 2 as a tempo follower. Overall, the
model that fits best is the fixed-amplitude velocity sinusoid model. Because of its
simplicity, continuous nature, and replication of experiment data trends, this is the
motion model we later implement on our hand-clapping robot. Note that four of the
42 lines reflect a best fit with the fixed-amplitude position model because one pair
moved very little regardless of tempo during Phase 2.
Participant Performance: The position and acceleration recordings also demonstrated
that the participants generally succeeded at the requested tasks, although some errors
were evident in the recorded data. For Phase 1, the RMSE value representing the
diﬀerence between stimulus tempos and achieved tempos was 10 BPM. For Phase 2,
the RMSE was 13 BPM. These results represent reasonable tempo errors, especially
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Figure 3.6: An illustration of participant hand movement at fast tempos where some
errors occurred, such as participants falling into phase with one another or experiencing
drift in contact location.

for the fastest two tempos, during which participants sometimes struggled. For Phase
3, 95% of the tempo change cues were executed successfully. Since participants were
usually successful at the requested tasks, this set of activities may be a good starting
point for our spHRI studies.
Failure Modes: Although participants generally succeeded at the requested tasks, they
occasionally struggled with other aspects of hand clapping and exhibited various failure modes throughout the experiment. Errors such as drift in hand contact position
throughout the trial and participants’ hands falling into phase with each other were
readily visible in the data recordings. These errors occurred because we chose a challenging range of tempos similar to those used in hand-clapping games. Samples of the
error types visible in the data recordings are labeled in Fig. 3.6. Moments of hand
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contact drift were not removed from the data before analysis because few participants
maintained a perfectly consistent contact location and it was unclear what the cutoﬀ
for excessive drift would be. The falling-into-phase error, however, was removed from
the data before analysis in cases where the local acceleration maxima typically indicating hand contact disappeared (i.e., when participants were struggling and messily
rubbing their hands together rather than making clear hand-clapping contact).

Survey Results
Written survey results gave us valuable feedback concerning participant engagement
and challenge during the experiment. Preliminary survey responses reported in [40]
include some participants excluded here due to data recording and eligibility issues.
Surveys after each trial of Phase 1 revealed that our stimuli covered a rich range
of tempos. Tempo ratings ranged from 1 (very slow) to 7 (very fast) with a median
of 5 and an interquartile range of 3-6.
The concluding survey responses illustrated in Fig. 3.7 indicate that participants
had a positive experience doing the experiment. The Q8, Q9, Q12, and Q13 box
plots show that participants accurately perceived their general success in carrying
out experiment tasks. Since the concluding survey data are nonparametric, we used
Kruskal-Wallis tests to compare pairings of responses in an eﬀort to answer the following interaction questions:
• Would participants prefer to do this activity with a human or robot? No pref24

Q1: How much did you enjoy the experiment overall? (E)

Very little (1)

Neutral amount (4)

Very much (7)

Q2: How much would you want to do this activity with another person? (I)

Very little

Neutral amount

Q8: How well did you lead the tempo? (P)

Very badly (1)

Very much

Very badly

Q3: How much would you want to do this activity with a robot? (I)

Very little

Neutral amount

Moderately engaged

Very much

Moderately engaged

Moderately engaged

Very engaged

Moderately engaged

Mildly rushed

Not at all calm

Not at all rushed

Mildly calm

Very calm

Q12: How well did you follow the tempo? (P)

Very engaged

Very badly

Not good not bad

Very well

Q13: How well do you think you performed in the experiment overall? (P)

Very engaged

Very badly

Q7: How engaged do you think you would have been during this activity as a 10-year-old child? (N)

Not at all engaged

Very well

Q11: How calm did you feel as the leader of the tempo? (T)

Q6: How engaged did you feel throughout the experiment? (N)

Not at all engaged

Not good not bad

Very rushed

Q5: How engaged did you feel when following your partner's tempo? (N)

Not at all engaged

Very well (7)

Q10: How rushed did you feel as the leader of the tempo? (T)

Q4: How engaged did you feel as the leader of the tempo? (N)

Not at all engaged

Not good not bad (4)

Q9: When you were leading, how well did the high-fiving rate match the defined tempo? (P)

Very engaged

Not good not bad

Very well

Q14: How rushed did you feel as the follower of the tempo? (T)

Very rushed

Mildly rushed

Not at all rushed

Q15: How calm did you feel as the follower of the tempo? (T)
enjoyment (E)

engagement (N)

interest (I)

performance (P)

task load (T)
Not at all calm

Mildly calm

Very calm

Figure 3.7: Survey responses to each concluding survey question. Stars represent the
median value for each question, pluses represent outliers, and box edges are the 25th and
75th percentiles. Color coding and letter coding indicate groupings of questions; the enjoyment, interest, and engagement topics were meant to inform our future research action,
while the performance and task load questions aimed to capture the challenge level of the
experimental activities.

erences found. (Q2 vs. Q3: χ2 = 0.15, p = 0.70)
• Did participants have a better experience as tempo leaders or followers? No
diﬀerence was found. (Q4 vs. Q5: χ2 = 1.22, p = 0.27)
• Is this type of activity better suited for adults or children? Users thought it is
more suitable for children. (Q6 vs. Q7: χ2 = 8.1, p < 0.05)
• Did participants feel more rushed as leaders or followers? No diﬀerence was
found. (Q10 vs. Q14: χ2 = 0.75, p = 0.39)
• Did participants feel calmer as leaders or followers? No diﬀerence was found.
(Q11 vs. Q15: χ2 = 1.23, p = 0.27)
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Participants saw the experiment activity as better suited for children than adults,
but otherwise they displayed no statistically significant preferences. Thus, we are
justified in designing a robotic playmate, and we have flexibility in the corresponding
interaction design decisions. Another important trend to note is the wide range of
responses to Q3, stemming from worries about the safety of clapping hands with a
robot. We kept these concerns in mind as we developed our robotic system.

Behavior Results
Behavioral results from the experiment provided useful insights into the ways participants reacted to hand clapping and how we could apply those results to hand-clapping
robot state machine design. Our quantitative behavioral data was gathered by an experimenter who watched the session videos and tallied key events in a style similar to
the investigations in [99]. We found a significant relationship between hand-clapping
tempo in Phases 1 and 2 and the occurrence of participant smiling and laughter,
which we will henceforth call “mirth.” As Fig. 3.8 demonstrates, 37% of all mirth
happened at the fastest tempo (260 BPM). Similarly, in Phase 3 of the experiment,
tempo change cues resulted in more mirth than constant tempo cues.
While searching for an explanation for these trends, we discovered that failures
were strongly correlated with both mirth and fast tempos. Every participant pair
had trouble with at least one of the trials at 260 BPM, and the video rater recorded
failures during 58% of the overall trials at this tempo. Interestingly, these trials also
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Figure 3.8: The percentage of smiling and laughter events that occurred during each
stimulus tempo in Phases 1 and 2 (top plot) and during each stimulus cue in Phase 3
(bottom plot).

led to abundant mirth; 38% of all recorded smiling and laughter events occurred during failures. Throughout all experiment sittings, there were only two failures (out of
69 total) during which neither person in the pair smiled or laughed. Accordingly, our
robot state machine design should include not only practical hand-clapping motion
sequences, but also lighthearted and encouraging responses to hand-clapping diﬃculties. Adding more diﬃcult trials may also make the interaction more suitable for
adults.

3.1.3

Human-Human Study Conclusions

The results of our human-human experiment provided abundant information to help
create an engaging hand-clapping robot, including many essential motion trajectory
and behavioral patterns. Participant motion trends indicate that a robot playmate
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should exhibit an inverse relationship between hand-clapping frequency and amplitude. Study results inspire us to pursue a simple and continuous sinusoidal model of
robot motion with a constant maximum velocity across all clapping tempos. Survey
responses indicate that this type of activity is perceived to be engaging, especially for
children, thereby motivating us to continue developing robot hand-clapping abilities.
Additionally, participant responses to hand-clapping failures suggest that it will be
important to design our robot to react to failure in a lighthearted and encouraging
manner, like our study participants tended to.

3.2

Contact State Interpretation

In human-human hand-clapping gameplay, participants usually respond to errors by
slowing down, starting over, or celebrating victory. Accordingly, we need robots to
know whether hand contact has occurred throughout human-robot hand-clapping
games. This understanding guides behavior throughout typical models of handclapping gameplay derived from human-human behaviors.

3.2.1

State Detection in Human-Human Data

In the human-human interaction case, the solution to the contact detection problem
was clear. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, peaks in the RMS signal from the hand-worn
accelerometers in the human-human experiment occur consistently and exclusively
at moments of hand impact. Local maxima detection on the RMS acceleration
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signal with set minimum peak spacing proved a reliable way to identify successful
hand-clapping impacts and their corresponding hand positions throughout the entire
dataset. Occasionally, we encountered brief periods without RMS acceleration peaks
when participants were failing to successfully execute the hand-clapping game, such as
Participant 2 at the beginning of Fig. 3.6. This finding indicates that a hand-clapping
robotic system can probably use its own end-eﬀector accelerometer signal processing
to both detect handclaps and predict whether its partner is having trouble.

3.2.2

State Detection in Human-Robot Data

During a hand-clapping game, the interaction typically ends when one of the players
fails to perform the correct motion. Thus, a hand-clapping robot should expect a
particular contact input at each action state to continue gameplay, and any incorrect
contact input or absence of awaited contact input should trigger the end of the game.
To work toward accomplishing this gameplay model, we considered how to detect
contact and evaluate its correctness using the arms of the Rethink Robotics Baxter
Research Robot, discussed later in more detail. In our initial work, we were considering this robot’s potential for pHRI because of its human-like size, safety features,
and design for physical collaboration with people.
Baxter has a built-in collision detection functionality that turned out to be unsuitable for detecting the types of contacts that occur in hand-clapping games because it is
a Boolean output that reports contact only in the case of an extremely hard collision.
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Figure 3.9: The root mean square (RMS) of the raw acceleration from one of Baxter’s
wrist accelerometers clearly indicates the timing of human contact with Baxter’s stationary
end-eﬀector.

Accordingly, we investigated other sensor data that is published by the robot through
its Robot Operating System (ROS) framework. Baxter’s built-in wrist-mounted accelerometer proved the best option. An example recording from the accelerometer
during contact and non-contact on a stationary Baxter robot arm (Fig. 3.9) illustrates
that thresholding alone could detect moments of hand contact. More robust methods
discussed in Section 3.3.3 are better at avoiding false positives from the ego-vibrations
caused by Baxter arm movement [73].
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3.3

Hand-Clapping Behaviors on a Robot

From the findings discussed above and a consideration of our resources, we decided to
implement our newfound hand-clapping design insights on a robot that was humansized, anthropomorphic, low cost, and safe for physical contact. Survey feedback
from participants indicated that robot safety and collaborative ability were especially
important. In accordance with these design criteria, we selected a Rethink Robotics
Baxter Research Robot, a human-sized humanoid robot designed for physically interactive tasks in factory settings. Baxter oﬀers several advantages over traditional
industrial robots for our purposes: a rich sensor suite including 360-degree sonar,
joint torque sensing, and cameras; safe mechanical features like series elastic actuators, fully backdrivable joints, and impact-absorbing shells; a humanoid anatomy that
makes the mapping of game motions to the human body intuitive; a standard Robot
Operating System (ROS) framework; and a relatively aﬀordable price (∼$25,000).
With careful updates, we have advanced Baxter toward being able to carry out
safe, compelling, and enjoyable hand-clapping interaction with humans. This process
included physical modification of the robot, design of its end-eﬀector motion, and use
of its onboard sensors for contact detection. These adaptations readied the robot for
the end goal of playing hand-clapping games. Preliminary piloting proved promising,
and Baxter studies discussed later in this dissertation helped us explore aspects of
hand-clapping games ranging from successful execution and timing to the public’s
overall perception of a robot that performs this type of activity.
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3.3.1

End-Eﬀector Modification

The commercially available parallel-jaw grippers for the Baxter robotic platform
proved insuﬃcient for comfortable hand contact with a human gameplay partner.
As a result, one of our first steps toward transforming Baxter into a capable handclapping teammate was designing and fabricating new end-eﬀectors that allowed for
safe and satisfying hand contact. Human-human study results showed that humans
perceived the safety of interacting with a robot as very important and also identified the sound of a handclap as an indicator of interaction quality. Consequently,
our hand design is an anthropomorphic but non-articulated 3D-printed plastic hand
with length and width dimensions close to average human hand size (20.3 cm long,
10.8 cm wide). Part files for our custom Baxter hands are available under a Creative
Commons license at http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2286104. The hand design includes depressions that we fill with approximately 5 mm silicone rubber to
imitate the properties of human tissue and facilitate a safe and satisfying-sounding
interaction. M4×0.7 screws spaced to fit threaded holes in Baxter’s finger alignment
rails join our custom hand to Baxter’s arm, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10.

3.3.2

End-Eﬀector Motion

Data collected in our human-human experiment (Section 3.1) showed that human
hand-clapping motion could be modeled well by sinusoids that have a constant participant-specific maximum velocity across clapping tempos. Accordingly, our initial de32

Figure 3.10: Upper left: Baxter’s built-in finger alignment rails with regularly spaced
threaded holes. Lower left: Our fabricated Baxter hand with the compatible M4×0.7
screws. Right: Baxter with its custom-built end-eﬀector. Depressions in the hand are filled
with silicone rubber to soften contact.

sign for Baxter’s motion is a control strategy that moves the robot’s end-eﬀector along
these trajectories using the typical profiles exhibited by participants in the study.
Since Baxter is a relatively new robot, some initial implementation steps included
adjusting its software development kit and exploring basic robot functionality. Our
first attempt to recreate human-like motion trajectories used Baxter’s built-in joint
position control mode to move the robot’s arm between closely-spaced trajectory waypoints at piecewise velocities computed using the derivative of the motion trajectory.
This control strategy was unsuccessful because Baxter took too much time moving
to within the set tolerance of each waypoint, delaying subsequent motion commands
and preventing the precisely timed motion necessary for hand-clapping games.
Successful execution of these human-inspired hand-clapping trajectories is possible
with Baxter’s built-in joint torque control mode, but not with the more commonly
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Figure 3.11: Block diagram illustrating how the wrist pitch joint of Baxter’s arm was
controlled throughout pilot experimentation. G(s) represents the forward transfer function
of the system, Kg is a gravity compensation gain, and all other symbols are elements of the
arrays defined in the time-domain control law below.

used position controller. We computed the desired input torques at each time step
using a PD controller with feedforward and gravity compensation terms, as illustrated
by the block diagram in Fig. 3.11. The overall time-domain control law is
τ cmd = Kd (θ̇ d − θ̇) + Kp (θ d − θ) − Kf θ d + τ gc

(3.3.1)

where τ cmd is a vector of torques commanded to each Baxter arm motor, Kd is a
diagonal matrix of derivative gains, θ d is a vector of desired arm joint angles, θ is
a vector of actual joint angles, Kp is a diagonal matrix of proportional gains, Kf is
a diagonal matrix of feedforward gains, and τ gc is a vector of gravity compensation
torques. Examples of appropriate gains for this control law appear in Section 3.4.3.
Once we implemented this control scheme, we had to decide where in its workspace
Baxter should execute the desired trajectory. We obtained possible start poses by
physically moving Baxter’s arm and querying for the current joint angles from Baxter’s ROS topics. From the start pose shown in Fig. 3.10, we discovered that Baxter
could move through a near perfect approximation of the human-inspired sinusoidal
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Figure 3.12: Sample plot of acceleration and position recordings from Baxter during
human-robot gameplay. The upper graph includes the high-pass filtered acceleration values
thresholded to predict times of hand impact on the robot. The three dashed lines emphasize
that times of classified hand impact coincide well with hand contact artifacts in the position
plot.

trajectory using only the wrist pitch (W1) joint. The resulting hand-clapping motion
was almost exclusively in the x-direction of Baxter’s Cartesian workspace and the
x-direction of the inbuilt wrist accelerometer. Figure 3.12 illustrates the achieved
motion and corresponding accelerometer readings in these key directions during interaction with a human partner.

3.3.3

Hand Contact Detection Confirmation

To accomplish human-robot gameplay, we had to find a reliable way to detect contact during robot motion. Although previous results reported in Section 3.2.2 demonstrated that local maxima-finding on the RMS acceleration was suﬃcient for detecting
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hand contact in human-human hand clapping or clapping with a stationary robot,
Fig. 3.12 illustrates that the robot ego-vibrations during gameplay forced us to seek
a new contact detection strategy.
Instead, we filtered accelerometer readings to discriminate between extraneous
features and actual hand contact with the robot. We obtained the best results when
filtering raw readings from only the x-axis of the accelerometer, which is aligned with
the impacts. As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, a discrete-time first-order Butterworth highpass filter with a cutoﬀ frequency of 25 Hz is eﬀective for helping us to discriminate
acceleration peaks caused by hand contact with Baxter from other accelerometer signal features. This strategy is consistent with contact detection results from related
work on humanoid robot gripper contact detection [89]. To prevent false positives
from secondary peak artifacts appearing shortly after actual hand contacts, we also
introduced a 0.1 second timeout period after each detected hand impact. Thresholding the filtered accelerometer signal allowed us to find all hand contact instances
during hand-clapping interactions with several pilot users. The threshold was set to
4.0, 5.0, and 5.5 m/s2 for clapping tempos of 60, 110, and 160 BPM, respectively.

3.3.4

Pilot Investigation

Baxter successfully completed a pilot study playing hand-clapping games with a human user under Penn IRB protocol 823886. This participant carried out one hour of
interaction trials with Baxter. These trials were designed to mimic the 60, 110, and
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160 BPM Phase 1 trials of our human-human experiment. The pilot participant reported comfortable contact with the custom Baxter end-eﬀector throughout the entire
hour. Our motion control scheme worked well enough that this individual perceived
the robot to be making a trajectory error only one time out of all 947 human-robot
hand-clapping cycles (0.001% of interactions), when Baxter’s ego-vibration triggered
a false positive indication of hand contact. Overall, the robot’s contact detection logic
correctly identified over 97% of the human-robot contact occurrences, displaying less
than 3% misses. The pilot participant was satisfied with the interaction and felt safe
contacting the robot.

3.3.5

Robot Implementation Conclusions

The Rethink Robotics Baxter holds promise as a hand-clapping robot because of its
human-like size, low cost, and safety features. Our work with Baxter so far involved
creating new end-eﬀectors and implementing our human trajectory and contact detection findings on the robot after iterative investigations of Baxter’s inbuilt sensors
and SDK API. Baxter safely and successfully completed a pilot study playing handclapping games with a human user throughout one hour of interaction trials similar to
those in Phase 1 of our human-human experiment. Overall, this robotic system serves
as a gateway to many explorations and instantiations of social-physical human-robot
interaction using Baxter and other robots.
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Figure 3.13: The Baxter robot clapping hands with a person.

3.4

Initial Human-Robot Interaction Study

This Section describes how we explored user perception of our initial hand-clapping
robot by conducting a human-robot user study, identifying significant results, and
considering the advantages and limitations of this approach. We will leverage our
findings to continue developing and testing hand-clapping spHRI applications.

3.4.1

Human-Robot Study Motivation

As robots enter more human-populated environments and seek to connect with people,
we anticipate that physical human-robot hand-to-hand touch will be an important
future source of mutual human-robot learning and bonding (Fig. 3.13). Up to this
point, this Chapter described how we created a safe and capable hand-clapping robotic
system by developing hand-clapping trajectory models and hand-contact detection
strategies for the Rethink Robotics Baxter Robot [42], leading to the prototype used
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in the reported study. In the style of early research steps in the aforementioned related
human-robot handshake and object passing literature, the rest of this Chapter focuses
on the thorough analysis of an initial human-robot experiment. After the reported
testing with one user [42], we designed a larger experiment to expose additional
users to our new hand-clapping robot behavior while investigating the implications
of diﬀerent robot contact acknowledgment modes, trajectory variability modes, and
stiﬀness settings during interactions at various tempos.
Preliminary results from this study were reported in [43], looking only at users’
overall qualitative reactions to the robot. This Section augments these initial findings
by examining the eﬀects of the diﬀerent tested conditions and by analyzing additional
data gathered throughout the investigation. This controlled initial experiment is an
ideal springboard for understanding more complex future human-robot hand-clapping
game interactions like “Pat-a-cake” and “Slide.” Results from this Section also fed into
our later work exploring hand-clapping games in interaction scenarios like promoting
bonding before human-robot teamwork (Chapter 5) and encouraging older adults to
stay active by carrying out light exercise in their homes (Chapter 6).
After summarizing related work (Section 3.4.2), we describe how we tested our
hand-clapping robot’s abilities with a user study (Section 3.4.3), extracted results
from the experiment data (Section 3.4.4), and considered the findings, limitations,
and overarching lessons of this research (Section 3.4.5). We believe this research will
aid and inform others who are interested in designing complex spHRI.
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3.4.2

Human-Robot Study Related Work

Our work builds on two main areas: social robotics and physical human-robot interaction (pHRI). Combining these two fields creates the potential for emotional interaction
augmented by a direct physical connection, as surveyed in [4]. Classic examples of
eﬀective social-physical robots are the robotic creature [114], the Huggable [103], and
Paro [97]. In its various possible application areas, spHRI can serve functions from
enhancing mental healthcare treatment [85] to helping a robot more fully comprehend
human intention [59]. spHRI can even encourage communication from developmentally delayed children who otherwise would be unlikely to interact [88]. Our work
looks to leverage the advantages of spHRI through human-robot hand clapping.
As a close parallel to our empirical investigation of hand-clapping HRI, research
on human-robot handover tasks has illustrated that human users prefer minimum
jerk trajectories along with other human-inspired robot motion controllers [57, 19].
Human-robot handshake experiments have demonstrated ways to shape human-like
robotic handshake algorithms using pure imitation or machine learning [5] and leveraging aﬀective interaction design [3]. Although one study of robot touch in a medical
setting indicates that users prefer pragmatic robot touch (washing the skin) to aﬀective robot touch [21], we believe well designed robot playful touch in clapping games
may be a more natural-feeling interaction than a comforting pat from a robot in a
mock medical setting. Like our work, all of these projects used empirical HRI experiments to compare subjective user responses to diﬀerent robotic interaction modes.
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Our experiment explores several interaction modes akin to those investigated in [3],
a similar study of aﬀective spHRI that focused on human-robot handshakes rather
than hand clapping. In combination with investigations from the field of haptics,
the aﬀective handshake experiment inspires us to push the bounds of spHRI. Some
haptics research delineates the perceived human- or robot-likeness of diﬀerent robot
control methods [12], including human-motion-inspired data-driven strategies like the
one used by our robot. Other work related to altering human-robot hand contact
sensations includes studies on realistic contact rendering in virtual environments [35]
and haptic illusions of softness [110]. This Section pursues the understanding of
haptic interactions with hand-clapping robots by investigating variables such as arm
stiﬀness and system behavior during hand contact.
Although we believe our work is the first research focused on human-robot handclapping games, some past studies explored similar human-human activities. For
example, investigations of human-human social motor coordination reveal that people are likely to engage in hand-clapping games throughout many stages of life and
are skilled at synchronizing during this type of activity [95]. Discussions of jointly
improvised motion lend similar insights on human-human synchronization and additionally reveal that expert improvisers may outperform others in some social motor
coordinations tasks [82]. Additionally, [6] proposes a video game that uses electrodermal activity-sensing controllers to detect hand-to-hand contact between players
for more enjoyable gameplay. In a similar way, [63] outlines the design and testing of
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an electrodermal activity-sensing wrist-worn watch designed to increase intimacy in
a workplace environment.
HRI studies on other play applications also shaped our research. In educational
environments, playful social robots have been shown to improve English language
learning and help researchers estimate human friendship [62]. Qualitative evaluations helped researchers design aﬀective understanding and reactions for the Haptic
Creature [115]. Researchers have also observed natural human-robot play for social
machine learning applications using a small humanoid [23]. Practices in these precedents indicate that we should collect qualitative data alongside quantitative subjective
and sensor data in our initial hand-clapping HRI investigations.

3.4.3

Human-Robot Study Methods

We ran an experiment with the Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot to explore
how human users perceive robotic hand-clapping playmates. Here, we were especially
interested in how various robot interaction modes would aﬀect user impressions of
robot safety and attributions of emotion to the robot. Accordingly, we gathered users’
subjective responses to diﬀerent styles of robot behavior while recording Baxter’s
sensor data and full-face video of the participants throughout the study. The Penn
IRB approved all experimental procedures under protocol 823886.
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Figure 3.15: Personality type distribution of our initial experiment participants between
the DiSC personality test’s categories [104].

Experiment Setup
Twenty participants (12 male and 8 female) enrolled in our study, gave informed
consent, and successfully completed the experiment. Participants were aged from 19
to 38 years (M = 27.2 years, SD = 5.0 years) and were mostly technical students
(17 technically-trained students, 1 technically-trained educator, 1 technically-trained
postdoctoral researcher, and 1 non-technical homemaker). To help situate our results,
we requested information from each user about their level of robot experience and
general personality traits. The results of these questions appear in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15.
Twelve of the robot users originated from the United States, two from Colombia, two
from China, one from Germany, one from Taiwan, one from Hong Kong, and one
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from India. All participants had full function in their arms and hands.
We conducted this experiment using Baxter, the human-sized humanoid robot
introduced in Section 3.3 and pictured in Fig. 3.13. As in the pilot investigation,
the commercially available Baxter parallel-jaw end-eﬀectors proved unsuitable for
hand-clapping interactions, so we used the custom 3D-printed non-articulating hand
introduced in Section 3.3.1.
Each person came to the lab for a single session that lasted about one hour. The
participant stood facing Baxter throughout the experiment and engaged in repeated
palm-to-palm contacts between their left hand and the robot’s right end-eﬀector, in
the style of hand-clapping games. We designed this left-handed interaction to increase
participant mental load during the experiment; all but one of the participants were
right-handed. This experiment examined only one type of hand-clapping motion to
increase the likelihood of successful execution by participants.
At the beginning of each session, the experimenter introduced Baxter to the participant and led the user in a practice human-human round of the hand-to-hand contact
involved in experiment trials. Next, in each of 24 randomly ordered human-robot
interaction trials, Baxter began to move its right end-eﬀector along a hand-clapping
trajectory at one of three possible hand-clapping frequencies (60, 110, or 160 beats
per minute (BPM)). The participants started to play each trial’s clapping game by
contacting the robot after they believed they understood the robot’s intended tempo.
They continued hand clapping for about 20 seconds, after which Baxter returned to
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its starting pose. We asked participants to try to maintain a constant tempo as set
by the robot at the start of each interaction. A final human-robot interaction trial
allowed users to verbally select their favorite robot behavior mode and clap hands
with the robot in that mode for as long as desired.

Conditions
This experiment was designed to explore what people think about hand-clapping
robots and quantify how diﬀerent visual and haptic robot properties aﬀect how users
feel about the interaction. Our previous observations of human-human hand-clapping
interactions focused on arm behaviors [42] and overall human emotional reactions [43].
Accordingly, to keep participants engaged and explore themes similar to the foci of our
human-human observations, we designed diﬀerent styles of Baxter facial animation,
arm trajectory, and arm control. The following subsections detail how we designed
each independent variable. To the best of our ability, we kept all other aspects of
Baxter’s behavior the same from trial to trial. The following paragraphs detail how
we designed each interaction mode, in a manner inspired by [3].
Facial Animation: Facial expressiveness can greatly aﬀect human perception of a
robot [41]. To begin exploring how diﬀerences in Baxter’s face aﬀect users, we designed facially reactive and facially nonreactive robot modes. It is important to note
that this experiment considered facial responsiveness mainly as a way to signal human
hand impact awareness and did not attempt to explore the large design space of Bax-
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Figure 3.16: Left: The default mildly positive Baxter facial expression. Right: The facial
expression used to animate the facially reactive robot.

ter facial expressiveness. See Appendix A and [41] for our more rigorous assessment
of Baxter face image eﬀects. Figure 3.16 illustrates the two expressions used to create
the diﬀerent robot face modes. These Baxter facial animation frames are consistent
with several principles of robot face design discussed in [29]: wide facial proportions,
more detail in the eyes than any other facial feature, and presence of a mouth. The
face design is intended to convey mild, but not uncanny, humanness.
In facially nonreactive mode, the robot’s screen remained on the mildly positive
face image at all times. In facially reactive mode, the mildly positive face was the
default screen animation, and the responsive face appeared for 0.2 seconds after each
detected hand contact. We identified hand impacts using the accelerometer in Baxter’s moving hand [42]. Specifically, we thresholded the result of filtering the x-axis of
the right wrist accelerometer using a discrete-time first-order Butterworth high-pass
filter with a cutoﬀ frequency of 25 Hz. The threshold was set to 4.0, 5.0, and 5.5
m/s2 for the clapping tempos of 60, 110, and 160 BPM, respectively, to balance false
positives with false negatives.
Trajectory Variation: A robot that can dynamically vary its hand trajectory based
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Figure 3.17: Illustrative examples of physically unreactive vs. physically reactive 60-BPM
trajectories in Baxter wrist pitch (W1) joint space. Each plot includes markers indicating
hand contacts and the resulting trajectory after hand contact.

on human interaction behaviors may be perceived diﬀerently than a fixed-trajectory
robot. Accordingly, another salient haptic interaction aspect to explore was the physical arm trajectory logic. Our previous investigation informed the employed strategies
of hand-clapping robot movement and contact detection [42]. We found human motion to be generally sinusoidal and designed our robot to move with this same default
behavior, as depicted in the top subplot of Fig. 3.17. Our previous work revealed
a negative correlation between human hand-clapping frequency and amplitude [42]
(Section 3.1.2), which we used here to determine appropriate amplitude values for
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each clapping frequency. Throughout experiment trials, only the wrist pitch (W1)
joint of Baxter’s right arm was commanded to move. The other joints were commanded to stay stationary, but their series elastic actuators are always soft, so the
wrist motion caused passive natural-looking motion from the rest of the arm. The
motion equation for the nonreactive mode of the robot’s only active W1 joint was
as follows, using variables for desired joint angle (θd ), amplitude of motion (A), frequency of hand contacts in Hz (f ), time (t), initial joint angle (θinit ), and a factor to
keep handclap location the same regardless of tempo (acomp ):
θd = A sin(2πf t + (π/2)) − A + θinit + acomp

(3.4.1)

The π/2 shift causes Baxter’s wrist to start at the farthest retreat location compared
to the human partner.
In contrast, the robot’s variable trajectory mode control strategy reacted dynamically. Whenever Baxter detected a handclap in this mode, its governing algorithm
fit a cubic polynomial trajectory back to the extreme retreat location. The start and
end points of the trajectory were known because the start was simply the position
and time of contact detection and the end was the farthest retreat location at a time
calculated in order to maintain a constant robot hand-clapping frequency; the desired
start and end velocities were zero because they represented instants of motion direction change. After achieving the retreat position, the robot returned to a sinusoidal
approach trajectory until the next handclap. Sample results of this physically reactive
motion trajectory appear in the lower portion of Fig. 3.17. Later discussion will note
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that hand contacts very early in a motion cycle mandated a small cubic polynomial
slope and thus a slow Baxter motion to maintain a constant clapping frequency.
Stiﬀness: Stiﬀness has been shown to influence how people perceive social-physical
robots [3]. To explore the eﬀects of robot arm stiﬀness in spHRI and keep users
engaged with a diversity of interaction experiences, the final haptic condition that
we varied was the stiﬀness of Baxter’s arm throughout gameplay. We employed
diﬀerent proportional gains in Baxter’s control law to accomplish varying stiﬀness. As
developed previously [42], the overall time-domain control law of the robot’s motion
in this experiment is:
τ cmd = Kd (θ̇ d − θ̇) + Kp (θ d − θ) − Kf θ d + τ gc

(3.4.2)

where τ cmd is a vector of torques commanded to each Baxter arm motor, Kd is a
diagonal matrix of derivative gains, θ d is a vector of desired arm joint angles, θ is
a vector of actual joint angles, Kp is a diagonal matrix of proportional gains, Kf is
a diagonal matrix of feedforward gains, and τ gc is a vector of gravity compensation
torques.
In order to maintain a consistent presented motion trajectory regardless of the
trial conditions, we always used the same proportional gain (30 Nm
) for the active
rad
)
W1 joint. For all other arm joints, we selected a lower proportional gain (15 Nm
rad
to accomplish more compliant passive joint behavior and a higher proportional gain
(60 Nm
) for a more stiﬀ arm joint behavior. In the equation above, Kp is the element
rad
that changes depending on the trial stiﬀness mode.
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for all joints and Kf was set to zero for all joints
For all trials, Kd was set to 3 Nms
rad
except the active W1 joint, for which it was set to 0.5 Nm
. Kf was a necessary term to
rad
overcome the high friction of Baxter’s active joint. Acceptable Kp and Kd values were
found using a modified Ziegler-Nichols approach, and Kf was found experimentally
by comparing desired and actual arm motion with fixed proportional and derivative
gains. The τ gc term varies dynamically as Baxter’s arm moves, but the necessary
gravity compensation can be computed with basic kinematics.

Hypotheses
We selected the experimental conditions in anticipation that they would significantly
aﬀect the way users feel about clapping hands with Baxter. In particular, we hypothesized that:
• H1: Users will perceive a robot mode with responsive facial animation to be
more pleasant than a facially unresponsive robot.
• H2: Users will perceive a variable trajectory robot to be less energetic, less
dominant, and more safe than a robot that does not respond to their impact.
• H3: Users will perceive a stiﬀer robot to be more dominant and less safe than
a robot with lower arm stiﬀness.
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Data Collection
During every human-Baxter interaction, we recorded all available data from the
robot’s accelerometer, endpoint state, joint state, and face display ROS topics. We
also recorded desired position, velocity, and feedforward torque at every timestep.
The experiment was also videotaped to enable retrospective review of the participants’ facial expressions and any other notable experiment events.
Participants completed several surveys: (1) a robot evaluation survey after hearing
introductory information about Baxter, (2) a hand-clapping game evaluation survey
after practicing the game with the experimenter, (3) a subjective perception survey
after each of the randomly ordered 20-second trials, (4) a concluding survey after the
final unlimited interaction trial, and (5) a basic demographic survey after the concluding survey. The first two surveys involved only slider-type parametric questions.
Survey (3) is analyzed extensively in Section 3.4.4, and thus the complete survey
questions appear below:
• Please rate where the robot falls on this safety scale: (slider, “very unsafe to
use” to “very safe to use”)
• Please rate where the robot falls on this pleasingness scale: (slider, “very
displeasing” to “very pleasing”)
• Please rate where the robot falls on this energeticness scale: (slider, “not
energetic” to “very energetic”)
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• Please rate where the robot falls on this dominance scale: (slider, “very submissive” to “very dominant”)
• Why did you select these ratings? (extended text response)
The concluding survey contained a combination of slider and extended response questions.
These surveys were carefully designed based on precedents in HRI research. The
subjective trial perception survey leveraged the questionnaires used in [3] to evaluate
robot engagingness based on the PAD (Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance) emotional
state model [74] and also assessed perceived robot safety. Questionnaires (1), (2),
and (4) were adapted from the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) and other metrics employed in [112] and [53]. More information about the
employed standard surveys appears in Appendix B.

3.4.4

Human-Robot Study Results

Qualitative and quantitative human user responses to interacting with Baxter, combined with recordings from robot sensors and experiment video footage, help us answer the question of how it feels to clap hands with a robot. The results from each
type of data are detailed in this Section.
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Qualitative Results
We first analyzed the extended text responses to each Baxter experiment trial, as well
as other experience-related metrics.

Promising Aspects Study participants supplied us with a wealth of descriptive
responses to the randomly ordered interaction trials. The word cloud in Fig. 3.18
presents all adjectives used by participants in the trial survey free-response field for
interactions during which no errors occurred (errors described in more detail later).
A corresponding numerical breakdown appears in Table 3.1. Since each participant
expressed a clear like and dislike of diﬀerent trials, we find a balance of positive and
negative descriptors in the word cloud. It is important to note that the large word
“slow” always referred to the trial tempo, never the robot motion or responsiveness
capabilities. Every user identified at least one interaction mode they enjoyed, as well
as some that they did not like. Their preferences were not uniform. Some polarized
opinions indicated that individualized interaction models may work best for distinct
interactees, especially tempo-wise.
Users frequently remarked positively on Baxter’s facial reactivity in survey responses and verbal commentary, labeling it with descriptors like “cute,” “funny,”
“friendly,” “pleasant,” and “personable.” Conversely, a lack of animation was often
described as less pleasant, less sentient, and more robotic. This result was not completely universal; one user believed Baxter’s responsive face to be an expression of
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Figure 3.18: Adjectives used by participants in describing the hand-clapping experience,
grouped by synonym. The size of the word reflects the frequency of use.
Table 3.1: Numerical breakdown of how frequently the most common 24 adjectives from
the word cloud were used.

Word
Slow
Good
Fast
Dominant
Consistent
Pleasant
Energetic
Inconsistent

Freq.
78
45
36
28
28
26
25
24

Word
Responsive
Safe
Uncomfortable
Strong
Firm
Unsafe
Comfortable
Challenging

Freq.
22
21
20
20
18
17
17
17

Word
Freq.
Weak
16
Unenergetic 15
Fun
15
Nice
14
Shaky
13
Humanlike 11
Forceful
11
Natural
10

pain, and another liked the facial animation at first but labeled it as “silly” near the
end of the experiment.
In the final free interaction trial, users interacted with Baxter for 18 or more seconds (M = 43.95 s, SD = 29.17 s). This free interaction duration is approximately
equal to or greater than the fixed length trial interactions of 20 seconds. Based
only on brief verbal descriptions of the options, without linking the words to particular observed behaviors, users responded to three verbal two-alternative forced
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choice questions (do they prefer facially responsive or not, physically reactive or not,
and more or less stiﬀ?) and one verbal three-alternative forced choice question (do
they prefer a slow, medium, or fast clapping tempo?). Users selected the following
customized robot behaviors for their free interaction trials: 20/20 selected facially
animated, 15/20 selected variable trajectory, and 9/20 selected high stiﬀness. For
tempo, 1 selected 60 BPM, 14 selected 110 BPM, and 5 selected 160 BPM. This variety of choices indicates that we aptly designed diverse robot interaction behaviors.

Error Accounts Although eight of the 20 study participants reported never perceiving Baxter to have made any error, other participants encountered some challenges
and errors during the 500 total trials of the experiment, as summarized in Table 3.2.
In the fastest-tempo physically reactive mode, seven participants responded to Baxter’s retreat reaction by sometimes contacting the robot’s end-eﬀector earlier and
earlier in its motion cycle (12 total trials). Because the retreat motion was capped
at the far retreat position, this user strategy resulted in a decrease in robot motion
amplitude and, in some extreme cases, momentary periods of Baxter stillness, which
sometimes perplexed users. Reactions to the robot stopping varied from satisfaction
and acceptance to displeasure and distrust.
Next, thresholding the accelerometer data produced six observable false positive
hand contact detections, most often in trials with a physically responsive trajectory
and low arm stiﬀness. In these cases, vibrations from the robot’s own movement made
it think the user had contacted its hand when they had not. This error bothered some
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Table 3.2: Excerpts of each extended response entry linked to each observed type of
experiment error. The plus and minus signs indicate general positive or negative tone.

Driving robot to stop
+ I was trying to out-dominate [Baxter]
+ [We eventually found] a stable cycle
+ That felt the most natural so far
+ [Baxter] appeared dominant
- Responds too weakly to contact
- It made me feel unsure of [Baxter]
- [I felt] slightly less safe than before
- The game was less pleasing
- [This trial was] somewhat disconcerting
- Moving range of robot’s hand too short
- A little too fast
- A bit too fast to be pleasing
“Jazz hands”-like oscillations
+ At this speed, it feels energetic
- Something a little oﬀ - can’t describe it
- [I had] the sense there was a malfunction
- I felt that something had gone wrong
- Shakiness was concerning and disruptive
- Palm-palm contact too long
- Not a fun rhythmic communication
- Motor started making disconcerting noise
- I think I liked this one the least so far
- [Baxter] seems afraid of clapping with me
- Trial was a little odd, hurt a little
- Felt unnatural for a clap
- Tempo got oﬀ, seemed schizophrenic
- [Robot] wrist vibrating more than usual
- [I] feel like the robot might not be safe
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False positives
+ [Baxter] responded quickly
to making contact
+ I got the impression [Baxter]
was setting the pace
+ Good responsiveness, felt natural
+ Tempo was reasonable, [Baxter]
was not unnecessarily forceful
- The hand clapping felt odd
- The robot’s hand was moving
up and down a lot

Human error
+ Hard to keep up, but still fun
+ [Robot response] feels good
+ It works well
+ [Baxter] adapted to the way I clap
+ [That made] a real clapping sound
- No consistent frequency of claps
- I didn’t get the pattern
- Pattern doesn’t repeat
- [Baxter] looked uncomfortable
- The tempo was pretty quick
- Tempo was faster than comfortable
- [Had to] bend my wrist uncomfortably
- [The hand] will jiggle sometimes
- It feels like I am hitting something
- A little too hard to keep [the] pace
- I thought the game was over, but
then [Baxter] moved

users, but not others. Perhaps because this error is a natural-feeling and humanlike
mistake, only two of the false positive incidents resulted in negative user commentary.
A final robot behavior problem stemmed from controller gains; five participants
were able to exert enough axial torque on Baxter’s end-eﬀector to cause surprising,
“jazz hands”-like oscillations in Baxter’s wrist roll (W2) joint motion (15 total trials).
Users disliked this error type; the mechanical “jazz hands” behavior seemed unusual
and was described as almost unanimously problematic in survey comments.
Human users also made sixteen errors throughout the experiment, namely failing
to match Baxter’s fastest clapping frequency or misunderstanding Baxter’s slower
frequencies. Users had a balance of positive and negative responses to these trials
as well. The various human errors may be avoided in the future with improved
experiment design.

Overall Impressions Despite these occasional errors, participants’ opinions of
Baxter did not change significantly in a positive or negative way over the course
of the experiment, as illustrated in Fig. 3.19. Paired t-tests reveal no significant
diﬀerence between each survey question’s pair of before and after responses (all p >
0.23). A comparison of before and after survey responses grouped by general category
(cultural context, forms of grouping, self eﬃcacy, and attachment) similarly yielded
no statistically significant diﬀerences (all p > 0.27), although the median response in
all categories except self-eﬃcacy increased in the post-interaction survey.
We also see some consensus in positive and negative remarks in the concluding
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CC1: People would be impressed if I had such a robot.

SE1: I would feel comfortable interacting with the robot.

CC2: Robots are nice to work with.

SE2: I could work with the robot if someone helped me.

CC3: I am afraid that I could lose my job because of a robot.

SE3: I could work with the robot without any help.

GR1: I like the presence of the robot.

SE4: I could work with the robot if I had good intial training.

GR2: I could do activities with this robot.

ATT1: I trust the robot.

GR3: I feel threatened by the robot.

ATT2: I would follow the example of the robot.

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Figure 3.19: Survey responses to analogous pairings of robot-related questions before
and after interacting with the robot. In each plot, the top box plot represents the participant responses to the question on the initial robot evaluation survey, and the bottom
box plot represents the responses on the concluding survey. The center box line represents
the median, and the box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The question coding
abbreviations stand for cultural context (CC), forms of grouping (GR), self-eﬃcacy from
UTAUT model (SE), and attachment (ATT). The whiskers show the range up to 1.5 times
the interquartile range, and outliers are marked with a “+.”

survey essay responses. Table 3.3 illustrates a balanced set of experiment feedback,
including praise of interaction modes alongside critiques indicating that we need more
customizability in the robot behaviors. Comments on pain and discomfort are particularly important to consider, since these sensations may be amplified when generalizing
this research to older adult populations like those discussed in Chapter 6. In a final
essay question, nineteen of the 20 users identified a personal interest in interacting
with Baxter in some way. Use ideas included experiment-like tasks such as playing
more complicated hand-clapping games, collaboratively manipulating objects, and
doing arm exercises; chore-like tasks such as cooking, washing dishes, doing laun-
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Table 3.3: Responses occurring at least twice in concluding survey essay responses. The
numbers indicate response frequency.

Positive/enjoyable aspects
Getting to engage with Baxter (9)
Baxter’s facial expressions (6)
Scientific aspects of experience (6)
Quick and responsive robot behaviors (4)
Getting to choose final trial conditions (3)
Predictable robot behaviors (2)
Exploring diﬀerent interaction modes (2)
Fun/bonding aspects of interaction (2)

Negative/diﬃcult aspects
Interaction too long for healthy adults (6)
Hard to get tempo right in fast trials (6)
Any robot errors/inconsistencies (4)
Robot too short (4)
Some settings uncomfortable (3)
Interaction needs more motion variety (3)
Hand got sore/tired (3)
Baxter not as skilled as a human (2)

dry, and cleaning bathrooms; and social tasks like performing music/dance, playing
sports/board games, drinking beer, and socializing.

Trial Survey Results
Next we focus on analyzing the subjective trial questionnaire results to understand
how various interaction factors aﬀected the overall hand-clapping gameplay experience. Our main tool throughout this process was repeated measures analysis of
variance (rANOVA), a statistical method that enables us to determine whether the
presented visual and haptic conditions aﬀected user perceptions of Baxter’s pleasantness, energeticness, dominance, and safety.
The intended within-subject factors for our rANOVA were presence or absence
of facial reactivity, presence or absence of physical reactivity, and low or high arm
stiﬀness (a 2×2×2 design space). While testing for other significant conditions, we
discovered that tempo was also highly influential, although the three diﬀerent tempos
used in the experiment were originally intended to serve as three repetitions of each
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Table 3.4: The p-values returned from rANOVAs on the safety and aﬀect ratings. Positive
changes from oﬀ/oﬀ/low/slow to on/on/high/fast are highlighted in light gray. Negative
changes are highlighted in dark gray. Color coding of the headings matches the convention
used in the box plot results.
Facial
Physical
Reactivity Reactivity
Safety
0.0675
0.2311
Pleasantness
0.0069
0.0151
Energeticness
0.0235
0.0013
Dominance
0.7230
0.0123
Metric

Stiffness

Tempo

0.0164
0.1115
0.1331
0.0145

0.2683
0.6012
<0.0001
<0.0001

experimental condition. After making thisFacial
discovery,
we included tempo as a withinPhysical
Metric

Stiffness
Tempo
Reactivity Reactivity
subject factor, leading
usError
to carry
four-factor
rANOVA using
Timing
MSE out a 2×2×2×3
0.1935
0.9806
0.0208
0.0847the R
Timing Error Median
0.7677
0.0064
0.7106
<0.0001
aov function withTiming
an α =Error
0.05SD
significance
level. 0.0200
0.2559
0.0006
0.0106
Contact Accel Median
0.4056
0.0084
0.1082
<0.0001
Contact statistical
Accel SD results
0.8464
0.0060
The overall rANOVA
appear in0.7656
Table 3.4,0.0023
and the box
plots in

Fig. 3.20 and 3.21 illustrate the diﬀerent data partitions that result from sorting data
by each within-subject factor. We fill in any boxes representing a pairing of data with
significant diﬀerences, as determined by examining p-values from our rANOVA tests.
These diﬀerences are referenced throughout the following discussion of condition results, which includes the testing of our hypotheses. We additionally report eﬀect sizes
using eta squared.

Facial Animation Facial reactivity had significant positive eﬀects on two ratings
(Fig. 3.20). As predicted in H1, participants did perceive a facially responsive robot
as more pleasant than a facially static one (F(1,19) = 9.17, p = 0.0069, η 2 = 0.0183).
Users also saw the facially reactive robot as more energetic (F(1,19) = 6.06, p =
0.0235, η 2 = 0.0036). Facial reactivity did not aﬀect perceived safety or dominance.
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Figure 3.20: Participant responses to trial survey questions, separated by all conditions
except tempo.

Trajectory Variation User impressions of physical reactiveness significantly affected three ratings, meeting some of our expectations and overturning others (Fig. 3.20).
We did not expect this condition to aﬀect perceived pleasantness of the robot, but
users reported that the variable trajectory robot was less pleasant than a robot that
maintains the same trajectory regardless of perceived hand impacts (F(1,19) = 7.14,
p = 0.0151, η 2 = 0.0234). Conversely, we correctly predicted in H2 that a physically
reactive robot would appear less energetic (F(1,19) = 14.12, p = 0.0013, η 2 = 0.0223)
and less dominant (F(1,19) = 7.65, p = 0.0123, η 2 = 0.0212). Trajectory variation
did not aﬀect perceived robot safety.
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Figure 3.21: Participant responses to trial survey questions, separated by tempo condition.

Stiﬀness The results contradicted our predictions of stiﬀness eﬀects on user perception (Fig. 3.20). Although we hypothesized in H3 that a stiﬀer robot would appear
less safe and more dominant, participant responses revealed that users perceived a
stiﬀer robot to be more safe (F(1,19) = 6.93, p = 0.0164, η 2 = 0.0043) and less dominant (F(1,19) = 7.24, p = 0.0145, η 2 = 0.0055). Stiﬀness did not aﬀect pleasantness
or energeticness.

Tempo Tempo had significant eﬀects on the results, evoking some of the strongest
trends in user response (Fig. 3.21). Participants found robots interacting at a faster
tempo to be more energetic (F(2,38) = 144.01, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.4215) and more
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Table 3.5: The p-values returned by our objective measure rANOVAs. Positive changes
from oﬀ/oﬀ/low/slow to on/on/high/fast are highlighted in light gray. Negative changes
are highlighted in dark gray.

dominant (F(2,38) = 24.86, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.1340). Tempo did not aﬀect robot
safety or pleasantness.

Robot Recording Results
Although the self-reported participant responses were informative, we were also interested in examining some more objective measures to see if they could help elucidate
what happened during each trial. The data recorded from Baxter’s wrist accelerometer in particular allowed us to examine errors between the actual and intended tempo
during each trial (a metric reflecting synchronization) and the peak contact acceleration during each hand impact (a proxy for peak contact force). As in our analyses
of the trial survey responses, we rely on a 2×2×2×3 four-factor rANOVA. Again, we
ran these tests using the R aov function with an α = 0.05 significance level for these
tests. The overall rANOVA statistical results appear in Table 3.5, and the box plots
in Fig. 3.22 and 3.23 illustrate the diﬀerent data partitions that result from sorting
recorded data by each within-subject factor. We further calculated the eﬀect size for
each diﬀerence using eta squared.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of inter-clap interval timing errors for diﬀerent trial conditions.

Synchronization Analysis Synchronization metrics can help evaluate how well
Baxter and the experiment participant were working together to accomplish the target clapping tempo during each interaction trial, revealing additional interactional
eﬀects of the diﬀerent hand-clapping conditions. Accordingly, we calculated the error
between each trial’s target inter-clap time interval (known from the trial tempo) and
the actual intervals (found by computing the diﬀerence between recorded times of
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hand contact) for each experiment trial. To encompass a variety of descriptive information, we extracted the mean squared error (MSE) in timing for each trial and also
gathered the statistical measures of median and standard deviation in timing errors
per trial.
The rANOVA on each timing error metric reveals that synchrony varied over some
trial conditions (Fig. 3.22). Facial responsiveness did not aﬀect trial timing. Physical
responsiveness resulted in a greater median timing error (F(1,19) = 5.72, p = 0.0273,
η 2 = 0.0137). A stiﬀer robot arm led to a greater timing MSE (F(1,19) = 5.79, p
= 0.0265, η 2 = 0.0109) and also a greater standard deviation of clap timing errors
(F(1,19) = 12.49, p = 0.0022, η 2 = 0.0218). Tempo also aﬀected clap timing errors;
median timing error dropped as tempo increased (F(2,38) = 11.23, p <0.0001, η 2 =
0.0617).

Contact Accelerations Diﬀerences in contact acceleration could indicate user
comfort with the robot, but forces that are too high could become painful after
prolonged exposure. Thus, observing how hard participants clapped with Baxter
under diﬀerent conditions can help us compare interaction modes. We located the
times of hand contact in experiment recordings using the same accelerometer filtering
technique described in Section 3.4.3. The acceleration readings at all times of hand
impact were extracted from each experimental trial recordings. We then computed
the median and standard deviation of the peak accelerations from each trial.
A rANOVA on each contact acceleration metric shows some statistically signifi65
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Figure 3.23: Illustration of acceleration at hand contact over diﬀerent trial types.

cant diﬀerences (Fig. 3.23). Facial responsiveness did not aﬀect hand contact acceleration. Physically reactive trials were accompanied by a decreased median contact
acceleration (F(1,19) = 7.38, p = 0.0137, η 2 = 0.0086). Trials with a stiﬀer robot
arm displayed a decreased standard deviation in peak contact acceleration (F(1,19) =
7.37, p = 0.0137, η 2 = 0.0116). Trials with faster clapping tempos showed an increase
in median contact acceleration (F(2,38) = 16.58, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.0862).

Video Recording Results
The main user behavior that we quantified via the experiment videos was the number
of times the user looked at Baxter’s face throughout the trials. These glances may be a
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Figure 3.24: Visualization of the number of face referencing occurrences between the
participant and Baxter during each trial under diﬀerent conditions. The circles indicate the
medians.

good proxy for social referencing, a phenomenon that occurs between people when one
person looks to another during an unfamiliar situation for guidance or reassurance [7].
Face referencing occurred in diﬀerent ways from user to user, but the overall trends
can help us understand the influence of Baxter’s face. An experienced rater watched
all of the experiment videos and tallied every event where the participant looked
at the robot’s face. Figure 3.24 illustrates the distribution of this occurrence over
diﬀerent trial conditions. A statistical test reveals that only the facial responsiveness
condition aﬀects the facial reference count. Participants looked at Baxter’s face more
often when it was facially animated (F(1,19) > 1000, p < 0.0001, η 2 = 0.9999).
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3.4.5

Human-Robot Study Discussion

The results of our first human-robot experiment begin to answer the question of how
it feels for human users to clap hands with Baxter. Our analyses focused especially
on the eﬀects of Baxter’s facial responsiveness, physical responsiveness, and stiﬀness
during interaction trials. Although the results confirmed some of our hypotheses,
other expectations were incorrect, and the data revealed several unpredicted eﬀects.
User impressions of Baxter, as indicated by the responses to the UTAUT-inspired
survey, did not change significantly from before to after the experiment. We interpret
this consistency to signify that although this version of our hand-clapping robot made
some errors, it is worth continuing to develop improved system behaviors. The fact
that we purposely tested some “bad” robot modes may have also contributed to the
lack of change between the before and after UTAUT responses.
Our findings upheld H1’s prediction that a facially animated robot would appear more pleasant. The additional eﬀects of facial responsiveness outside of those
predicted by H1 appear logical; increased energeticness of a facially animated robot
may stem from extra dynamism and appearance of social intelligence. When asked
if Baxter’s facial expression changed throughout the experiment, three of the 20 participants reported never noticing a change. Nevertheless, the statistical results with
or without these three individuals remain the same. Users also glanced more at the
responsive face.
For the physically responsive robot, H2 correctly forecasted a decrease in ener68

geticness and dominance ratings. We believe the unexpectedly negative pleasantness
ratings for the physically reactive robot arose from some confusion about how to interact with this robot mode. In the fastest-tempo physically reactive mode, several
participants responded to Baxter’s retreat reaction by contacting the robot’s endeﬀector earlier and earlier in its motion cycle, which caused slow motion and some
momentary periods of Baxter stillness. Some users also felt confusion due to the
unannounced switch from robot leadership (in defining the interaction tempo initially) to human leadership (in defining contact position during physically reactive
trials). Some users seemed perplexed as a result, so the overall safety ratings did not
match the positive safety trend predicted by H2.
The stiﬀness results, all contrary to H3, most likely arose from the fact that a
higher proportional gain in the controller causes the robot to more closely follow
its programmed trajectory. Baxter movement at low stiﬀnesses was more likely to
vary, and accordingly, result in the appearance of dominant volition and less safety.
Similarly, mechanical errors arising from wrist roll joint stiﬀness were less likely to be
forgiven than other more human-like errors that occurred in the experiment. People
seem to prefer a robot that moves predictably.
Tempo results all appear logical: a faster robot is literally more energetic and
harder to stop. As similarly seen in other emergent HRI work [116], the timing of
Baxter’s motion can strongly influence how energetic and dominant it seems. The
contact acceleration of handclaps also increases significantly as tempo increases. Al-
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though trials at the same tempo were originally intended to be repetitions of conditions, some of the strongest user rating and robot recording diﬀerences ultimately
came from tempo diﬀerences.
Other informal observations throughout the experiment indicated positive aspects
of the designed robotic system and experimental interaction. For example, all enrolled
participants were comfortable enough with Baxter’s appearance to consent to the experiment. The experimental activity was also suﬃciently captivating so that all users
completed the full experiment, even in this extremely repetitive use case. Although
the robot made some mistakes, safety ratings of the robot were still generally high.
When asked if the robot made any type of mistake throughout the entire experiment,
eight of the 20 participants believed the robot’s behavior to be perfect. Additionally,
users enjoyed Baxter’s facial expressions and often attributed inventive, non-existent
sensing intelligences to the robot.
In contrast, the study design had some shortcomings. The user population in this
study was fairly small and was composed mostly of young technical students. The
experiment also took place in a controlled lab setting. To ensure that the results apply for a broader population in more general settings, we would need to run a study
with more balanced representation from additional groups in uncontrolled everyday
environments. Additionally, the single-handed nature of the experiment interactions
is somewhat limiting. To gain more understanding of practical human-robot interactions for everyday use, we will need to expand to more diverse and applied two-handed
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interactions. We relied on self-reported measures for our aﬀect analysis, rather than
assessing engagement-related metrics through more objective data-driven means such
as facial expression analysis. Finally, the within-subjects design may have exaggerated diﬀerences between conditions due to demand characteristics [17].
Our next research steps will address the encountered issues for improved future
experimental design and robot motion. Most user confusion and some of the reactivity
mode issues could be addressed by giving the user more instruction and practice trials
at the beginning of the study. Other improvement steps include defining leadership
roles more consistently throughout each trial and modifying robot reaction behavior
to allow for constantly adapting retreat positions. We can rectify the end-eﬀector
oscillation issue by redesigning the end-eﬀector to make it more diﬃcult for users to
exert axial torque and also re-tuning the controller with increased W2 joint damping. In future experiments, we plan to recruit a more diverse pool of participants
and explore additional interaction engagement metrics in both within-subjects and
between-subjects paradigms.
Overall, we are energized by the positive reactions to this study, and we are eager to create an improved version of this system. The aﬀective results give us a
guide to manipulating the emotional experience of robot users by adjusting known
parameters. The disparate eﬀects of facial animation and arm stiﬀness hold particular
potential for changing specific aspects of user experience; experimenters can adjust
the pleasantness and energeticness of a robot by altering only the robot’s facial reac-
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tivity while separately manipulating the robot’s safety appearance and dominance by
changing the stiﬀness of passive arm joints. Robot timing also had a strong eﬀect on
the appearance of the robot. Particularly, a faster interaction tempo can make the
robot seem more energetic and more dominant as needed. Now that we know how
it feels to clap hands with a robot, this initial human-robot investigation will inform
future work on our hand-clapping robotic system in various playful HRI settings. Our
findings, especially those elucidating how to tune diﬀerent interaction parameters to
shape an aﬀective HRI experience, may help other researchers in their own spHRI
work.

3.5

Summary of Initial Clapping Experiments

The information presented in this Chapter prepared us to begin our foray into developing hand-clapping robots. Initial recordings of human-human hand-clapping motions
informed the appropriate motion pattern for a hand-clapping robot (a fixed-amplitude
velocity sinusoid) and helped us develop strategies for detecting hand-to-hand contact (local maxima finding on hand acceleration signals). Observations of human
hand-clapping partners also revealed an exponential curve that suitably described
the negative relationship between clapping frequency and amplitude of hand motion.
People typically reacted to hand-clapping diﬃculty with mirthful responses such as
smiling or laughter. These motion and behavior observations helped to inform later
robot motion and state machine behavior design.
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Before we could implement a first hand-clapping robotic system, though, we
needed to make some modifications to a Baxter Research Robot. The commercially
available grippers were uncomfortable for hand-clapping interactions, so we designed
a custom 3D-printed end-eﬀector with inlaid silicone and dimensions typical of a
human hand. We also had to develop a control strategy for moving Baxter’s hand
quickly but reliably along the aforementioned sinusoidal trajectory. A PD controller
with a feedforward term that helps Baxter’s arm to overcome friction, implemented
using the Baxter software development kit’s joint torque control mode, was the best
way to produce this type of motion. Hand contact detection became more diﬃcult
than in the human-human contact sensing case, but a first-order Butterworth highpass filter helped to reduce ego-vibration in the acceleration signal perpendicular to
the palm of Baxter’s hand. Ultimately, thresholding this filtered signal was a reliable
way to detect hand contacts.
After a successful pilot of our proposed human-robot hand-clapping interaction,
we went on to run an experiment to investigate how people interpreted diﬀerent physical and responsive properties of a hand-clapping Baxter robot. Although some errors
occurred, we discovered aﬀect and/or safety diﬀerences in people’s perception of Baxter over diﬀerent settings for facial reactivity, physical reactivity, arm stiﬀness, and
clapping tempo. These results were robust to error occurrences. We view the interplay between robot facial responsiveness and arm stiﬀness as particularly meaningful;
facial responsiveness seems to be a knob we can use to adjust how pleasant and en-
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ergetic a robot seems, while arm stiﬀness independently alters a robot’s appearance
of safety and dominance.
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Chapter 4
Synchronicity Trumps Mischief in
Hand-Clapping
This Chapter discusses work that addresses our second research question: How do
people respond to a hand-clapping robot in a social context?
Since the presence or lack of rhythmic timing turned out to be crucial in our
initial hand-clapping interaction study, we sought to endow Baxter with new abilities
to speed up and slow down to match a human partner’s changing tempo. Human
interviews and observations were the first step in our design process for adaptive
tempo robots. This investigation helped us gather experiential gameplay information
and begin to learn about what criteria would define a successful adaptive tempo
hand-clapping game experience. We combined our interviews with the formal humanhuman entrainment data collected in the third phase of the human-human experiment
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described in Chapter 3. Findings from the human-human investigations helped us
to model human synchronization behaviors and pilot three adaptive-tempo behaviors
on a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot. The pilot study indicated that a
fading memory diﬀerence learning timing model may perform best in future humanrobot gameplay. These results appeared in the proceedings of the 2016 International
Conference on Social Robotics [37].
We used the findings of this pilot study to improve our hand-clapping robotic
system’s behaviors and lay the groundwork for a social experiment that explored
perceptions of a mischievous robot. Using the initial findings of our human-robot
synchronization work, we equipped Baxter with the ability to impart a hand-clapping
tempo on its human partner or learn a clapping tempo from its human partner. During diﬀerent interaction conditions, the tempo follower either chose to synchronize
with the imparted clapping tempo or to mischievously disobey it. A conference paper
describing this study is presently under review [39]. The arc of this Chapter demonstrates that a Baxter robot can synchronize with human clapping tempos and that,
overall, synchronicity trumps mischief in these tempo-matching behaviors.

4.1

Human-Human Interviews and Surveys

Since we did not initially know what criteria would define a successful hand-clapping
game experience, our first research step was to ask expert clapping game players
targeted questions about hand-clapping. The information gathered here hinted at
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the role of a robot in this type of scenario and also advanced us toward our end
goal of understanding synchronization and other dynamics of hand-clapping games.
We performed interviews with three experienced players of hand-clapping games. An
experimenter played “Double Double This This,” a common hand-clapping game,
with interviewees in the two conditions shown in Fig. 4.1: (1) sighted interaction
that allowed interviewees to leverage all of their senses to play a game and evaluate
game success and (2) blindfolded interaction that simulated gameplay as a robot that
has only haptic sensing abilities. Both conditions of gameplay were important to
investigate because the use of computer vision often leads to latencies too high for
fast real-time physical interaction with human users.
After the gameplay, we asked interviewees about the experience, specifically seeking answers to the following questions related to synchronization, leader-follower behavior, and general hand-clapping game experience:
• What range of hand-clapping game tempos do you most enjoy?
• Do you prefer to lead the hand-clapping game tempo or follow your partner’s
hand contact tempo? Why?
• How could you tell when your hand-clapping game partner was struggling or
making errors during gameplay?
• Would you want to play this hand-clapping activity with a robot? Why or why
not?
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Figure 4.1: Top: Example of sighted play in the human-human interview stage of investigation. Bottom: Example of blindfolded play in the interview stage.

The experimenter transcribed participant responses to each question. These interviews, combined with survey responses from the human-human experiment in Chapter 3, yielded helpful initial insights about the social dynamics of clapping hands with
a robot. Common response themes included interest or disinterest in playing handclapping games with a robot and concerns about doing such activities with a robot.
Additional interview and survey responses helped us understand what leadership role
people might prefer in human-robot clapping games.
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Excited about the prospect of entertaining robots, one especially impassioned
participant remarked “Robots are awesome and at 4:00am when I’m doing [homework]
it would be nice to have robot moral support.” Other responses to this activity ranged
from “I would feel better with a robot. With a human, it feels kind of awkward” to
“I would love to do this with a robot!” One individual commented “I had a lot of
fun interacting with my [human] partner, joking around, etc.” but was unsure if
interacting with a robot would be as entertaining.
Although interviewees and human users expressed enthusiasm for playing handclapping games with a robot, some important worries arose. Some people commented
“I would be concerned that the robot might be too strong with its hand claps” or
alternatively “robots can be [...] too perfect at defining a pace.” One individual
even predicted “I would perform poorly,” maybe requiring both a safe and supportive
hand-clapping partner. Other participants mused that they tried “to get the perfect
high-five sound” during every contact in the interview interaction, something that is
not possible with most robots.
During gameplay with tempo leaders and followers, many participants preferred
leading, stating “I want to pick a tempo, a tempo I know will be doable” or “[being
a follower] is scary. I don’t like this.” Generally participants moved their hands more
at slower tempos, with the exception of when they were followers; in many cases,
followers who were unaware of the tempo moved very little or not at all, saying “I’ll
let you do it. You can carry it. Keep going!” or “I’ll just hold my hand there.”
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4.2

Robot Timing Behaviors

This Section explores human leadership and synchronization during hand-clapping
tasks.

4.2.1

Model Performance on Human-Human Data

Synchronization Analysis
We investigated human tempo-leading and following behaviors to learn how people adapt to changing tempos and to devise metrics for evaluating a hand-clapping
robot. The human-human experiment described in Chapter 3 helped us gain a basic
understanding of human synchronization; leader and follower behaviors were clearly
delineated at specific tempos in Phases 1 and 2, and the recorded sensor data provided
us with an objective measure of what was happening during each interaction. This
study prepared us to evaluate human-human synchronization, formulate a baseline
for robot synchronization abilities, and propose algorithms for robot synchronization.
The human-human experiment design made it easy to calculate the errors between
the target and actual inter-handclap intervals. To compute the inter-handclap time
intervals, we needed a method that could consistently identify when a handclap had
occurred. As discussed in [42] and clearly illustrated in Fig. 3.2, peaks in the RMS
acceleration occur consistently and exclusively at moments of hand impact. As in
the analyses of Chapter 3, local maxima detection on the RMS acceleration signal
with set minimum peak spacing proved a reliable way to identify successful hand80
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the mean squared error (MSE) in handclap timing over all
participants during the first fifteen handclaps. The top plot conveys the timing errors for
Phase 1 of the human-human experiment, and the bottom plot shows the errors for Phase
2.

clapping impacts, the corresponding hand positions, and the inter-clap time intervals
throughout the entire dataset.
The diﬀerence between each inter-clap duration and the Phase 1 and 2 target
clapping period (1.000 s for 60 BPM, 0.5455 s for 110 BPM, 0.3750 s for 160 BPM,
0.2857 s for 210 BPM, and 0.2308 s for 260 BPM) yielded the error in each handclapping interval. Figure 4.2 illustrates the mean squared error (MSE) in handclap
timing over all participants during the first fifteen handclaps. The top plot displays
this metric for the Phase 1 shared tempo portion of the experiment and generally
reflects a low inter-clap timing error. The plotted Phase 2 data elucidates that trials
with one participant leading the tempo have a larger initial MSE and continually
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2

3

4

5

higher MSE compared to Phase 1 metrics; the average MSE for trials 11 through 15
was 0.0036 s2 .
Overall, this human-human synchronization analysis gave us a general idea of
the timing errors people exhibit in diﬀerent tempo leader and follower scenarios.
Consequently, these results later helped us assess our hand-clapping robotic systems
and confirm whether they are performing as well as a human clapping partner in
various tempo synchronization situations.

Tempo-Setting Models
Enabling a human to lead a robot in a clapping tempo of their choosing requires an
eﬀective robot timing synchronization model. We propose three models for predicting
future inter-clap timing intervals: simple averaging, diﬀerence learning, and fading
memory diﬀerence learning. In the three explored models, Pi is the ith predicted
future beat time (measured from zero time), Mtmp is a temporary variable, Ti−1 is
the penultimate time of hand contact detection, Ti is the most recent time of hand
contact, di−1 is the duration of the previous inter-clap interval, I˜3 is the median value
of a buﬀer of the previous three inter-clap intervals, and I˜all is the median value
of all previous inter-clap intervals. The modulo operator is also used, represented
in equations as “mod()”. For all models, the current handclap interval, di , can be
calculated as:
di = Ti − Ti−1
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(4.2.1)

Simple Averaging: This model predicts future handclap timing using the average
of the last two inter-clap intervals, as expressed by the following equations:






di
if i = 1
Pi =





 di +d2 i−1 + Ti if i > 1

(4.2.2)

Diﬀerence Learning: This model predicts future handclap timing using an equation proposed in [77] for synchronizing a robot’s singing with a human’s clapping:







di
if i = 1






Pi =
(4.2.3)
Mtmp
if Mtmp ≥ 32 I˜all + Ti











Mtmp + I˜all otherwise
Mtmp = Ti−1 + I˜all + di − di mod(I˜all )

(4.2.4)

Fading Memory Diﬀerence Learning: This model predicts future handclap
timing in the same way as the previous model, but with a limit on the size of the
buﬀer of previously observed inter-handclap intervals:







if i = 1

di




Pi =
Mtmp
if Mtmp ≥ 32 I˜3 + Ti











Mtmp + I˜3 otherwise
Mtmp = Ti−1 + I˜3 + di − di mod(I˜3 )
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(4.2.5)

(4.2.6)

Using the interval-finding technique mentioned previously, we extracted the interclap time intervals from Phase 3 of the human-human experiment to obtain a rich
array of realistic human tempo change data. Per the stimuli in Phase 3, these tempo
changes included speeding up, slowing down, and a control condition of remaining at
a constant tempo. We could evaluate and compare the performance of the predictive
timing models introduced above using this human dataset.
Implementation of these three predictive tempo models on the Phase 3 dataset
yields an overall MSE of 0.3438 s2 for the simple averaging model, 0.0971 s2 for the
diﬀerence learning model, and 0.0403 s2 for the fading memory diﬀerence learning
model. Our analysis also confirmed that a buﬀer size of three elements performs
better than any other size for the fading memory diﬀerence learning approach. Figure 4.3 illustrates the MSE produced by each model’s prediction of the first fifteen
handclap timings in Phase 3 data recordings. Now that we have estimates of typical
human tempo error, models for future clap timing prediction, and validation of model
predictive performance, we are ready to add tempo adaptation skills to our previously
developed hand-clapping robotic system.

4.2.2

Timing Model Implementation on a Robot

Developing Robot Follower Behaviors
Excited by the prospect of timing models that can predict future inter-clap timing
with MSE levels only a factor of ten higher than those of our human-human study
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Figure 4.3: Tempo-setting performance for each of the proposed timing models on all
Phase 3 trial data recordings during the first fifteen handclaps. The error bars represent
+1 standard deviation of the squared errors.

participants, we implemented the timing models on a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot. Our previous work in Chapter 3 showed how to transform Baxter into a
capable hand-clapping partner using a custom 3D-printed hand and a PD controller
with feedforward torque. As stated previously, we used the following equation to
control Baxter’s W1 joint:
θd = A sin(2πf t + π/2) − A + θinit

(4.2.7)

To add adaptive timing abilities to the robot, we implemented each proposed timing
model in the robot’s standard Robot Operating System (ROS) framework and updated the A and f equation terms once per robot motion cycle based on the next
predicted inter-clap time interval. For each new cycle, f was equal to 1/(Pi − Ti )
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and A was calculated from the exponential curve fit to our previous human-human
study finding that hand motion amplitude varies inversely with clapping frequency.
We detected hand contact times for each motion model by monitoring for peaks in
filtered data from the x-axis of Baxter’s inbuilt right wrist accelerometer.

Pilot Investigation
To test our robot implementation, we ran a pilot investigation of Baxter’s adaptive
tempo interaction abilities. We were curious whether one of the robot tempo models
would enable better performance and/or be preferred by users for diﬀerent types of
tempo change. The Penn IRB approved all experimental procedures under protocol
823886.
One expert user and five naı̈ve participants (3 male, 3 female) consented to participate in the pilot study, received general information about the experiment activity,
and engaged in nine 20-second interaction trials with Baxter. Users interacted with
the robot via three diﬀerent three-alternative forced choice (3AFC) tasks: picking
their favorite trial from three constant tempo interactions, three increasing tempo
interactions, and three decreasing tempo interactions. Within each 3AFC grouping,
one of the three tempo prediction models (simple averaging, diﬀerence learning, or
fading memory diﬀerence learning) was powering Baxter’s future inter-clap timing
adaptation for each of the trials. Each model was presented once in a random order
unknown to participants. The human user led the tempo change in each trial, and we
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Figure 4.4: Top left: The pilot study setup where a participant stood facing Baxter
and hand clapped with it using their left hand. Bottom left: An example constant tempo
recording. Top right: An increasing tempo recording. Bottom right: A decreasing tempo
recording. Note that in each sample recording, artifacts in the actual position readings
indicate human hand contacts. Overall, we can improve motion accuracy by considering
Baxter’s overshooting tendencies while designing robot motion.

asked them to maintain consistent approaches within each grouping of three trials.
During each interaction, we recorded desired robot joint angles, actual robot joint
angles, and robot wrist accelerometer readings. Figure 4.4 shows an illustration of
the pilot study setup and sample data recordings.
User tempo model preferences for individual tempo change tasks were not conclusive. We did notice, though, that only one participant chose the diﬀerence learning
model for each of the tempo change trials. Upon further investigation, we noticed
that four of the six pilot users failed to accomplish a decrease in clapping tempo
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during the decreasing tempo interactions using the diﬀerence learning model, three
failed during the simple averaging model trials, and only two failed during the fading
memory diﬀerence learning trials. This result could be because the diﬀerence learning
model is too slow to change, the simple averaging model is too fast to change, and the
fading memory diﬀerence learning model oﬀers something in between. One of the six
users additionally failed to accomplish a tempo increase during one simple averaging
trial. Participants also took much longer to change the robot’s clapping tempo in
diﬀerence learning trials. Overall, the fading memory diﬀerence learning model led to
the fewest total failures in tempo change, but the diﬀerence learning model’s robustness to change may make it better for constant-tempo interaction. A larger sample
size and more formalized interaction setup would be needed for conclusive results.

4.2.3

Robot Timing Conclusions

Participants generally found the experiment interesting, but they had trouble with
some aspects of the interaction. They found slowing down to be challenging and sometimes had trouble understanding how to contact the robot to reduce its tempo. We
will consider these observations as we continue to improve Baxter’s adaptive tempo
behaviors during hand-clapping interactions and improve the general understanding
of human-robot entrainment in social-physical human-robot interactions.
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4.3

Human Perception of Robot Mischief

In search of design principles for an improved version of the hand-clapping robotic
system from Chapter 3, we revisited user commentary and experiment video footage
from our first human-robot experiment to assess the fundamental shortcomings in
Baxter’s motion scheme. Generally it appeared possible to repair all of the flaws
of the robot’s physically reactive mode using three thrusts of design improvement:
development of a handclap timing scheme allowing for initial human tempo setting,
implementation of a trajectory scheme capable of allowing Baxter to reset its expected
position of hand contact based on the location of previous contacts, and focused
interrogation of these new behaviors via a user study focused solely on leader vs.
follower conditions. This new study combines our previous robotic hand-clapping
system with the adaptive tempo capabilities outlined in Section 4.2.
We made the needed improvements and designed a study to help us understand
how the new hand-clapping robotic system’s capabilities and behaviors aﬀect user
perception. We created four new versions of the hand-clapping interaction: the hand
clapping could be initiated by either the robot or the human, and the non-initiating
partner could be either cooperative, yielding synchronous motion, or mischievously
uncooperative. Twenty adults tested two clapping tempos in each of these four interaction modes, and the methods, results, and discussion appear in this Section.
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4.3.1

Mischievous Robot Study Motivation

Robots working in everyday environments are increasingly capable of physically collaborating with people to perform complex tasks such as assembling furniture [107]
and lifting bulky objects [67]. But how will these human-robot partnerships be fostered? Before newly acquainted human partners undertake similarly complicated
interactions, they often shake hands, warm up, do icebreaker activities, and otherwise begin to get to know each other. Activities that involve moving in time with
music or a beat, such as dancing together or clapping hands, are particularly powerful
ways of encouraging human-human bonding, e.g., [70, 106].
We believe that rhythmic social-physical activities could also help foster humanrobot teamwork by allowing the human to learn about and connect with the robot.
For example, consider a new human-robot pair that needs to jointly assemble part of a
car on a factory floor; playing a few brief games with the robot would help the human
teammate get to know how it moves, what it can sense, and what its strengths and
limitations are. This familiarization process might help the human stay safer during
the interaction, and the resulting shared social bond might even inspire the person to
forgive some of the errors that occur due to limitations in the robot’s abilities [50],
leading to a stronger overall partnership.
In our initial human-robot experiment, we developed hardware and software to
enable a large humanoid robot to play hand-clapping games with a human partner (Chapter 3, [42, 43]). For our subsequent experiment exploring robot mischief,
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we leveraged our previous findings to create a new social-physical bonding interaction for fostering human-robot teamwork. Specifically, we refined and evaluated a
one-handed tempo-matching clapping game between the Rethink Robotics Baxter
Research Robot and a human partner as an initial instantiation of spHRI for social
bonding. Along the way, we considered that diﬀerent robot personalities, such as
cooperative or mischievous tendencies, may have positive or negative social eﬀects
on the interaction. Accordingly, we attempted to create various modes of robot behavior and understand how they associate with diﬀerent personality interpretations.
Rhythmic physical interactions like the studied tempo-matching clapping game have
the potential to promote sociality and closeness between people and robots working
in teams, but we sought to study the interaction in a controlled environment before
applying it in larger social contexts.
In addition to social teamwork applications, we believe that rhythmic human-robot
social-physical interaction could benefit people with various medical conditions. For
example, the repetitive mechanical nature of clapping games seems well matched to
the characteristics of autism, a mental condition that aﬀects communication and relationships; current therapeutic approaches for autism include music therapy, rhythm
therapy, and therapy with socially assistive robots [25, 102, 51]. As another example,
the mental and physical eﬀort needed to play games involving arm movements seems
promising for helping older adults stay active; current robotic therapy approaches for
the elderly include Fasola and Matarić’s exercise motivation studies using a Bandit
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robot [32], and other work confirms that exercise benefits even frail older adults [9].
While we rigorously investigate rhythmic human-robot social-physical interactions
with typically developing, able-bodied adults in this Chapter, we explore the possible
therapeutic applications of this type of interaction in Chapter 6.

4.3.2

Mischievous Robot Study Related Work

Various types of social motor coordination (also known as joint action) contribute to
natural bonding and strong connections between people. Classical research studies
and recent explorations demonstrate human-human motion synchronization tendencies ranging from infants synchronizing their movements with nearby speech [11] to
spontaneous synchrony in pairs of people working together in a gameplay task [96].
More recent studies give us tools to automatically detect psychomotor entrainment of
groups and estimate social connections between group members [58]. The eﬀects of
social motor coordination can be especially powerful in interactions involving rhythm
and motion. For example, dancing with others has been shown to improve psychological well-being [70]. A study of hand-clapping games among elementary school
students similarly demonstrates the positive eﬀects of musical joint action on other
student skills [16]. Interpersonal social motor coordination and rhythmic activities
can even enhance social bonding and promote the release of endorphins [106].
Given the naturalness and benefits of social motor coordination in human-human
interactions, some robotics researchers have begun to develop and investigate joint
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action between people and robots. Past investigations of human-robot entrainment
include the development and evaluation of human-robot synchronization strategies
for beat-responsive robotic performers [77, 56] and the investigation of strategies
for robot arm movement in a joint human-robot pick-and-place task [76]. Another
study suggests that predictable robot behavior is received well in human-robot joint
action, but the authors acknowledge that robots will need to vary dynamically in
real-world interactions [49]. In a sphere closer to tempo-matching clapping games,
an investigation of social dancing behaviors reveals that children danced more with
the Keepon robot when it danced synchronously with background music than when
it danced asynchronously [75]. Although some researchers are studying human-robot
social motor coordination, few have undertaken the task of designing joint action that
involves direct physical touch between a human and a robot.
Since several of the beneficial human-human joint action studies mentioned above
involve direct physical touch between the involved parties, we want to investigate
direct human-robot touch in social motor coordination. Past work on tactile interactions gives us ideas about how to interpret human-robot contact states [4] and
urges us to consider safety and dependability as extremely important aspects of the
interaction [27]. We can also learn from past studies of human-robot handshakes,
one of which suggests that users prefer a handshaking robot with human-like motion
models [5].
Although much of natural human-human behavior and designed human-robot
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joint action tends to be cooperative and synchronous, fascinating results sometimes
arise from intentionally mischievous robot behavior. For example, one study shows
that robots who cheat at rock-paper-scissors are perceived as more agentic and more
intentional than robots who play by the rules [98]. Likewise, when compared to
higher-integrity counterparts, a disobedient robot is more engaging to children [69],
and a deceptive robot inspires more interest from human players in a game that it
is leading [109]. The idea that robots could be programmed to have personality is
almost as old as the field of human-robot interaction [80], so it seems logical that
intentionally programmed misbehavior could be a key ingredient for enabling robots
to interest their human interaction partners. Accordingly, we were curious not only
to develop physical human-robot interaction for social motor coordination, but also
to attempt to create robot personality by manipulating leadership roles and robot
synchronization performance in tempo-matching clapping tasks.

4.3.3

Mischievous Robot System

Previously described work helped shape our robotic hand-clapping system and solidify
design decisions for the behavior versions tested in our experiment. Like the robot
aﬀect study discussed in Chapter 3, this experiment used the Rethink Robotics Baxter
Research Robot, a human-sized humanoid robot designed to work alongside humans
and do interactive factory tasks.
The initial study in Section 3.4 documented how people move and act in tempo-
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matching hand-clapping games with other humans, validated 3D-printed non-articulating hands that allowed Baxter to engage in clapping games, and described a prototype spHRI activity [42]. The proposed hand-clapping robotic system enabled Baxter
to sense hand contacts by thresholding the x-axis signal from its right wrist accelerometer after the signal was processed with a discrete-time first-order Butterworth highpass filter with a cutoﬀ frequency of 25 Hz [42]. The robot’s joint torque control
mode allowed its wrist pitch (W1) joint to move in a rapid sinusoidal pattern when
the desired input torques were computed using a PD controller with feedforward and
gravity compensation terms [42].
In the initial human-robot interaction study, we also sought to validate Baxter’s
hand-clapping capabilities and understand the aﬀective eﬀects of manipulating different aspects of the robot’s behavior while it repeatedly clapped hands with human
users [43]. Issues reported in Section 3.4.4 included occasional false positives (where
Baxter thought a contact had occurred although it had not), user confusion due to a
physically reactive robot condition (which caused several users to drive the robot to
stop moving), robot controller malfunction (that caused a startling “jazz hands”-like
wrist rotation), and user confusion on how to interact with the robot at the start of
trials [43].
For the mischievous robot system, we were able to build on these previous findings
by improving the software that controls Baxter. Starting with the code from [43], we
increased the accelerometer threshold used to detect human-hand contact to 4.5 m/s2
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to reduce false positives, designed a new control strategy to signify a human-led
interaction, updated the controller gains for Baxter’s passive joints to avoid the “jazz
hands” malfunction, and added practice trials at the beginning of the study to improve
user understanding of the interaction. The specific new methods are detailed in
Section 4.3.4. The popularity of the moderate clapping tempo of 110 beats per minute
(BPM) in [43] prompted us to focus our investigations on this tempo. Furthermore,
because users in [43] strongly preferred a facially responsive robot, we augmented
Baxter’s facial expressiveness with faces adapted from our open-source Baxter face
repository [41], which is further described in Appendix A.
Finally, we needed a way for Baxter to not only react to each hand impact within
a cycle, but also to predict the inter-clap interval of the upcoming motion cycle
in order to plan motion trajectories that feel organic and logical. We accordingly
experimented with diﬀerent predictive timing algorithms, finding that the diﬀerence
learning approach described in Section 4.2 and [37] worked best for our needs. This
model is well suited for convergent tempo interaction because it generally uses the
median of all past inter-clap time intervals, as well as the penultimate time of hand
contact detection and the most recent inter-clap interval, to predict when future claps
will occur. Thus, it is a good tempo learning model for trials in which the person
demonstrates a constant clapping tempo to the robot.
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4.3.4

Mischievous Robot Study Methods

We conducted an experiment to explore how human users perceive diﬀerent robotic
capabilities and behaviors during one-handed tempo-matching hand-clapping interactions. Motivated by a desire to strengthen human-robot teams, we were especially
interested in how users were aﬀected by who initiated the interaction and whether the
non-initiating partner cooperated. This investigation into initiative and synchronization was designed to elucidate not only human-robot hand clapping but also general
rhythmic social-physical HRI.

Hypotheses
The experiment sought to test three main hypotheses. The first centers on how users
perceive a robot who initiates the interaction versus a robot who follows their lead.
The second and third hypotheses are competing predictions about whether users will
prefer moving in cooperative synchrony with a robot or moving asynchronously with
a robot in playful disobedience. The hypotheses are as follows:
• H1: users will perceive robot personality diﬀerently when leading vs. following
the robot. Having the ability to both lead and follow is a natural facet of humanhuman social motor coordination and may also be essential to human-robot joint
action. If the interaction is well designed, changing the robot’s leadership role
should change how its personality is perceived.
• H2: synchronous human-robot clapping interactions will be enjoyable and low
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eﬀort. Studies have shown that synchronized behaviors are natural in human
interaction and that synchronized human-human motion is a positive social
experience. We thus hypothesized that doing such interactions with a well designed robot would also be a positive experience for users. Counter-arguments to
this hypothesis are that a synchronously moving robot might seem predictable,
boring, and impersonal.
• H3: users will favor asynchronous trials and perceive misbehaving robots as
having diﬀerent personality traits than cooperative robots. Studies considering
misbehaving robots at play have found cheating robots to appear more agentic and intentional, as well as more captivating to the people around them, as
compared to well behaved robots. We thus hypothesized that mischievous asynchronous behavior by the robot would inspire more user interest and enjoyment
than predictable synchronous behavior. People might also enjoy intentionally
thwarting their robotic partner for similar reasons.

Overall, this study aimed to evaluate our attempts to design appropriate behaviors and personalities for our tempo-matching hand-clapping Baxter robot, based on
insights from previous spHRI work.

Experimental Procedure
To test these hypotheses, we conducted a study on user responses to the diﬀerent
human-robot initiative and synchrony conditions detailed in Section 4.3.4. Our insti98

tution’s IRB approved all experimental procedures. Twenty participants (10 male, 10
female, ages 20-48 with M = 26 years and SD = 5.8 years) enrolled, gave informed consent, and successfully completed the experiment. The user group was composed of 12
technically-trained students, 6 non-technical students, 1 technically-trained postdoctoral researcher, and 1 technically trained research assistant. Fourteen of the users
hailed from the United States, one from Mexico, one from South Korea, one from
Canada, one from Vietnam, one from India, and one from Kenya. All participants
had full function in their arms and hands, and all participants were right-handed.
To help situate our results, we requested information from each user about their
applicable experience using robots. The results of these questions appear in Fig. 4.5.
Each person came to the lab for one 30-minute session. The participant stood
facing Baxter throughout the experiment and engaged in tempo-matching clapping
games that involved repeated palm-to-palm contacts between their left hand and the
robot’s right end-eﬀector, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. We opted to have users clap with
their non-dominant hand to make the interaction more challenging. At the beginning
of the session, the experimenter read a script to relay relevant background information
on Baxter, described the experiment interaction, and let the user experience a practice
trial with Baxter in each of the four main experimental conditions. As shown in the
video at https://youtu.be/jDhszihOCRU, one partner (either the user or the robot)
was assigned to lead the hand-clapping interaction in each trial, and the other partner
was assigned to be either cooperative or uncooperative in matching the leader’s tempo.
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Figure 4.5: User experience with Baxter and other robots in the mischievous robot experiment.

Figure 4.6: Photograph of the experimental setup.
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In the main experiment, the user clapped hands with Baxter under eight diﬀerent
randomly ordered experimental conditions. Each interaction lasted about 20 seconds,
after which Baxter’s face changed to a purple end-of-trial image. The user was then
asked to complete a survey about their perception of the trial they had just completed.

Trial Conditions
To begin understanding the eﬀects of Baxter behavior and personality during tempomatching clapping interactions, we designed our experiment to vary initiative, synchronicity, and tempo across diﬀerent trials. The following three subsections discuss
how we designed each independent variable. All other aspects of Baxter’s behavior
were kept as consistent as possible from trial to trial.

Initiative Conditions Varying agent initiative via tempo leadership assignment
during each trial was the main way we adjusted robot behavior to explore H1. Our
initiative conditions included robot-led and human-led cases.
In the robot-led case, Baxter was in charge of starting the clapping interaction by
communicating the trial tempo to the human partner. At the start of this type of
trial, the human clapping partner would hold their left hand up, observe the robot’s
tempo, and join in clapping when ready. Throughout the experiment, Baxter’s wrist
pitch (W1) joint was the robot’s main active joint; it was commanded to follow a
trajectory computed from the below equation throughout each trial.
θd = −A sin(2πf t + (3π/8)) + 0.86 · A + θinit
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(4.3.1)
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Figure 4.7: Example robot motion for each 80 BPM trial condition marked with human
hand contact times and locations.

Variables in this equation include desired joint angle (θd ), amplitude of motion (A),
frequency of hand contacts in Hz (f ), time in seconds (t), and initial joint angle
(θinit ). The 3π/8 shift factor makes each sinusoid start in a position that is almost
at the close-to-human extreme, which causes the robot to exert a small amount of
clapping force on the human user before retreating for the next cycle of motion. The
0.86 · A term shifts the robot’s motion to an appropriate area of the joint workspace.
In this and all other sinusoidal motion discussed in this Chapter, A is computed given
clapping frequency based on the nonlinear frequency vs. amplitude plot in Fig. 3.3.
For the robot-led conditions, A was constant within any given trial, based on the
target clapping tempo for that trial.
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The other, human-led, initiative condition put the user in charge of starting the
clapping interaction and communicating the trial tempo to their robotic clapping
partner. At the beginning of each trial, the robot positioned itself in a stationary
“ready” pose and waited for three human hand contacts before moving based on
the motion equation listed previously, where A and f are updated in every clapping
cycle. The robot detected when human hand contact had occurred using the wrist
accelerometer filtering technique outlined in Section 4.3.3. Figure 4.7 shows the second and third human hand contacts with the stationary robot and subsequent robot
motion during this type of trial condition.

Synchrony Conditions By manipulating the synchronicity of the clapping interactions, we could also potentially change the perceived robot personality in ways that
enable us to test H2 and H3. The synchronicity conditions included cooperative
follower and uncooperative follower cases.
In the cooperative follower case, the two hand-clapping parties would try to work
together to achieve a synchronous clapping tempo. In robot-led, human cooperative
(RC) trials, the human user was asked to try to synchronize with Baxter. In humanled, robot cooperative (HC) trials, the robot actively began a new sinusoidal motion
cycle each time it felt human hand contact, with a period predicted based on past
inter-clap intervals, as outlined in Section 4.3.3. In both cooperative conditions,
Baxter displayed the upper right reactive face shown in Fig. 4.8 for 0.15 s after it
sensed a human hand contact. The leftmost subplots in Fig. 4.7 show sample robot
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Figure 4.8: Robot faces used in the experiment. Top left: default image. Bottom left:
end-of-trial image. Bottom right: responsive image for HU trials. Top right: responsive
image for all other trials.

motion from cooperative interactions.
Conversely, in the uncooperative follower case, one hand-clapping partner would
try to lead a clapping interaction at a particular tempo while their clapping partner
was instructed not to synchronize with the indicated tempo. When the human was
the uncooperative party in the robot-led, human uncooperative (RU) case, they were
asked to disobey Baxter’s clapping example by not synchronizing with the robot in
a manner of their choosing. The only requirement was that they had to contact
Baxter’s end-eﬀector at least occasionally in some way. In the human uncooperative
case, Baxter displayed the upper right reactive face shown in Fig. 4.8 whenever it
sensed a human hand contact. When Baxter was the uncooperative follower in the
human-led, robot uncooperative (HU) mode, however, it would ignore the timing of
human hand contacts, instead using a list of random, pre-generated clapping cycle
lengths (clapping periods varying from 80 to 140 BPM) to update the frequency and
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amplitude of its desired trajectory after each cycle of motion was complete. Baxter
displayed the lower right (mischievous) reactive face from Fig. 4.8 whenever it sensed
a human hand contact, to accentuate the fact that it felt human contact but was not
responding actively to this contact in its motion planning. The rightmost subplots in
Fig. 4.7 show sample Baxter motion for the uncooperative interactions.

Tempo To provide additional variety and prevent users from easily guessing the
tempo in robot-led trials, we also varied the target clapping tempo. In each trial,
one of the hand-clapping partners was in charge of communicating a tempo of either
80 or 110 BPM to the other player (via physical hand contacts) and getting them
to clap collaboratively at that tempo. In robot-initiated trials, the robot was preprogrammed with the correct tempo, while in human-initiated trials, we played a
target tempo stimulus cue of 80 or 110 BPM to the human leader through a single
earbud-style headphone.
We intended to use tempo for trial repetition rather than as an independent experimental variable, but since vastly diﬀerent tempos strongly aﬀected user responses
in [43], we made sure to choose tempos carefully. We aimed to achieve tempoindependent trial experiences by choosing the most comfortable and preferred user
tempo from [43] (110 BPM) and varying it only slightly to get an 80 BPM additional
condition. A post-hoc test of tempo eﬀects is included in Section 4.3.5 to confirm that
only a small number of expected outcome measures were aﬀected by varying tempo.
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Data Collection
Our software recorded the robot’s actual W1 joint angle, desired W1 joint angle,
and right end-eﬀector accelerometer readings over time during each human-Baxter
interaction. We also asked participants to complete surveys of two types: a trial
survey after each of the eight experimental interactions with Baxter and a basic
demographic survey at the end of the experiment. The trial survey contained the
slider-type questions listed in Table 4.1. These questions were designed to evaluate
(1) robot personality and safety with the common pleasure-arousal-dominance scales
(also used in [3]) plus safety (PADS), (2) diﬃculty and eﬀort of the interaction using
the six NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questions [78], and (3) enjoyability of the
interaction using three enjoyment (Enj) questions adapted from [52]. The survey
included a free-response field labeled with the prompt “Please share some information
about what stood out to you about the trial. (What you noticed, what seemed
diﬀerent, what you liked/disliked, etc.)” In addition to the text in Table 4.1, the TLX
survey questions included the explanatory text standard to the paper version of the
survey [78]. Additional information about the employed standard survey instruments
appears in Appendix B.

4.3.5

Mischievous Robot Study Results

All 20 users successfully clapped hands with Baxter for the eight randomly ordered
20-second-long experimental trials. Specifically, users were able to deduce the target
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Table 4.1: Questions that users answered after each interaction trial.

Q#
PADS1
PADS2
PADS3
PADS4
TLX1
TLX2
TLX3
TLX4
TLX5
TLX6
Enj1
Enj2
Enj3

Please rate...
how safe this interaction seemed
how pleasant the robot seemed during this trial
how energetic the robot seemed during this trial
how dominant the robot seemed during this trial
the mental demand level of this trial
the physical demand level of this trial
the temporal demand of this trial
your performance during the trial
your eﬀort level during the trial
your frustration level during the trial
how much you enjoyed the trial
how interesting you thought the trial was
how much you enjoyed working with Baxter
during this trial

tempo from Baxter’s movements during robot-led trials, and they were able to make
the robot move at approximately the target tempo during HC trials. We assessed
the error between each clapping leader’s target inter-clap time intervals (known from
the trial tempo) and the actual intervals (found by computing the diﬀerence between
recorded times of hand contact) for each experiment trial. This analysis confirmed
that, as intended in the experiment design, this error was much lower and more
consistent for synchronous trials (M = 0.067 s, SD = 0.159 s) than for asynchronous
trials (M = 0.232 s, SD = 0.525 s).
Regardless of the leader, cooperative trials produced highly synchronized humanrobot hand motion, with approximately regular hand-contact intervals. In contrast,
uncooperative trials yielded more chaotic interactions, as intended. When trying to
lead an uncooperative robot, users persistently moved at the target tempo and usually
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noticed the mischievous face that the robot displayed when contact did occur. When
mischievously refusing to follow the hand-clapping tempo being demonstrated by
the robot, users commonly clapped at half tempo and occasionally double-impacted
Baxter’s hand. In other RU trials, the users tried touching and hitting other parts of
the robot arm to see how such contacts would aﬀect the movement.
The rest of this Section focuses on analyzing the subjective trial questionnaire
results to ascertain how various interaction factors aﬀected the overall clapping gameplay experience for users. Our main tool throughout this process was repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA), a statistical method that enabled us to discover
whether the presented initiative and synchronicity conditions aﬀected trial interaction
perceptions on the PADS, TLX, and Enjoyment questionnaire scales.
The within-subject factors for our rANOVA were initiative (robot-led or humanled) and synchrony (cooperative follower or uncooperative follower), giving a 2×2
design space. We designed the trial tempo options (80 or 110 BPM) to be a condition
repetition rather than an additional independent variable, an assumption that is
confirmed in this Section. Thus, our main analysis tool was a 2×2 two-factor rANOVA
using the R aov function with an α = 0.05 significance level. We also calculated the
eﬀect size using eta squared.
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Table 4.2: p-values for the 2×2 rANOVA run to determine the eﬀects of the synchronicity
and initiative conditions.

Init.
Synch.
Init.
Synch.

Safety
0.043
0.054

Temp. Dem.
0.197
0.108

Pleas.
0.003
0.001
Task Perf.
0.003
0.015

Energ.
0.626
0.444

Dom.
0.003
0.146

Eﬀort
0.421
<0.001

Mental Dem.
0.445
0.001

Frust.
0.025
0.002

Task Enj.
0.234
0.033

Phys. Dem.
0.584
0.013
Interest
0.984
0.735

Team Enj.
0.069
0.010

PADS Results
We were curious to know how initiative and synchronicity aﬀected user ratings of
Baxter on the PADS scales, so we performed a 2×2 two-factor rANOVA for each of
these survey questions. There were several statistically significant trends in the PADS
survey responses, as outlined in Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.9.
Leader identity had statistically significant eﬀects on the ratings of robot safety
(F(1,19) = 4.69, p = 0.043, η 2 = 0.012), pleasantness (F(1,19) = 15.81, p = 0.003, η 2
= 0.038), and dominance (F(1,19) = 11.85, p = 0.003, η 2 = 0.089). Robot lead interactions appeared safer than the human lead interactions. In pleasantness ratings,
robot lead behaviors made the interactions more pleasant. Dominance-wise, robot
lead trials made Baxter seem more dominant. Additionally, the synchronicity condition was close to significant in ratings of robot safety (F(1,19) = 4.21, p = 0.054, η 2
= 0.032) and significantly impacted perceived robot pleasantness (F(1,19) = 15.81,
p = 0.001, η 2 = 0.111). Safety ratings for cooperative follower interactions were
nearly statistically significantly rated as safer. In pleasantness ratings, synchronous
behaviors made the interactions more pleasant. Neither leadership nor cooperation
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Figure 4.9: Results for the PADS survey questions. The center box line represents the
median, and box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The whiskers show the range up
to 1.5 times the interquartile range, and outliers are marked with a “+.” Mean responses
are marked by a *.

diﬀerences aﬀected perceived robot energeticness.

TLX Results
We then investigated the eﬀects of tempo leadership and cooperation on the NASA
TLX survey responses. Performing a 2×2 two-factor rANOVA for each TLX survey
question revealed many statistically significant trends, as summarized in Table 4.2
and Fig. 4.10.
Leadership assignment had statistically significant eﬀects on task performance
(F(1,19) = 11.39, p = 0.003, η 2 = 0.036) and frustration level (F(1,19) = 5.93, p
= 0.025, η 2 = 0.024). Users rated their own task performance as significantly worse
for human lead interactions. Human lead conditions also appeared more frustrating
than their robot-led counterparts. The cooperation condition significantly aﬀected
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Figure 4.10: Results for the TLX survey questions.

interaction mental demand (F(1,19) = 15.56, p = 0.001, η 2 = 0.052), physical demand (F(1,19) = 7.48, p = 0.013, η 2 = 0.024), task performance (F(1,19) = 7.22, p =
0.015, η 2 = 0.068), eﬀort level (F(1,19) = 20.36, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.056), and frustration level (F(1,19) = 12.69, p = 0.002, η 2 = 0.068). Cooperative interactions required
less mental demand and less physical demand than their uncooperative counterparts.
Users rated their own task performance as significantly worse for uncooperative trials. According to user ratings, uncooperative clapping required more eﬀort than synchronous clapping. Additionally, uncooperative conditions appeared more frustrating
than their cooperative counterparts. Neither leadership nor cooperation diﬀerences
aﬀected temporal demand.

Enjoyment Results
Our last survey analysis looked for the eﬀects of initiative and synchronicity on various
enjoyment scales. From a 2×2 two-factor rANOVA run on each enjoyment survey
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Figure 4.11: Results for the enjoyment survey questions.

question, we discovered a few significant eﬀects, as recapitulated in Table 4.2 and
Fig. 4.11.
Leadership did not have any statistically significant overall eﬀects on the enjoyment metrics. On the other hand, synchronicity aﬀected both task enjoyment (F(1,19)
= 5.31, p = 0.033, η 2 = 0.055) and teamwork enjoyment (F(1,19) = 8.17, p = 0.010,
η 2 = 0.056). Cooperative trials seemed more enjoyable than uncooperative ones.
Teamwork was also rated as less enjoyable during uncooperative interactions. Neither leadership nor cooperation diﬀerences aﬀected task interest.

Tempo Results
When selecting interaction conditions, we chose disparate but close clapping tempos
so that otherwise identical trials at diﬀerent clapping tempos could be treated as
condition repetitions. We found that this assumption was appropriate; in a threefactor rANOVA, tempo caused statistically significant diﬀerences in survey responses
only for robot energeticness (F(1,19) = 4.51, p = 0.047, η 2 = 0.014) and trial temporal
demand (F(1,19) = 9.05, p = 0.007, η 2 = 0.017). These diﬀerences were expected
because a faster-moving robot has more kinetic energy and a faster clapping tempo
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is inherently more temporally demanding. We thus considered trial tempo a suitable
repetition of other experimental conditions and omitted it as a factor in the rest of
our analyses.

4.3.6

Mischievous Robot Study Discussion

The results of this study upheld some of our hypotheses and overturned others. In
terms of H1, our analyses uncovered perceived aﬀect diﬀerences between a leading
vs. following robot in terms of safety, pleasantness, and dominance. We interpret this
result to mean that the leadership assignment at the beginning of a trial was clearly
diﬀerentiated by users, and it also substantially changed the experience of working
with the robot after the game had started. Users commented positively about both
leadership conditions in the free-response questions, making statements such as “Very
easy to follow,” “I like following him,” “Baxter seemed to synchronize pretty well,”
“I liked that I got to lead,” and “When I lead, [the robot] was very pleasant and
reacted appropriately.” We could likely create robots with even more personality
diﬀerences by considering additional behavior conditions other than interaction leadership and/or using a wider variety of faces.
The predictions of H2 were quite accurate, especially for the PADS and Enjoyment surveys. In response to questions of robot pleasantness, interaction safety, task
enjoyment, and teamwork enjoyment, users rated synchronous follower behaviors significantly more highly than uncooperative follower behaviors. In terms of the TLX
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questions, the interaction task with a synchronous follower was less demanding, better
executed, easier, and less frustrating. These results were echoed in the free-response
comments, including positive statements about synchrony, such as “I like cooperating!” and “It was much more enjoyable to clap with Baxter in this trial for we were
both making an eﬀort to clap in time,” and negative comments about asynchrony,
such as “I do not like not cooperating” and “I was hoping it would try to follow me but
it didn’t, and I didn’t like that.” Several users also noted that it was “diﬃcult to go
against [Baxter’s lead]” and that they “felt bad about not matching up.” This finding
suggests that synchronous tempo-matching clapping behaviors are usually preferable
for promoting human-robot social bonding.
Since most of H2 was upheld, the competing H3 prediction was found to be
largely incorrect. Two participants enjoyed the asynchronous robot condition, stating that they “felt Baxter was playful and testing of [their] hand-clapping skills” and
thought the uncooperative robot behavior “spic[ed] up the trial.” Nevertheless, none
of the statistical results indicated an interest preference for the asynchronous follower
conditions, although we do see that it seemed to make people pay more attention
and work harder in the experiment tasks. This result may prove useful; although full
trials of uncooperative misbehavior do not seem universally viable as pleasant interactions, we could use occasional lack of robot cooperation or mischievous instructions
to human users to make a robot operator pay attention or become more engaged in
a task. As one user described in a survey response to the HU condition: “in a way
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it was kind of fun, it just got old after awhile.” This result aligns well with some
aspects of previous studies of devious or deceptive robots. In [109], users exhibited
higher interest in a deceptive robot, and in [69], children became more engaged when
interacting with a malfunctioning robot. For the particular task of hand clapping,
and perhaps for other forms of rhythmic social-physical human-robot interaction,
the positive social-bonding eﬀects of synchronous movement seem to trump the user
interest generated by mischievous behavior.
The diﬀerent robot clapping behaviors tested in this study, particularly the cooperative robot follower mode, were generally better received than similar interaction
skills in Chapter 3. In many cases, the interaction was eﬀective at making Baxter seem like a peer with feelings and agency; users described the robot as “a lovable
dope,” “friendly,” “pleasant,” “playful,” “patient,” “trusting,” “confused,” “evasive,”
“disobedient,” “taunting,” “annoying,” and “a dirty traitor” over various trial conditions. The safety ratings of the robot were also uniformly high, even when the robot
refused to follow the human’s lead, satisfying an essential requirement for physical
human-robot interaction. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement in the comfort
and naturalness of the human-robot hand contacts. For HC trials, one participant
commented that the robot’s end-eﬀector was “too tilted backwards” by the end of the
trial, and other users mused that Baxter was “pushing [them] back a bit” or “creeping away from [them].” These comments may indicate that a perfect hand-clapping
robotic system would need more individualized user models to ensure that it could
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comfortably clap with users of any height, arm length, etc. A small number of users
also noted hand discomfort near the end of the trials, suggesting that an even more
cushioned robotic end-eﬀector would be appreciated, and a few commented on peculiarities in the robot’s hand motion that were probably caused by contact detection
errors. In future work, our contact detection strategy could be updated to accomplish
more accurate and individualized contact detection capabilities.
Some limitations also arise from the study design. In this investigation, the user
population was mostly students. To ensure that the results apply for a broader population, we would need to run a study with more balanced representation from additional groups. We also collected considerable information about self-reported robot
aﬀect perception, task eﬀort, and interaction enjoyment, but we did not attempt to
analyze engagement through more objective data-driven means such as facial expression analysis. Finally, the within-subjects design may have exaggerated diﬀerences
between conditions due to demand characteristics. In future work, we plan to recruit
a more diverse pool of participants and explore additional interaction engagement
metrics in both within-subjects and between-subjects paradigms.
Although there is some room for improvement, the overall results of this study
indicate that our Baxter robot possesses reasonable hand-clapping game skills, including leading and following social-physical interactions at a range of enjoyable tempos.
Now that we have adequately designed these robot capabilities, we are ready to explore more complex human-robot clapping game interactions that are multi-hand
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and multi-motion. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, we are eager to discover whether
such interactions can strengthen the bond between human workers and their robotic
teammates, and we are also curious to find out whether such games can be adapted
to provide a therapeutic benefit for people with medical conditions such as autism.
Other spHRI researchers can benefit from this work by adopting our designed robot
motion behaviors for human-robot social motor coordination.

4.4

Summary of Tempo and Mischief Findings

After our initial investigations of hand-clapping robot aﬀect in Chapter 3, we aimed to
increase the sophistication of the human-Baxter hand-clapping interaction while correcting the systematic interaction errors that had occurred in our first hand-clapping
robot experiment. One facet of the interactions that seemed especially salient to users
was the clapping tempo. If the clapping tempo of the robot leader was unpredictable,
the responses to interactions in the initial hand-clapping robot study often suﬀered;
however, we believed successful tempo change and adaptation could be a way to add
more playfulness and enjoyment to the human-robot clapping games. After analyzing
qualitative reports from human hand-clapping experts and data from Phase 3 of our
previous human-human study, we proposed several models for hand-clapping tempo
adaptation and found that a fading memory diﬀerence learning model worked best
in most tempo change situations. A diﬀerence learning method seemed to work best
for constant clapping tempo interactions.
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With our improved hand-clapping robot behaviors and tempo adaptation models,
we were ready to try a more complex HRI experiment. Inspired by past investigations of mischievous robots, we opted to equip Baxter with the ability to lead or
follow constant-tempo clapping interactions. When Baxter was following the clapping
tempo of its human partner, the robot could further decide to either synchronize with
its partner or to mischievously defy the demonstrated tempo. Although we knew that
human beings tend strongly toward synchronized behaviors, we hypothesized that,
like other past mischievous robots, a Baxter robot that playfully refused to synchronize clapping might inspire some positive robot perceptions (such as increased robot
animacy, agenticness, etc.) Despite this prediction, we found that a cooperatively
synchronous robot was almost universally preferred. Nevertheless, there may be useful ways to deploy uncooperative robot behavior; two users enjoyed the mischievous
robot condition, especially in short doses, and it also seemed that users had to work
harder and pay more attention to Baxter when it was not synchronizing.
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Chapter 5
A Bimanual Interactive Robot
This Chapter discusses work that addresses our third research question: How can
a social-physical robot play full hand-clapping games, teaching and learning from a
human user?
Our human-human study from Chapter 3 showed how a hand-worn accelerometer records valuable data during hand clapping. This Chapter explores how data
recorded from a pair of commonly available inertial measurement units (IMUs) worn
on a human’s hands can contribute to the teaching of a hand-clapping robot. In
particular, we identified representative hand-clapping activities, considered various
approaches to classify games, and conducted a study to record hand-clapping motion
data. From this point on, hand-clapping will refer to playful multi-motion hand-tohand contact patterns, such as “Pat-a-cake” and “Slide.” Analysis of data from N =
15 participants (detailed later in this Chapter) indicates that support vector machines
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and Markov chain analysis can correctly classify 95.5% of the demonstrated handclapping motions (from ten discrete actions) and 92.3% of the hand-clapping game
demonstrations recorded in the study. These results were calculated by withholding a
participant’s entire dataset for testing, so these results should represent generalizable
system behavior for new users. A paper on this study was published at the 2016
IEEE/RJS International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS) [44].
Combining this work on automatic classification of human hand motions with new
multi-motion robotic hand-clapping capabilities yields a preliminary robotic system
that can playfully respond to natural human movements in real time. Our initial data
processing pipeline allowed a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot to learn simple bimanual hand-clapping games by rapidly responding to input movements from
one member of our research team; the movements are sensed via wrist-worn inertial
measurement units (IMUs) and processed by a decision tree. This work was presented
as a Late-Breaking Report at the 2016 IEEE/RJS International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS) [38]. We then generalized this robot learning
ability to process input data from any human user in preparation for a bimanual
(two-handed) hand-clapping user study. Evaluations of various bimanual clapping
play activities by N = 24 users in this experiment showed that learning games from
Baxter was significantly easier than teaching Baxter games, but that the teaching
role caused people to consider more teamwork aspects of the gameplay.
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5.1

Motion Classification from Kinesthetic Data

Aside from learning how humans behave during clapping interactions, we also wanted
to try using human motion data to label each movement in various patterns of handclapping motions. This associated machine learning investigation identified a target
set of motion primitives and composite hand-clapping games, proposed a modeling
framework for these games, described an accelerometer and gyroscope dataset collected from hand-mounted inertial measurement units (IMUs) during hand-clapping
gameplay, and began to answer the following key questions about hand-clapping
spHRI:
1. Can we automatically parse hand-clapping primitives from inertial hand movement data?
2. Can we classify each detected hand-clapping motion?
3. Can we predict which composite hand-clapping game is being played?
The work described here complements our previously discussed research on designing
a hand-clapping robotic system (Chapters 3 and 4). Combining these two projects
will yield a robot that recognizes human partner intent and carries out appropriate
gameplay motions, as envisioned in [38].
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5.1.1

Motion Classification Methods

When a person is trying to teach a hand-clapping activity to a playmate, the first
learning step usually involves them pantomiming the hand-clapping motions of the
game. The playmate then joins in when they feel that they understand the game
sequence. To accomplish similar interaction behavior in spHRI, we needed models of
gameplay to quantify motion sequences and training and testing data to help classify
individual hand-clapping motions. This Section discusses the framework we developed
and the dataset we gathered to begin enabling robots to learn hand-clapping games
from a human partner using natural interactions.

Hand-Clapping Game Selection
Infinitely many hand-clapping games are possible, so our first research step was to
decide which hand-clapping constructs to include in this investigation. After considering popular hand-clapping activities, we chose ten common motion primitives that
are easily reproduced by a two-armed robot, as depicted in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2: back five
(B), clap (C), double (D), down five (DF), front five (F), lap pat (LP), left five (L),
right five (R), right snap (S), and up five (UF). To investigate the composite game
prediction ability of our algorithm, we also needed to select several hand-clapping
games that use these motion primitives and oﬀer some classification challenge. This
study considered the following seven simple but diverse hand-clapping games:
• Pat-a-cake (PC): C-R-C-L
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Back Five (B)

Clap (C)

Double (D)

Down Five (DF)

Front Five (F)

Lap Pat (LP)

Left Five (L)

Right Five (R)

Right Snap (S)

Up Five (UF)

Figure 5.1: Top views of the set of hand-clapping motions explored in this study. In
up/down motions, the cross or dot illustrates motion into or out of the page, respectively.
Otherwise, the flat part of the hand depiction represents the palm, and the rounded part
represents the back of the hand. The hands are held open in all motions except double,
when they are fists, and right snap, when the fingers of the right hand snap.

• Pat-a-cake snap (PCS): C-R-C-L-C-S
• Slide junior (SJ): C-R-C-L-C-B-F
• Double double (DD): D-D-F-F-D-D-B-B-D-F-D-B-D-D-F-B
• Down up clap (DUC): DF-UF-C
• Front fives (FF): F-F... (repeats indefinitely)
• We will rock you (WWR): LP-LP-C
In each of these hand-clapping games, pairs of people typically repeat the listed motions over and over along with a verbal chant. For the purposes of this investigation,
a single person outfitted with sensors pantomimed the motions alone, in the style of
someone who is teaching their partner a new hand-clapping game.
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Figure 5.2: Images of a person performing the set of hand-clapping motions explored in
this study. The “S” motion involved snapping the fingers of the right hand in our initial
motion dataset (gathered from hand-mounted IMUs and described in Section 5.1) and
staying still in our later motion dataset (gathered from wrist-mounted IMUs and described
in Section 5.2).

Model Consideration
To design appropriate data collection activities, we also needed to consider how to
mathematically model hand-clapping games. Machine learning classification techniques such as decision trees (DT), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), and support vector
machines (SVM) [60] hold promise for helping to identify individual hand-clapping
motions within data recorded from hand-worn IMUs. Given the repetitive nature
of hand-clapping games and their composition from a fixed set of discrete states,
another technique that comes to mind is Markov chain analysis [86]. All machine
learning algorithms reported here were implemented in MATLAB using the Statistics
and Machine Learning Toolbox.
DT: Decision trees allow for data classification by splitting the training dataset into
a variety of leaf nodes. The split nodes leading to the final data classification are
selected based on maximizing information gain. This machine learning tool is very
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simple and fast, but it is limited in classification power. Nevertheless, we chose to
explore it because of its potential for almost instantaneous classification and its good
performance in pilot investigations.
KNN: This tool’s ability to evaluate a data point’s proximity to neighbors in multidimensional space makes KNN simultaneously simple and powerful. KNN analysis can
yield both regression and classification, but it is most useful for classification in this
work. Test points with multidimensional feature coordinates are classified based on
the identities of some number of nearby points. Although it is slower than decision
tree classification, this type of motion labeling is still fairly fast and performed well
on pilot data.
SVM: In the case that our dataset is not linearly separable, SVMs may be a powerful
tool for classifying hand motions. SVMs pre-process features to make them linearly
separable, potentially resulting in more accurate classifications. This tool is often used
in applications like object, handwriting, and voice recognition. As a more commonly
used and powerful technique, SVMs can take more time to classify observations than
the previously mentioned techniques but generally achieve better results.
Markov chain analysis: This technique for predicting the overall hand-clapping game
identity depends on the existence of transition matrices that identify how likely each
state is to transition into each other state for a given game. The transition matrices corresponding to hand-clapping game Markov chains can be constructed simply
by considering all possible bigram transitions in a particular hand-clapping game.
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Figure 5.3: Example “Slide junior” transition matrix representing the motion pattern
C-R-C-L-C-B-F.

An example transition matrix corresponding to the “Slide junior” game appears in
Fig. 5.3, where the rows represent the first action in a motion bigram and the columns
represent the second. A transition matrix was generated for each hand-clapping game
modeled in this project.

Human Hand-Clapping Behavior
We conducted an experiment to collect a rich dataset for automatic classification of
hand-clapping motions and games.
Experiment Setup: Fifteen participants enrolled in our study, gave informed consent,
and successfully completed the experiment. The Penn IRB approved all experimental procedures under protocol 822527. No formal demographic survey was administered in this study, but experimenter notes show that the participant population
was composed of twelve technically-trained students, one non-technical student, one
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xR

xL
yR

yL

Figure 5.4: The MPU9150 IMUs used in this experiment were aﬃxed to each participant’s
hands in this orientation throughout data recording. The z-axes are positive out of the page.

non-technical professional musician, and one non-technical educator. All participants
had full function in their arms and hands. Each participant came to the lab for a
single session that lasted about 30 minutes. As shown in Fig. 5.4, the back centers
of participants’ hands were outfitted with 9-axis IMU breakout boards (Sparkfun
MPU9150) using skin-safe adhesive. The IMUs are capable of recording the x, y, and
z-axis accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer readings.
We chose this data source because of the relatively small memory requirements
for storing recordings, the low sensor price, and the frame insensitivity associated
with hand-mounted IMUs. IMUs additionally help us circumvent problems of visual
occlusion associated with camera-based systems. Accelerometer and gyroscope data
turned out to be more informative than magnetometer data, so we ignored the latter
in later data analysis. Accelerometer and gyroscope readings from IMUs are convenient data channels because they avoid the complications of magnetic fields used
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in magnetic position tracking. The twelve relevant channels of IMU data traveled
from an Arduino Teensy to our data processing program via a USB connection at
200 Hz. We envision hand-worn accessories instrumented with IMUs to be a future
human-robot communication channel, similar to devices discussed in [30].
Data Collection: After zeroing the IMUs based on each stationary participant’s start
pose, we recorded two diﬀerent datasets from each participant: (1) a training set
with each relevant bigram of motions repeated 20 or more times and (2) a test set
with each of the seven aforementioned hand clapping games repeated three or more
times in sequence. Training data were used for model training and cross validation,
while testing data were reserved for a separate second round of model evaluation.
Here, “relevant” bigrams are defined as pairs of sequential motions that appear in
the explored hand-clapping games. The training set included two possible types of
bigrams as seen in the selected hand-clapping games: bigrams of the same motion
repeated over and over and bigrams transitioning between two diﬀerent hand-clapping
motions. The chosen games contained sixteen unique bigrams. (See Fig. 5.5 for an
example data recording.)

5.1.2

Motion Classification Results

Throughout our data analysis, we aimed to answer the three questions posed previously with eﬃcient general approaches that are eﬀective for processing data recordings
from all experiment participants.
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Figure 5.5: An example segment of raw “Pat-a-cake” gameplay data. Vertical dashed lines
represent the automatic divisions found by our parsing approach. Text in the upper plots
display labels from the SVM hand motion classifier, where gray text indicates an incorrect
classification and black indicates a correct one.

Hand Motion Parsing
To answer the question “Can we automatically parse hand-clapping primitives from
inertial hand movement data?”, we first searched for landmarks that periodically indicated the beginning or middle of hand-clapping motions throughout the dataset.
After computing the root mean square (RMS) acceleration for each hand separately
and filtering each resulting signal with a first-order Butterworth high-pass filter at
25 Hz, we discovered that local maxima in the right hand RMS acceleration usually
corresponded with the middle of each hand-clapping motion. We located these maxima and used physical context clues (direction of gravity, direction of acceleration,
shape comparison, etc.) to hand-evaluate whether each point seemed to represent the
middle of a given hand-clapping motion.
After observing a few systematic errors in this initial approach, we developed
an improved strategy using the first-order Butterworth high-pass filtered RMS acceleration of the x- and z-directions of the accelerations from both hands together.
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Local maxima finding on the resulting signal proved eﬀective for identifying the center
of each hand clapping motion, assuming consistent participant clapping tempo and
correct execution of hand-clapping motions. The midpoints between maxima were
assumed to be the motion starting points.
To avoid vulnerability to human errors in timing and clapping motions, we asked
participants in future studies to demonstrate the gameplay motions at a recommended
tempo. This standardized timing was meant to increase the clarity of where the center
of each clapping motion is, thereby making the hand motion parsing problem trivial
and increasing classifier robustness.

Hand Motion Classification
To answer the question “Can we classify each detected hand-clapping motion?”, we
first extracted a large feature set from each training- and test-set motion recording,
in a manner similar to [2] and [46]. This 174-feature set included the maximum,
minimum, mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis values of recorded data channels
(6×12 features), high- and low-pass filtered acceleration channels (2×6×6 features,
cutoﬀ frequency of 25 Hz), RMS raw hand acceleration (6×2 features), and RMS
high-pass filtered hand acceleration (6×2 features, cutoﬀ frequency of 25 Hz), plus
the maximum, minimum, and mean RMS low-pass filtered hand acceleration (3×2
features, cutoﬀ frequency of 25 Hz). Next, we trained several types of classification
models on the training feature set computed from the parsed motion bigrams. In each
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Machine Learning
Training Classification
Technique
Accuracy
DT (20 splits)
81.15%
KNN (three neighbors)
91.72%
Linear SVM
96.12%

Test Classification
Accuracy
79.68%
92.78%
95.54%

Game Processing Time
Given Features
M = 0.001 s, SD < 0.000 s
M = 0.020 s, SD = 0.004 s
M = 0.057 s, SD = 0.007 s

Table 5.1: Chosen classifier accuracy and game processing time.

bigram motion recording, the starting motion was known, allowing us to correctly sort
parsed motions.
The DT, KNN, and SVM classifiers were first tuned to determine the optimal
number of splits, number of neighbors, and polynomial degree, respectively. Subsequently, leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOSOCV) on the training data let us
compute the classification accuracy of each top-performing model. We also measured
the test-set classification accuracy using the trained LOSOCV models and recorded
the computation time required for classifying one test recording after feature extraction, as illustrated in Table 5.1. Feature extraction consistently took ∼0.15 seconds
for each test recording on the 2015 MacBook Pro used for data processing. Of all the
models, linear SVM oﬀered the highest classification accuracy (96.12%) along with
a total processing time much lower than one second, an acceptable real-time performance rate to prevent latency detection in human-robot interaction [55]. Accordingly,
we decided to implement a linear SVM model in future real-time human-robot handclapping game interactions.
Once we selected the linear SVM model, we examined the confusion matrices for
this model’s performance in LOSOCV on the parsed training feature set and the
parsed test feature set. The 96.12% training and 95.5% test classification accuracy
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stem from high values along the diagonal of the training confusion matrix shown in
Fig. 5.6 and the test confusion matrix shown in Fig. 5.7. For comparison, the training
and test confusion matrices for the top-performing DT and KNN models appear in
Fig. 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11. For the linear SVM model, in both SVM confusion
matrices, errors occurred classifying “left fives,” perhaps because this motion is similar
to the left hand component of a front five. We also see some systematic errors in the
training “down five” motion classification, likely because many participants found this
to be an unfamiliar and uncomfortable motion. The test confusion matrix displays
complementary trouble in the identification of “up fives,” a similar motion. Other
confusion occurs between “claps” and “lap pats,” the two motions involving actual
physical contact. We also see some errors distinguishing between “right fives” and
“snaps,” the two motions involving only the right hand.
To optimize our dataset, we also considered dimensionality reduction techniques
that might allow us to store a subset of the most relevant features in memory while still
obtaining a high classification accuracy. Principal component analysis (PCA) on the
training features reveals that 99.99% of the variability in the dataset can be explained
by six transformed features. This PCA result indicates that it may be possible to
capture almost all of the variability of the data using some set of transformations of
the existing features. Classification using the existing top six PCA features did not
perform well, though, so we did not explore this approach further.
To move toward a smaller meaningful feature set, we checked for redundant fea-
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Figure 5.6: Confusion matrix of linear SVM classifier performance on the training dataset
after LOSOCV.
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Figure 5.7: Confusion matrix of linear SVM classifier performance on the test dataset.
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Figure 5.8: Confusion matrix of 20-split DT classifier performance on the training dataset
after LOSOCV.
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Figure 5.9: Confusion matrix of 20-split DT classifier performance on the test dataset.
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Figure 5.10: Confusion matrix of 3-nearest neighbor KNN classifier performance on the
training dataset after LOSOCV.
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Figure 5.11: Confusion matrix of 3-nearest neighbor KNN classifier performance on the
test dataset.
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tures, looked for features above a set variance threshold, and generated random
forests. Thirteen features were fully redundant and could be removed. Other features proved to be very low variance after normalization, signaling that they may
yield similar values regardless of participant or hand-clapping motion. Classifiers
trained on only the higher-variance features did not perform as well as classifiers
trained on the full dataset, so we sought other feature set reduction techniques to
pare the number of features down toward the six highly meaningful features identified by PCA. Finding a smaller feature set that aﬀords similar classification results
would require less memory and less processing time.
Another dimensionality reduction technique that we used was the generation of
a random forest of many decision tree stumps. Thousands of stumps were trained
using random subsets of the features. We recorded the feature selected to split the
observations for maximum information gain in each stump. After generating all the
stumps, we queried for the most commonly selected features. A classifier trained
on the 30 most popular features exhibited a classification accuracy of 91.2%, close
to the level achieved by models trained on the full feature set. Since this reduced
feature set corresponded to a considerable drop in accuracy, we used the full feature
set in our final data processing pipeline. It may be necessary to explore additional
dimensionality reduction techniques in the future to further reduce the feature set
size.
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Hand-Clapping Game Prediction
To answer the question “Can we predict which composite hand-clapping game is
being played?,” we first needed a series of hand-clapping motions labeled by our
SVM classifier, such as the full classification results for 1.25 cycles of “Pat-a-cake” in
Fig. 5.5. In this case, the classifier correctly labeled all motions involved in “Pat-acake” except for the “left five” motion, which may have been misclassified as a “front
five” because the participant moved their right hand almost as much as their left
during this segment. We then used the game transition matrices described previously
to perform a Markov chain analysis on the series of hand-clapping motions labeled
by our SVM classifier. This analysis found the probability of each hand-clapping
game by computing seven diﬀerent game-specific running products of the probability
of each transition seen in a given test recording. The algorithm selected the game
with the highest resulting probability for each individual test recording. This Markov
chain analysis correctly labeled 92.3% of successfully executed hand-clapping games
from the test dataset, as displayed by Fig. 5.12.
The analysis failed on the identification of some “Pat-a-cake” recordings because
of this game’s similarity to other investigated games. For example, the hand-clapping
game analysis would accordingly yield “Slide junior” as a slightly more likely game
label than “Pat-a-cake” for the recording in Fig. 5.5, as confirmed by the darkened
participant 11 PC cell in Fig. 5.12. Other errors occurred because of unique or
awkward styles of participant motion within a given trial. These mistakes will be
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Figure 5.12: Visualization of the Markov chain analysis prediction of the correct handclapping game label for each test recording. Light blue cells represent correct predictions,
medium blue cells represent cases where the model identified the correct label as the second
most likely, and dark blue cells represent cases where the model identified the correct label as
the third most likely. The cell containing an “x” represents an occasion when the participant
executed an incorrect sequence of motions (UF-DF-C rather than DF-UF-C) unnoticed by
the experimenter but identified by the classifier.

considered as we improve our game labeling strategy.

5.1.3

Motion Classification Conclusions

Our work on motion classification so far has produced an algorithm that can automatically parse a human’s hand-worn IMU data recordings into segments representing
individual hand-clapping motions and classify them with an accuracy of about 95%.
The algorithm can usually correctly label the hand-clapping game being demonstrated
based on the transitions between executed hand-clapping motions. Overall, our results indicate that a user could teach a hand-clapping game to a robot by wearing
minimal sensors and physically demonstrating the desired game.
After receiving several inquiries about our motion dataset at the IROS 2016
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conference, we released the motion dataset analyzed in Section 5.1 as well as all
software needed to run the presented analyses. The dataset and code are available for download via the University of Pennsylvania’s Scholarly Commons at http:
//repository.upenn.edu/meam_papers/302/.
Some research questions remained for future work, including how to design a
training interaction more immune to human error, accurately classify hand-clapping
motions with fewer features, correctly identify hand-clapping games that are a subset
of other games, and place sensors for maximum classification accuracy. Completing
a data processing pipeline to facilitate smooth real-time human-robot gameplay was
another major challenge to be addressed later in this Chapter. This research aims
to facilitate real-time IMU-robot communication to help robots interpret and join in
hand-clapping games.

5.2

Updated Motion Classification

Unfortunately, the skin-safe adhesive used in the previous Section did not always
work in the presence of hair or sweat, and it did not allow for easy detachment for
participant breaks during the experiment. Before running a formal human-robot interaction experiment using our developed kinesthetic motion classification technology,
we needed a more robust and convenient way to attach inertial measurement units
to participants’ hands. The new attachment method also needed to be validated to
confirm that the new form factor maintained acceptable classification results.
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Figure 5.13: The new wrist-worn sensor housings for the same inertial measurement units
discussed in Section 5.1.

5.2.1

Updated Motion Classification Methods

For this brief follow-up experiment, the same 9-axis IMU breakout boards (Sparkfun
MPU9150) were used to record participant motion. This time, instead of being directly aﬃxed onto a person’s hands using skin-safe adhesive, the sensors were strapped
onto the each participant’s wrists with Velcro straps that looped through custom 3Dprinted housings. IMU sensors attached in this new manner appear in Fig. 5.13. In
addition to increasing the consistency of the sensor attachment, this wearable sensor scheme made it much easier to attach and detach sensors as needed throughout
experiment processes.
With the sensors in this new configuration, we wanted to again answer the question “Can we classify each detected hand-clapping motion?”, ideally using a method
that is as similar as possible to the classification approach detailed in Section 5.1.
In particular, we needed training and testing data to help classify individual hand140

clapping motions. In many of the previously investigated motions, wrist and hand
behaviors were similar, so we had hope that an analagous linear SVM classification
strategy would work soundly. On the other hand, relocating the IMU from the hand
to the wrist represented a loss of one degree of freedom, so it was possible that a
wrist-worn sensor would necessitate a diﬀerent type of data analysis.
Although we still used various hand-clapping game activities to gather training
and test datasets in this updated experiment, this Section de-emphasized the idea of
classifying entire hand-clapping games because our future planned bimanual handclapping experiment involves spontaneously generated hand-clapping games for which
no transition matrix model exists.

Updated Hand-Clapping Game Selection
This investigation of the wrist-worn IMU sensor involved nine of the same motion
primitives discussed in the last Section, plus one additional move. In the work discussed in Section 5.1, we discovered that many participants were not able to snap
their fingers, and also that people tended to pause at specific parts of the carried out
hand-clapping games. Accordingly, we traded the “right snap” motion for a pause-like
“stay” motion in our updated motion classification experiment. Figure 5.2 shows the
set of primitives: back five (B), clap (C), double (D), down five (DF), front five (F),
lap pat (LP), left five (L), right five (R), stay (S), and up five (UF). To investigate the
composite game prediction ability of our algorithm, we again needed to select several
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hand-clapping games that use these motion primitives and oﬀer some classification
challenge. This time, to prevent one of the confounds encountered in the previously
discussed motion classification study, we aimed to avoid games that contained the
entirety of other games. The updated study considered the following new six simple
but diverse hand-clapping games:
• Pat-a-cake (PC): LP-C-R-C-L-C
• Slide junior (SJ): C-R-C-L-C-B-F
• Double double (DD): D-D-F-F-D-D-B-B-D-F-D-B-D-D-F-B
• Down up clap (DUC): DF-UF-C
• Sailor (SLR): C-R-C-L-C-F-F-F
• We will rock you (WWR): LP-LP-C-S
In each of these hand-clapping games, pairs of people typically repeat the listed
motions over and over along with a verbal chant. Instead, for the purposes of this
investigation, a single person outfitted with sensors pantomimed the motions alone,
in the style of someone who is teaching their partner a new hand-clapping game. This
approach allowed us to add layers of complexity to the interaction later, once the new
classifier was developed.
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Updated Human Hand-clapping Behavior
We again conducted an experiment to collect a rich dataset for automatic classification
of hand-clapping motions.
Experiment Setup: Ten participants enrolled in our study, gave informed consent, and
successfully completed the experiment. The Penn IRB approved all experimental procedures under protocol 822527. No formal demographic survey was administered in
this study, but experimenter notes show that the participant population was composed entirely of technically-trained students, all of whom possessed normal motor
function in their arms and hands. Each participant came to the lab for a single session
that lasted about 30 minutes. As previously mentioned and shown in Fig. 5.13, the
back of participants’ wrists were outfitted with 9-axis IMU breakout boards (Sparkfun
MPU9150) using a 3D-printed sensor housing held in place by a Velcro strap. The
IMUs are, once again, capable of recording the x, y, and z-axis accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer readings. The IMU data again traveled from an Arduino
Teensy to our data processing program via a USB connection at 200 Hz.
Data Collection: After zeroing the IMUs based on each stationary participant’s start
pose, we recorded two diﬀerent datasets from each participant: (1) a training set with
each updated relevant bigram of motions repeated 20 or more times and (2) a test
set with each of the six updated hand clapping games repeated three or more times
in sequence. Training data were used for model training and cross validation, while
testing data were reserved for a separate second round of model evaluation. Here,
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“relevant” bigrams are defined as pairs of sequential motions that appear in the explored hand-clapping games. The training set included two possible types of bigrams
as seen in the selected hand-clapping games: bigrams of the same motion repeated
over and over and bigrams transitioning between two diﬀerent hand-clapping motions.
The chosen games in this updated study contained seventeen unique bigrams.

5.2.2

Updated Motion Classification Results

Throughout this updated data analysis, we aimed mainly to answer the question
“Can we classify each detected hand-clapping motion?”, using sensor data recorded
from the new wrist-worn IMU form factor. We hoped that the same data parsing
technique as before would function well, and we were less interested in the Markov
chain analysis since future games would not have known transition matrices.

Hand Motion Parsing
As in the previous motion classification study, the strategy of using the first-order
Butterworth high-pass filtered RMS acceleration of the x- and z-directions of the
accelerations from both IMUs together helped us to parse the motion recordings.
Local maxima finding on the resulting signal proved eﬀective for identifying the center
of each hand clapping motion, assuming consistent participant clapping tempo and
correct execution of hand-clapping motions. The midpoints between maxima were
assumed to be the motion starting points.
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Updated Hand Motion Classification
In our first pass of data analysis, we decided to try the same linear SVM technique
we had used to most successfully classify hand motions in the previous experiment.
We extracted a similar feature set as employed in Section 5.1, plus a few new features
designed to address systematic errors encountered in the previous classifier (namely, a
Boolean checking whether the diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum acceleration along each axis was above a threshold of 0.8 g). A LOSOCV technique during
model training again let us compute what we thought to be a generalizable trainingset classification accuracy for our model. We also computed the test-set classification
accuracy using the trained models.
We examined the confusion matrices for this model’s performance on the parsed
training feature set and the parsed test feature set. The 97.31% training-set and
97.01% test-set classification accuracy stem from high values along the diagonal of
the training confusion matrix shown in Fig. 5.14 and the test confusion matrix shown
in Fig. 5.15. These high classification accuracies led us to believe that the same linear
SVM classification strategy that worked best in Section 5.1 would perform well on
new users equipped with wrist-worn IMU sensors.
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Figure 5.14: Confusion matrix of linear SVM classifier performance on the training dataset
for the new wrist mount after LOSOCV.
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Figure 5.15: Confusion matrix of SVM classifier performance on the test dataset for the
new wrist mount.
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5.3

Initial Bimanual HRI Gameplay Interaction

This investigation connects our work on classifying human hand-clapping motions
from this Chapter with our methods for making Baxter move in human-like ways
from Chapter 3. The result of this union is a rapid and reliable sensor-mediated
human-robot interaction during which a robot physically responds to human motion
prompts by mimicking them. The work discussed here was the first implementation
of such a responsive robot capability. The three components necessary to create this
prototype were a human instrumented with sensors, a simulated or physical robot,
and a data processing pipeline.

5.3.1

Hardware Setup

To gather eﬃcient information from human hand motions, we aﬃxed one MPU-9150
9-DOF inertial measurement unit (IMU) to each wrist of one research team member
using elastic velcro straps, as pictured in Fig. 5.16. The same 12 channels of IMU data
as used in Section 5.1 (x, y, and z-axis accelerometer and gyroscope readings) traveled
from an Arduino Teensy to our data processing program via a USB connection at
200 Hz.

5.3.2

Robotic Interaction Agent

We also needed a robotic agent for this new foray into human-robot hand clapping.
We chose to use the Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot, as before, because it
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Figure 5.16: Example human-Baxter hand-clapping interaction. The human user is wearing IMUs on her wrists, and Baxter responds to the sensed motions. The x and y axes of
the sensor coordinate frames are also depicted.

oﬀers the advantages of a human-like form factor, a mechanical structure with inherent
safety features, and a Robot Operating System (ROS) framework that enables eﬃcient
implementation of robot behaviors using the Python programming language. We
used both the Baxter simulator in Gazebo and the physical Baxter robot to test
this bimanual human-robot hand-clapping interaction. The physical human-robot
interaction setup appears in Fig. 5.16.

5.3.3

Data Processing Pipeline

After collecting and analyzing IMU data from five diﬀerent hand-clapping motions
(clap, front five, left five, right five, and lap pat) performed by our research team
member, we noticed some consistent trends in the data. When this individual performed a front five, the left-hand x-gyroscope reading spiked above 150 degrees per
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second and the right-hand x-gyroscope reading dipped below -150 degrees per second. Additionally, the front five motion diﬀered from other two-handed movements
because it resulted in a mean gravity-induced x-acceleration reading of at least 0.8 g
for both hands, corresponding to an upright hand orientation. For individual left or
right five motions, similar trends appeared; left fives corresponded with a left-hand
x-gyroscope reading above 150 degrees per second and an x-acceleration of at least
0.8 g, while right fives corresponded with a right-hand x-gyroscope reading below -150
degrees per second and an x-acceleration of at least 0.8 g. When a lap pat or clap was
performed, the z-acceleration reading spiked to over 4.0 g. We could diﬀerentiate lap
pats and claps by looking at the x-acceleration readings just before the hand motion
event to determine the orientation of the hands based on the direction of gravity. If
the x-acceleration before the peak was greater than 0.3 g, then the motion was a clap.
Otherwise, it was a lap pat.
Our observations of diﬀerent meaningful thresholds in the exploratory IMU data
led us to process the data being received from the IMUs using a decision tree that
could make rapid, real-time predictions of which hand motion was being completed by
the human participant. As discussed before, decision trees allow for data classification
by splitting the dataset into a variety of leaf nodes. This machine learning tool is
simple and fast. Our decision tree relied on data splits based on the various thresholds
of IMU signals described above, as illustrated in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Data from an example real-time human-Baxter interaction. The human’s
motion sequence was lap pat, clap, front five. Dotted lines represent diﬀerent thresholds
that the decision tree used, and circles represent specific data points that triggered motion
classification. The robot correctly interpreted all of the motions performed during this
recording.

5.3.4

Real-Time Hand-Clapping Interactions

When the decision tree classified the motion that had occurred, our code commanded
the robot joints to move to the angles that corresponded to the classified motion, so
that Baxter mimicked the human motion. All of our experiment code was written in
Python to be able to interface in an identical way with either the simulator or the
physical robot.
We implemented five diﬀerent motions for Baxter to interpret and respond to:
clap, front five, left five, right five, and lap pat. In addition to these motions, we
also designed preparation poses that Baxter adopted before executing each motion.
This strategy allowed the robot to complete multiple repetitions of a single motion
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without remaining stationary. One experimenter performed the interaction with both
the Baxter simulator and actual Baxter with relatively stable performance. However,
much of the thresholding was also based on this same lab member’s motions, and these
threshold values did not easily generalize to other users. Accordingly, we adapted
our more sophisticated machine learning approaches from Section 5.1 and 5.2 in the
following Section for real-time motion processing generalizable to new users from
outside the research team.

5.4

Finalized Bimanual HRI Gameplay Interaction

Our next bimanual hand-clapping study explored user reactions to playing handclapping games with a Baxter robot in diﬀerent game leadership modes and modes
of game generation spontaneity. We gathered experiment data in the form of video,
kinesthetic sensor recordings, and self-reported questionnaire responses. This study
was designed to help us understand how hand-clapping robots should behave and
how they may fit into assistive applications. Our future visions of this type of handclapping robot application include socializing with children in a classroom setting and
motivating older adults to exercise. The first step toward these goals was a formal
study of the eﬃcacy of real-time recreational interactive agents like our hand-clapping
Baxter robot.
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5.4.1

Bimanual Study Methods

We conducted an experiment to explore how people perceive diﬀerent leadership and
game generation experiences during hand-clapping gameplay with a robot. The Penn
IRB approved all experimental procedures under protocol 825490. Motivated by the
desire to understand how our IMU machine learning pipeline can fit into meaningful
spHRI applications, we were especially curious to discover what roles people prefer
to play in these types of interactions, how structured or open-ended the interactions
should be, and how users respond to inevitably varied machine learning performance.

Hardware Systems
Like the bimanual investigation in Section 5.3, this experiment centered on MPU9150
9-DOF inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensors strapped to the wrists of a human
user. The same twelve channels of IMU data as used in Section 5.1 (x, y, and z-axis
accelerometer and gyroscope readings) traveled from an Arduino Teensy to our data
processing program via a USB connection at 200 Hz. Also as before, the robotic
agent for this investigation was a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot, a sturdy,
human-sized platform with the ability to exert satisfying force on users and bear hand
contacts without breaking or falling over. We used only the physical Baxter robot in
this interaction experiment, as shown in Fig. 5.18. It was equipped with two of the
non-articulated custom hands presented in Chapter 3.
To equip Baxter with knowledge of how to reciprocate each hand-clapping motion
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Figure 5.18: The experiment setup for the bimanual human-robot hand-clapping study.

in the bimanual clapping games, we physically moved Baxter’s arms and hand-selected
poses and preparatory poses for each permitted motion, aiming to match the poses of
a person’s arms during these actions. Our control strategy used the Baxter software
development kit’s raw position controller and trajectory planning using cubic interpolation between successive key poses to allow Baxter to move smoothly and fairly
quickly while playing games with a person.

Experiment Setup
Twenty-four participants (14 male and 10 female) enrolled in our study, gave informed
consent, and successfully completed the experiment. Participants were aged from 18
to 38 years (M = 24.4 years, SD = 5.2 years) and were mostly technical students (18
technically trained students, 2 non-technical students, 2 technically trained research
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Figure 5.19: Bimanual clapping study participants’ experience levels using robots and
Baxter.

assistants, 1 technically trained engineer, and 1 non-technical homemaker). Sixteen of
the robot users originated from the United States, three from China, two from India,
two from South Korea, and one from Belgium. All participants had full function in
their arms and hands. 22 participants were right-handed, and two were left-handed.
We did not exclude left-handed participants because the experiment activities had
balanced right and left hand roles, and also because some left-handed users were
included in the dataset used to create the classifier. To help situate our results, we
requested information from each user about their applicable experience using robots.
The results of these questions appear in Fig. 5.19.
Each person came to the lab for a single 60-minute session. The participant stood
facing Baxter throughout the experiment (as illustrated in Fig. 5.18) and played
various bimanual hand-clapping games with the robot, making hand-to-hand contact
with Baxter throughout, as two people would when playing hand-clapping games.
At the beginning of the session, the experimenter read a script to relay relevant
background information on Baxter, described the experiment interaction, and asked
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the user to complete an opening survey about their perceptions of Baxter. Next, the
participant was led through two sample interactions, one in which Baxter taught the
user a simple game (C-R-C-L), and one in which the user taught the same game to
Baxter. In the main experiment, the user played hand-clapping games with Baxter
in four diﬀerent interaction blocks that each contained three game interaction trials.
Over these three repetitions, Baxter or the user would teach the same game repeatedly
in order to give their partner a chance to practice and improve. The block conditions
varied in leadership assignment and game spontaneity, but every taught or learned
game was eight motions long. After each block, the user was asked to complete a
survey about their perception of the game interactions within that particular set of
three interactions. After the four interaction blocks, the user entered a free play
mode during which they could teach Baxter additional games and/or learn more
games from Baxter. Finally, the participant completed a closing survey followed by
a brief demographics survey.

Data Processing Pipeline
Unlike in Section 5.3, the machine learning pipeline for human-led trials waited for
the user to demonstrate an entire hand-clapping game and then parsed and classified
each demonstrated hand-clapping motion from the full game recording. To help the
pipeline identify meaningful portions of IMU data, we divided the experiment into
discrete gameplay interactions that were fairly structured. At the beginning of a
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human-led trial, the experimenter asked the human user to be very still. When
ready, the user would demonstrate the hand-clapping game to Baxter at the tempo
of an ambient metronome which was set to 75 BPM. We relied on them pantomiming
the game motions at close to the metronome’s tempo, which gave the motion parser a
good guess of the inter-motion time interval. After the demonstration was complete,
the user would return to being still and the experimenter would press a key on the
Baxter workstation to relay the information that the demonstration was indeed over.
At this point, the processing algorithm would have all the data from the human
hand-clapping game demonstration. Thresholding on the gyroscope signal helped to
determine precisely when the game demonstration started and stopped, at the transitions from stillness to general hand motion and general hand motion back to stillness.
Within the portion of data identified to be the hand-clapping game demonstration,
we could again use the first-order Butterworth high-pass filtered RMS acceleration of
the x- and z-directions of the accelerations from both IMUs together to parse the motion recordings. Local maxima on the resulting signal, combined with the knowledge
of the stimulus spacing in the ambient metronome tempo, seemed to be a good tool
for identifying the center of each hand clapping motion during experiment piloting.
As in Section 5.1 and 5.2, the midpoints between maxima were assumed to be the
motion starting points.
Once the motion data was parsed using the aforementioned process, each individual section of data believed to represent a single hand-clapping motion was ready
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to undergo the feature extraction and classification processes outlined in Section 5.2.
Extracted features included various statistical measures on each data channel and
additional metrics designed to capture meaningful rapid changes in the signals. After
feature extraction, the hand-clapping motion feature data was ready for classification
using the linear SVM model trained in Section 5.2. Classified sequences of motions
were reciprocated by the Baxter robot after the data processing step, for the final
result of clapping gameplay with the user.

Conditions
To begin understanding human-robot hand-clapping gameplay interactions more natural than those investigated previously, we needed to create opportunities for both
Baxter and the user to lead complex interactions. We also aimed to strike a balance
between well-controlled data collection and spontaneous natural play. Accordingly,
we designed the experiment interactions to vary leadership assignment and spontaneity across trials. All other aspects of Baxter’s behavior were kept as consistent as
possible from trial to trial.

Leadership Conditions In each block of hand-clapping game interactions, either
Baxter or the human user was assigned leadership of the game. When Baxter was the
leader, it demonstrated eight hand-clapping motions while displaying a yellow neutral
face, and then it smiled, changed to displaying a purple face, and repeated the same
eight motions, this time making physical contact with the hands of the user. Within
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Figure 5.20: The two Baxter facial expressions used in this bimanual clapping study.

a block, this process was repeated three times with the same hand-clapping game to
promote human mastery of that particular game. The facial expressions used in the
study appear in Fig. 5.20.
When the participant was in the lead, they demonstrated a sequence of eight handclapping game motions to a metronome beat, paused briefly while Baxter “thought”
about the motions, and then played the game with Baxter, making physical contact
with the robot. Again, within a block, this process was repeated three times with the
same hand-clapping game to promote robot mastery of that particular game. Baxter
again showed the yellow neutral face during the demonstration and the purple happy
face when it was time for interactive play.

Spontaneity Conditions When people play hand-clapping games with one another, the interaction often begins with the swapping of known hand-clapping game
activities and then gradually becomes more complex or inventive. To promote this
same type of natural development over the course of this experiment, we introduced
a second “spontaneity” condition variable.
In the non-spontaneous interactions, the game leader (Baxter or the human par-
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ticipant) was instructed to teach a specific game to the other party. For Baxter,
this instruction was delivered in code, and for the human user, it was delivered via
verbal instructions from the experimenter. Two specific games were used for the
non-spontaneous interactions: (1) Game A: LP-C-R-C-L-C-B-F and (2) Game B: DF-D-B-D-D-DF-UF. If Baxter taught the user Game A, the user would teach Baxter
Game B, and vice versa. The games were randomly assigned and balanced across
users to prevent a confound between the condition and the game motion sequence
itself.
When the person was leading non-spontaneous gameplay, Baxter did not use the
data processing pipeline to attempt to identify and reciprocate the human motion
pattern. Instead, Baxter performed pre-set routines with two canned mistakes in
the first repetition, one canned mistake in the second repetition, and none in the
final repetition. The mistakes were consistent for each non-spontaneous game and
were designed based on common machine learning classifier errors. This behavior
ensured that even if our IMU system did not work well in this new application, we
would be able to gather information on how a consistently improving robot would
be received by human users. Additionally, the human wrist IMU data was recorded
during these trials, which allowed us to include the would-be accuracy of the data
processing pipeline’s classification in our overall machine learning results.
For spontaneous gameplay, games were still required to be eight motions long,
beginning with either a clap or lap pat, but otherwise, Baxter and the participant
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were free to chose their own sequences of hand-clapping motions. They could choose
each discrete motion from the set given in Section 5.2, minus “stay.” To generate a
random new game, Baxter employed a random number generator and a transition
matrix of typical handclap motion transitions to create its own game. In human
spontaneous lead cases, the human user was free to create a game that followed
the few guidelines mentioned above. These rules were intended to help the data
processing pipeline to succeed in this initial use case. Across the three interactions
in a spontaneous play block, the robot and person were expected to repeat the same
game for mastery by the team.

Overall Block Flow To maintain an interplay that was as organic as possible
throughout the experiment and allow the user to master the robotic system in the
limited time available for the experiment, we preserved the same block order from
participant to participant. We acknowledge the shortcomings of this type of experiment structure in our study discussion, but in this investigation, such a structure was
deemed best by the research team. The order of the interaction blocks was always as
follows:
• (1) Baxter-led non-spontaneous
• (2) Human-led non-spontaneous
• (3) Baxter-led spontaneous
• (4) Human-led spontaneous
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This order gradually increased the autonomy of each partner while giving the human
user a little more time to get used to the system before having to lead an interaction.
The transfer of leadership back and forth mimicked the natural tendency of people to take turns teaching their own clapping games when exchanging oral cultural
traditions.

Data Collection
Our software recorded the IMU data from the human user’s motion and the sequence
of motion randomly generated by Baxter during its spontaneous lead. We also asked
participants to complete four surveys: (1) a robot evaluation after hearing introductory information about Baxter, (2) an interaction block survey after each trio
of hand-clapping game repetitions, (3) a concluding survey after the final free play
interaction, and (4) a basic demographic survey after the concluding survey. The
block perception survey used questions from the PAD emotional state model (also
used in [3]), NASA TLX [78], and an enjoyability survey used in [52], in addition to
a safety rating question. Questionnaires (1) and (3) were adapted from the UTAUT
and other metrics employed in [112] and [53]. Additional information on the adopted
standard surveys appears in Appendix B. The block survey and concluding survey also
included free response questions to help elicit experience information from users. The
experiment was additionally videotaped for later analysis of user and robot behavior.
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Hypotheses
This experiment sought to test four main hypotheses, as detailed below:
• H1: Users will enjoy teaching hand-clapping games to Baxter as much as learning games from Baxter. In our previous experiments, we had manipulated
leadership roles somewhat, but never in this complex of an interaction. The
mischievous robot experiment revealed that there were no statistically significant diﬀerences in the responses to robot- and human-led interactions in the
cooperative follower condition, except in terms of robot dominance rating. Accordingly, we believed that people might rank robot pleasantness and interaction
enjoyment the same regardless of who leads the game.
• H2: Participants will find spontaneous hand-clapping interactions more fun
and engaging than scripted ones. In this experiment’s prototyping and piloting phases, we originally considered scripting all of the hand-clapping actions
throughout the experiment blocks, but test users expressed a strong desire to
create and teach their own hand-clapping games to Baxter. This feedback led
us to modify the experiment protocol into the currently described state. We
additionally wanted to test this hypothesis to ascertain whether the test user
preferences generalize to other users.
• H3: Playful interactions with Baxter will alter the way people perceive the robot
before vs. after the experiment. Our general reason for administering a UTAUT162

inspired survey before and after our experiments was to see if the experiment
interactions resulted in any changes in user perception of Baxter. We thought
the act of playing games with Baxter in this study might be a pleasant social
experience that would alter later user responses.
• H4: Our proposed machine learning pipeline will perform well at classifying
hand-clapping motions in this new use scenario with a robot in the loop. Our
machine learning strategies performed well on previous test datasets, but we
wanted to test whether the linear SVM classifier would provide similar motion
classification accuracy in the more realistic and demanding updated interaction
scenario.
These hypotheses helped to guide the design of the experiment blocks and the
interactions described previously in this Section.

5.4.2

Bimanual Study Results

All 24 users who enrolled in the study successfully completed the experiment. Most
users were willing to physically contact the robot to play hand-clapping games, but
one person was bothered by the sound of Baxter’s motion and never clapped hands
with the robot for a full cycle of hand-clapping gameplay. All but two users were also
able to identify a favorite interaction mode that they wanted to play again in the free
play mode. The participants who chose not to engage in additional free play were not
afraid of the robot; they simply were not interested in additional play at that time.
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Users tended to engage in the free play interaction for at least one game repetition
(approximately 20 seconds).
This Section focuses on analyzing the experiment questionnaire results to ascertain how participants’ opinions of Baxter varied before and after the study and how
diﬀerent block experiences aﬀected the users. Our main tools throughout this process were paired t-tests and repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA). The
t-tests enabled us to discover whether the user opinions of Baxter changed due to the
experiment. The rANOVA (using the R aov function and an α = 0.05 significance
level) can tell us how diﬀerent hand-clapping game experiences aﬀected block survey
responses on the PADS, Enjoyment, and TLX questionnaire scales. We also consider
overall user comments and the success of the hand-clapping game motion classifier.

Before/After Survey Results
During the experiment, we gathered two sets of robot perception survey responses,
one before and one after the experiment. We turned to this information to determine
whether participants’ opinions of Baxter changed significantly over the course of the
experiment. The overall user responses appear in Fig. 5.21. Paired t-tests reveal
significant diﬀerences between two questions on the before and after experiment surveys. Namely, participants reported feeling more understood by the robot after the
experiment (REC2: p = 0.023) and also more willing to follow the example of the
robot post-experiment (ATT2: p = 0.031). Additionally, user ratings on the overall
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ATECH1: I think using the robot is a good idea.

PE1: This robot would be useful for me.

ATECH2: I am afraid to make mistakes while using the robot.

PE2: This robot could help me.

ATECH3: I am afraid to break something while using the robot.

PE3: This robot could support me.

CC1: People would be impressed if I had such a robot.

REC1: I consider the robot to be a social agent.

CC2: Robots are nice to work with.

REC2: I feel understood by the robot.

CC3: I am afraid that I could lose my job because of a robot.

SE1: I feel comfortable while interacting with the robot.

EE1: I could cooperate with the robot.

SE2: I could work with the robot, if someone helped me.

EE2: I think the robot is easy to use.

SE3: I could work with the robot without any help.

GR1: I like the presence of the robot.

SE4: I could work with the robot, if I had good initial training.

GR2: I could do activities with this robot.

ATT1: I trust the robot.

GR3: I felt threatened by the robot.

ATT2: I would follow the example of the robot.

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Figure 5.21: Diﬀerences in participant responses before and after the bimanual handclapping experiment. In each subplot, the upper box plot represents pre-experiment responses and the bottom plot represents post-experiment impressions. Filled in box plots
indicate significant diﬀerences. The question coding abbreviations stand for attitude toward
technology (ATECH), cultural context (CC), eﬀort expectancy (EE), forms of grouping
(GR), performance expectancy (PE), reciprocity (REC), self-eﬃcacy from UTAUT model
(SE), and attachment (ATT).
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reciprocity-focused questions were higher after the experiment than before (REC1 +
REC2: p = 0.010).

Block Survey Results
The within-subjects factor for our rANOVA was game block condition, giving a design
space of four blocks with a cross of two leadership conditions and two cooperation
conditions. We had initially designed the block diﬀerences as a 2×2 space, but after
running the experiment, we realized that ordering eﬀects had some role in the human
users’ experiences and that the experiences even in the paired conditions were sometimes quite diﬀerent. Accordingly, we concluded that the most appropriate analysis
tool would be a one-way rANOVA comparing the four diﬀerent block conditions as
distinct levels of the factor. When an eﬀect was significant for a particular outcome
measure, post-hoc multiple comparison tests using the R multcomp library revealed
which pairs of conditions had statistically significant diﬀerences. We also calculated
the eﬀect size using eta squared.
The ANOVA results for the block survey are summarized in Table 5.2, and breakdowns of interaction block eﬀects on diﬀerent question groupings appear throughout
the following Sections.

PADS Results We were curious to know how each block condition aﬀected user
ratings of safety and aﬀective characteristics of the robot behavior, so we performed
a one-factor rANOVA for each of the PADS survey questions. There were several
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Table 5.2: p-values for the one-way rANOVA run to determine the eﬀects of the block
conditions.

Block

Safety
0.093

Pleasantness
0.022

Block

Energeticness
0.500

Human Perf.
0.104

Robot Perf.
<0.001

Dominance
0.004

Enjoyment
0.061

Lack of Rush
0.702

Engagement
0.146

Calmness
0.057

statistically significant trends in these block survey question responses, as outlined in
Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.22.
Block modes significantly aﬀected user ratings of robot pleasantness (F(3,69) =
3.88, p = 0.022, η 2 = 0.058) and dominance (F(3,69) = 5.94, p = 0.004, η 2 = 0.105).
A post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed that Block 4 was rated as less pleasant
then Block 3. Block 2 made Baxter appear less dominant than Block 3, while Block
1 made Baxter appear more dominant than Blocks 2 and 4. No significant diﬀerences
were found for safety or energeticness.

Enjoyment Results We also wanted to know how game block experiences influenced user ratings of enjoyment and engagement, so we performed a one-factor
rANOVA for each of the related block survey questions. There were no statistically
significant trends in the enjoyment responses, as outlined in Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.23.

TLX Results Lastly, we looked to identify how game block experiences influenced
user ratings of various task load metrics. We performed a one-factor rANOVA for each
of the TLX-inspired block survey questions. There was one statistically significant
trend in the responses, as outlined in Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.22: Diﬀerences in responses to PADS-related survey questions over interaction
block. Shaded boxes are significantly diﬀerent from at least one other condition.
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Figure 5.23: Diﬀerences in responses to enjoyment-related survey questions over interaction block. Shaded boxes are significantly diﬀerent from at least one other block condition.
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Figure 5.24: Diﬀerences in responses to TLX-related survey questions over interaction
block. Shaded boxes are significantly diﬀerent from at least one other condition.

Block modes had statistically significant eﬀects on user ratings of robot performance (F(3,69) = 18.95, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.332). Diﬀerences in the ratings of block
interaction calmness was close to significant (F(3,69) = 2.90, p = 0.057, η 2 = 0.045).
A post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed that robot performance appeared to
be better in both robot-led blocks (Blocks 1 and 3) than in both human-led blocks
(Blocks 2 and 4). No significant diﬀerences were found for human performance,
rushedness, or calmness.
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User Comments
While sorting through user comments on each interaction block survey, we noticed
the emergence of a particular set of themes in responses: motion comments (MC),
temporal comments (TC), human performance comments (HPC), robot performance
comments (RPC), teamwork performance comments (TPC), positive general comments (PGC), haptic commentary (HC), social performance comments (SPC), cue
suggestions (CS), comparisons to previous experience (CPE), and additional clarifications about how users were reading survey questions (AC). This division of comments seemed interesting, especially because the frequency of comments in each topic
area shifted from block to block, as pictured in Fig. 5.25. Some participants wrote
multi-part comments that fit into several categories, as included in the frequency
counts.
Overall, the Block 2 and Block 4 experiences yielded more comments on the performance of the robot and the human-robot team than other parts of the experiment.
Blocks 1 and 3 had an emphasis on motion and temporal commentary, as well as cue
suggestions, perhaps because users were not as occupied with thinking about their
own motions and demonstration success. Some comment frequency progressions may
have occurred due to trial ordering eﬀects (for example, the motion commentary,
which appears less as the experiment goes on, may decrease because people become
used to Baxter’s movement). Other comments seem to be related to who was in
charge of leading a trial, returning whenever a leadership condition occurs. The non170
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of frequency of comments pertaining to various topics during
diﬀerent interaction blocks. The topic codes were: motion comments (MC), temporal comments (TC), human performance comments (HPC), robot performance comments (RPC),
teamwork performance comments (TPC), positive general comments (PGC), haptic commentary (HC), social performance comments (SPC), cue suggestions (CS), comparisons
to previous experience (CPE), and additional clarifications about how users were reading
survey questions (AC).
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spontaneous vs. spontaneous condition did not seem to greatly aﬀect user comments.
It also seems interesting to note that the breakdown of comments in the canned “perfect robot improvement” performance of Block 2 is not too diﬀerent from that of
Block 4, during which Baxter often still made mistakes in the final hand-clapping
interaction.

Free Play Results
In the free play interaction following Block 4, two participants decided not to engage
in any free play. All other people played at least one more game repetition with
Baxter during the free play segment (2.2 game repetitions on average, with a range of
0 to 5 repetitions across the participant pool). Seven users overall both learned from
and taught Baxter (at least one trial learning from and one trial teaching Baxter).
Users typically only taught Baxter in the free play interaction (eleven of the 24 did
this). Four participants opted to only learn from Baxter.

Classifier Results
Another goal of this bimanual hand-clapping experiment was to evaluate the performance of the motion classifier outlined in Section 5.2. We experienced data recording
errors during the first four sessions of this experiment, so our classifier evaluation
omits the first four participants. In the data recordings of the remaining 20 people, a
few pre-processing steps had to be taken before evaluating the accuracy of Baxter’s
real-time handclap labeling in the bimanual gameplay:
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• Our strategy to detect the overall relevant segment of IMU data in human-led
trials relied on participants to be very still before and after their motion pattern
demonstration. Some participants were unable to be still, which resulted in
extra motion classifications at the beginning or end of their demonstration, due
to fidgeting or preparatory motions before the intended demonstration. These
extraneous motions were trimmed oﬀ before evaluating classifier accuracy.
• Although human users were not allowed to pick the “stay still” motion when
teaching Baxter games, Baxter was permitted to classify human motions with
this label. In piloting, we found that this class label helped Baxter adapt
to minor human pauses or rhythmic inconsistencies; Baxter could pause during
these incidents rather than picking a next most likely (incorrect) motion. Before
comparing the actual and classified participant motion identities, we removed
all of the “stay still” padding occurrences.
• Another algorithmically problematic behavior we sometimes saw from users was
motion demonstrations at half of the suggested demonstration speed. This type
of demonstration usually produced some intermittent “stay still” classifications
(as mentioned above) and some double- or triple-registers of individual motions. Any duplicate registers of motions caused by half-time hand-clapping
demonstrations were also removed from the classification labels before computing classifier accuracy.
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• Lastly, the human experimenter controlled when the data recording for each
demonstration stopped. She sometimes stopped recording data too soon, clipping the last hand motion recording and causing one motion label to be missing
from the resulting motion sequence. In these cases, we evaluated only the prediction accuracy for the first seven taught moves.
Generally, we were looking for the right sequence of motions in the recordings, regardless of what came in between. We acknowledge the need to improve classifier
robustness to the mentioned problems and let additional new users try the system to
confirm the redesign’s success.
After these data processing steps, we were able to compare the data processing
pipeline’s linear SVM classifications with the actual identity of each hand-clapping
motion demonstrated by the human user. The overall accuracy of this classification
was 85.9%, and the breakdown of correct and incorrect motion labels appears in
Fig. 5.26. This accuracy, although high, is to be taken with the caveat that even when
our analysis interpreted 100% classification accuracy for a particular game, the user
may have seen extra moves before or after their intended game, extra “stay” motions,
duplicate motions, or missing final motions in Baxter’s reciprocal motion pattern.
Fortunately, the IMU data recorded throughout this study gives us a new prospective
training set for improving our classifier robustness to pauses and demonstration tempo
for improved future bimanual clapping interactions.
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Figure 5.26: Confusion matrix of the linear SVM classifier’s performance in the real
experiment setting, after the four pre-processing steps mentioned in Section 5.4.2.

5.4.3

Bimanual Study Discussion

Our experimental results helped us to test the hypotheses introduced in Section 5.4.1
and understand how to move forward with our bimanual clapping research. In terms
of H1, the prediction that users would enjoy teaching games to Baxter as much as
learning games from Baxter, we were partly correct and partly incorrect. There was
no statistically significant diﬀerence in user ratings of Block 1 vs. Block 2 interactions on the robot pleasantness scale, but participants rated robot behavior in Block
4 (human lead, game spontaneous) as less pleasant than Block 3 (robot lead, game
spontaneous). Interaction enjoyment ratings, on the other hand, did not diﬀer significantly. This finding might mean that teaching to and learning from a robot that
improves consistently (Blocks 1 and 2) are equally fun and pleasant activities, but
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a robot that displays diﬀerent types of learning patterns is less pleasant. Another
intuitive diﬀerence in robot dominance ratings appeared in the robot lead vs. human
lead trial comparison; participants rated Baxter as less dominant when the robot was
following their game lead, except in the comparison of Blocks 3 and 4, which did
not yield a significant diﬀerence. Robot performance also received higher ratings for
robot-led trials compared to human-led trials.
There was less evidence to support H2’s predicted preference for spontaneous
hand-clapping activities. Overall, no block survey response diﬀerence emerged from
the comparison of scripted and unscripted game experiences. When Baxter taught
games to the user, the person never knew whether Baxter’s motion sequence was preset, so it makes sense that the human perception of these game activities was fairly
uniform. We thought that users might enjoy creating their own clapping game in the
final experiment block, but experimenter notes show that some people were eager to
undertake this task while others were quite intimidated by having to compose their
own pattern. Participants who liked being able to teach Baxter commented that “it
was fun to watch the robot trying to move in the way [they] created and taught,”
“making up [their] own motion and seeing [Baxter] learn it made the experience
more exciting,” and “it was more fun leading than learning from the robot.” Less
enthusiastic users noted that they “had trouble teaching Baxter,” felt “anxiety from
[...] memorizing the pattern of clapping,” and wondered “whether or not [they] had
shown Baxter the moves clearly enough.”These two viewpoints may have contributed
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to the lack of overall diﬀerences between Block 2 and Block 4 ratings.
Our hypothesis H3 was correct. For the first time in our human-robot handclapping user studies so far, users rated their perception of Baxter diﬀerently on the
pre- and post-experiment surveys. Participant felt more understood by the robot
after the experiment, and they also became more willing to follow Baxter’s example.
The overall feelings of reciprocity between participants and Baxter grew during the
experiment as well.
The final hypothesis H4 predicted that our machine learning pipeline would perform well and help Baxter to understand human motion demonstrations throughout
human-led interactions. We especially hoped that the classifier would work well in
Block 4, during which Baxter had no information about what game the human user
would try to play. The classifier was able to label human hand-clapping moves with
85.9% accuracy, but with some caveats. Mainly, the data processing pipeline’s motion parsing technique required users to demonstrate games at a specific constant
tempo with no errors or hesitations. Now that we have recordings of how people
move and act when teaching games to a physical Baxter robot, one could update the
data processing pipeline to increase motion parsing robustness.
This experiment represented the most complex and natural-feeling interaction that
we had studied up to this point, and we were pleased with the promising and informative results. All participants successfully completed the experiment, and although
one user never contacted Baxter through an entire cycle of hand-clapping motions,
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this individual’s interaction displeasure arose from the timing of the noises Baxter
produced, rather than uncertainty about the safety of using the robot. He wrote that
“there seemed to be some feedback missing (for example, a sound to accompany the
hands clapping), which damaged any sense or rhythm that might have driven the
pace of the game.” Additionally, aside from two participants who chose not to engage
in free play with Baxter, all robot users were able to identify a free play interaction
that they wanted to try and engage in that activity with Baxter during at least one
round of hand-clapping gameplay. The same user who had trouble contacting the
robot abstained from the free play. He wrote that he felt “an impulse to continue
this activity because [he feels] that [he and Baxter] could work better together,” but
he wasn’t ready to try to build this improved teamwork during the experiment. The
other user who chose not to engage in free play stated that he was more pedagogically
curious about the robot than interested in the social aspects of play with the robot.
Compared to our previous experiments, this study interaction led to more improved user opinions of the robot and more reports of fun interacting with Baxter.
Notable positive comments included that one user “was surprised and impressed at
how fast and fluid[ly] the robot was able to move” and another “liked how [Baxter]
appears to get excited to play” when switching from the yellow neutral to purple
happy face. The safety ratings of Baxter were also uniformly high, despite Baxter’s
occasional clapping interpretation errors. Other strengths of this work are findings
on the ability to influence how people think about working with Baxter via diﬀer-
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ent leading and following roles. Users thought a lot about teamwork with Baxter
during human-lead trials, noting more comments about Baxter’s performance, their
own performance, and the hand-clapping teamwork. Experiences varied from easy (“I
really liked how easily he learned my game”) to medium (“I may not have been the
best teacher, but baxter still learned a lot by round 3”) and even challenging/adverse
situations (“the first time we were perfect, and that was super exciting. But once we
did well, the mistakes in the next round were that much more devastating”). Nevertheless, users seemed to want to succeed in teaching Baxter, and some empathetic
users even adjusted their motion sequence to fit Baxter’s errors during the postdemonstration interactive play. In the bigger social robotics picture, this experiment
provoked more complex emotional responses from people that any other interaction
we have designed so far. Especially in the Block 4 interactions, users expressed joy
at successes, and they also exhibited occasional cheeky responses to Baxter’s errors.
One non-technical user even talked to the robot, asking “Are you drunk, Baxter?”
when the robot did a poor job reciprocating her motion pattern.
The study design also had some shortcomings. Although the user behavior in
this experiment was more naturally situated than in our previous spHRI work, the
interaction could still be more natural; we required quite a bit of structured behavior
from users to help Baxter interpret their motions. This was especially problematic for
users who weren’t adept at keeping a constant tempo. The system transparency could
also be better. An additional robot thinking face while Baxter processes the user’s
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motion, for example, would help people understand the robot’s state. Users often
recommended sound eﬀects and adjusted experiment flow in the block surveys. Some
wanted “a beat like the metronome from the teaching part” throughout their entire
clapping experience with Baxter or “clearer indication of [when] learning and playing
phases start and stop, perhaps via audio” to help them focus their visual senses
on tracking Baxter’s movement. Several users also requested a brief pause during
robot-led conditions between Baxter’s demonstration and the interactive human-robot
play. Furthermore, a few of the hand-clapping motions, especially DF and UF, were
awkward for tall users. Future research would benefit from a tool to automatically
adjust clap contact location based on user height.
Other drawbacks arose from the setting and the population of the study. The user
population of the experiment was fairly small and consisted of mostly young technical
students. The study also took place in a lab setting. To ensure broader generalizability, we would need to run the experiment on a more diverse population in a less
controlled everyday environment. The within subjects design of the experiment may
have exaggerated diﬀerences between conditions due to demand characteristics. We
must also consider the fixed block ordering of the experiment when interpreting results
and note the possible ordering eﬀects on any condition diﬀerences. A final challenge
arising from the largely technical, robotics-savvy population of the experiment was
that some people assumed that Baxter was using a vision algorithm to classify their
motions. This is not inherently problematic, but such a belief may have influenced
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the way people moved when demonstrating motions to Baxter, thus aﬀecting Baxter’s motion classification accuracy and attempted game pattern reciprocation. One
user stated his belief in how the classifier worked explicitly, noting that there were
“some mistakes during the training process, but [that] the accuracy was pretty good
(considering [the algorithm] must diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent hand poses quickly
with the other hands somewhere in the background).”
Next research steps would involve trying to improve the robustness of Baxter’s
motion classification ability. We could try updating the machine learning pipeline
using the new HRI experiment data recordings, now that we have data about how
people move and behave when in front of an actual robot. There may also be opportunities to improve user demonstration performance by oﬀering advice on how to
move during motion demonstrations, encouraging games that involve only bigrams of
motion encapsulated in our original training and test datasets, and/or giving users a
way to provide feedback to Baxter to enable reinforcement learning. Other improvement steps include adding more social feedback and auditory cues to the experiment,
as suggested in user comments.
Overall, we are energized by signs of user fun and increasingly social opinions of
Baxter over the course of the study. This work may be applicable to future HRI
eﬀorts on manipulating what users think about during interactions, considering how
to get a person’s attention, and designing future spHRI with appropriate cueing.
The hand-clapping interaction itself may be a good way to help people learn how
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robots move and to break the ice when forming human-robot teams. Other future
research directions from this bimanual clapping work include trying the sensing system
on populations who are undergoing physical therapy for motor rehabilitation. For
example, it may be possible to use our inexpensive wrist-worn sensing systems to
track recovery toward normal motor function by measuring the number of correctly
classified motions over the rehabilitation process. Our findings, especially those on
the classifier accuracy and social user responses to bimanual hand-clapping with a
robot, may contribute to other spHRI research.

5.5

Summary of Bimanual Interaction Findings

The bimanual clapping eﬀorts discussed in this Chapter brought our previous handclapping eﬀorts into a much more realistic realm. This new application space benefitted from knowledge of how people move and synchronize, and it presented many
new opportunities for understanding additional aspects of human-robot play. In particular, to help Baxter understand bimanual multi-motion gameplay, we wanted to
equip Baxter with an understanding of human hand-clapping motion sequences. An
initial study in this area used hand-worn IMU sensors, explored ten hand-clapping
game motions and seven composite games, and yielded a 95.5% motion classification
accuracy. A similar study of wrist-worn IMUs and many almost-identical motion
classes and game sequences produced a 97.0% classification accuracy. It seemed that
it was time to apply this approach to a robotic system.
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Baxter’s ROS framework made it easy to send information from the IMU sensors
worn by a person to the robot’s motion logic. We developed a strategy to allow Baxter
to sense a few moves performed by a specific research team member and reciprocate
each move immediately as it was performed. Unfortunately, this strategy did not
generalize to other users, and for broader applicability, we ended up recording data
from a full pantomimed hand-clapping motion sequence before processing the data
and reciprocating the motion pattern. A bimanual hand-clapping study that was
built around this data-processing ability explored diﬀerent human and robot handclapping game leadership conditions. Although following Baxter’s lead seemed more
generally favorable to users, many individuals remarked positively on the ability to
teach the robot in their written experiment commentary. We also discovered that
we may be able to aﬀect what aspects of the interaction participants think about by
toggling leadership assignment.
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Chapter 6
Socially Assistive Physical
Interaction
This Chapter discusses work that addresses our fourth research question: Can a
social-physical robotic agent motivate human users to do light exercise?
As the baby boomers age, America’s need for accessible in-home healthcare solutions grows [24]. Increases in life expectancy worldwide foreshadow that this need
may soon be global. One strategy to enhance our society’s ability to keep older adults
active and safe in their homes is the introduction of assistive robots in everyday environments. Researchers have already found that robotic exoskeletons can promote
upper-limb exercise by physically interacting with human users [93]. Other investigations have indicated that robots can motivate older adults to stay active via social
communication [32]. Our research at the intersection of physical human-robot inter-
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action and socially assistive robotics may facilitate even more exercise motivation by
leveraging advantages of robots on both fronts.
This new research area builds on our previous investigations of playful handclapping robots [42], using similar technological building blocks to accomplish a host
of potential human-robot exercise interactions. Our work explores using the Rethink
Robotics Baxter Research Robot to promote exercise via six diﬀerent games involving
physical human-robot interaction and two non-contact exercise games. Initial prototypes for the first six of these games are described in [36] and were demonstrated at
the 2017 ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction [45]. A
proof-of-concept study helped us judge the viability of using these games to engage
older adults and promote exercise. The results demonstrated that people are willing
and motivated to interact with the robot in this way and that diﬀerent games promote
unique physical and cognitive exercise eﬀects.

6.1

Human-Robot Exercise Games

To begin prototyping social-physical human-robot interactions for in-home assistive
applications, we needed to identify robotic hardware that was safe for physical interaction, consult with experts, and create various games that could be used to motivate
older adults do light exercise.
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Figure 6.1: Example Stretch Game human-robot interaction. In this game, the robot
strikes a pose and the human user is asked to quickly match the robot’s pose and contact
the robot’s end-eﬀectors.

6.1.1

Hardware for Human-Robot Exercise Interactions

As in prior Chapters, we selected a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot for this
investigation, as pictured in Fig. 6.1. Baxter’s commercially available end-eﬀectors
and the custom non-articulating hands we previously developed both proved unsuitable for our envisioned human-robot interactions. Instead, we chose to use Everlast
brand boxing pads as end-eﬀectors. These pads allow users to interact quite forcefully
with Baxter without hurting themselves or the robot. They are also lightweight and
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easy to attach to Baxter’s parallel-jaw grippers.
External speakers were also incorporated into the system to add a musical component to several exercise game interactions. We used the Mingus synthesizer, a
wrapper for the FluidSynth MIDI sound synthesizer, to compose, load, and play musical eﬀects in the exercise games. FluidSynth requires a sound font file to run, so we
selected the OmegaGMGS2 sound font, which suited our purposes of playing diﬀerent
notes in various instrument modes.

6.1.2

Human-Robot Exercise Game Design

We designed eight games for users to play with Baxter, as pictured in Fig. 6.2 and
described throughout this Section. Our intention was to create safe yet entertaining interactions that promote upper arm mobility while inducing a moderate level
of physical and cognitive exercise. To promote social engagement, the games were
augmented by a suite of facial expressions and natural behaviors (blinking, changes
in emotion, head movements, etc.) implemented using Baxter’s LCD screen and head
joints. Music was incorporated into many of the games in an eﬀort to enhance motivation and enjoyment. The games vary between user-led and robot-led interactions,
competitive and cooperative premises, as well as symmetric and asymmetric motions,
which will allow us to consider how these factors aﬀect user motivation and overall
interaction experience.
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Figure 6.2: Frames from the diﬀerent exercise games described throughout this Section.
Letters in each frame identify which exercise game produced that action shot.
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Game A: Mimic Game
The Mimic Game was designed with the underlying goal to make users hold up their
arms and contact Baxter throughout the activity. This game also involves a cognitive
dimension that challenges users to remember a pattern. The motions in this game
are sagittally asymmetric.
In this game, the user claps hands with Baxter in a percussive motion pattern.
Each contact type (left, right, or both hands) produces the sound of a diﬀerent MIDI
drum. After holding still and sensing the input sequence of claps via its filtered
wrist accelerometer readings, Baxter replays the sequence of user actions in the order
that they were performed. The user must then repeat all of the actions that they
taught Baxter previously, plus one new action at the end. Thus, the user faces an
increasingly diﬃcult memory challenge. The participant is able to win the game
by providing Baxter with a sequence of hand claps that is long and diverse enough
to “confuse” the robot. The user loses if they make a mistake when repeating the
pattern. The programmatic flow of this game appears in Fig. 6.3.

Game B: Stretch Game
The Stretch Game leverages Baxter’s large workspace to encourage the user to make
large arm motions. People engaging with the robot must also use their spatial awareness to reposition themselves and their arms as needed throughout the game. The
motions in this game are sagittally asymmetric.
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Figure 6.3: Flow of the human-robot Mimic Game (Game A).
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In this interaction, Baxter moves both hands to new locations and outputs an audible chord corresponding to that pose using our MIDI sound synthesizer library. The
user must then mimic Baxter’s pose and simultaneously hit both of its end-eﬀectors.
After contact is detected using Baxter’s wrist accelerometers, Baxter displays a positive facial expression, advances to the next position, and plays a new sound. If
the user does not respond within an allotted time period (indicated by progressive
changes in Baxter’s face color and earnest glances from the robot), Baxter frowns
and moves on. At the end of one song’s-worth of Baxter poses, all of the chords are
replayed. Any chord corresponding to a position that the user missed is replaced with
a dissonant chord, ideally motivating the user to move quickly and precisely to keep
the song intact next time. The physical setup of this game appears in Fig. 6.1, and
the programmatic flow of the game appears in Fig. 6.4.

Game C: Teach Game
The Teach Game challenges users to support the weight of Baxter’s arms while moving
them around the robot’s workspace and creating an original musical composition. If
the user intends to create a pleasant-sounding composition, the game also requires
cognitive abstraction skills (to understand how the robot’s pose relates to a musical
note) and attention (to be able to explore the workspace and select notes before losing
track of current and past notes). The motions in this game are sagittally asymmetric.
This game allows the user to teach Baxter a song by physically moving its arms
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Figure 6.4: Flow of the human-robot Stretch Game (Game B).
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and twisting its wrists in various combinations. The motion controller for this game
sets the joint torque for Baxter’s W2, S0, and S1 joints to zero while setting the
other arm joints to be very stiﬀ and straight. This control scheme allows the user
to freely manipulate each of Baxter’s arms within a spherical workspace. As in the
Stretch Game, diﬀerent arm joint angle ranges correspond to distinct notes. The user
can move Baxter’s arms and twist its wrists to play and select diﬀerent notes. For
the game logic, our algorithm monitors for Baxter wrist displacement beyond π/4
radians from parallel to the floor; the note plays when such deviations are detected.
Rotating both wrists simultaneously plays and stores the current chord. Once the
user is satisfied with the recorded sequence of chords, Baxter plays back the created
song with the corresponding arm motions at a 0.67 Hz tempo. The programmatic
flow of this game appears in Fig. 6.5.

Game D: Agility Game
The Agility Game was designed to encourage robot users to hold up their arms and
contact Baxter as rapidly as they could. This activity requires fast rather than forceful
hand contact. The motions in this game are sagittally symmetric.
In this game, the user attempts to “wake” a sleeping Baxter by repeatedly hitting
its end-eﬀectors. Baxter makes diﬀerent sleeping sounds and progresses through a
series of facial images based on the frequency and consistency of contacts until it
finally “wakes up” if the user maintains frequent enough contact for a long enough
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Figure 6.6: Flow of the human-robot Agility Game (Game D).

time. Filtering of Baxter’s wrist accelerometer topics informs the robot’s judgement
of whether contacts occur frequently enough. The programmatic flow of this game
appears in Fig. 6.6.

Game E: Strength Game
The Strength Game encouraged users to hit Baxter somewhat forcefully while going
through a boxing training-like interaction. If played by the rules, this game also
requires attention (to perceive the cues indicating that Baxter is ready for a one-two
punch). The motions in this game are sagittally symmetric.
1

Baxter becomes a personal boxing trainer in this interaction by posing and prompting the user to contact its end-eﬀectors with a one-two punch. The presence and
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strength of the human contacts are determined by analyzing Baxter’s inbuilt wrist
acceleration sensor topics. At the beginning of the interaction, an inspirational “power
song” begins to play. This song continues to play as long as the user hits Baxter’s
end-eﬀectors with suﬃcient force and without taking too long of a break. The game
is won when the song ends. At this time, Baxter evaluates user performance and
displays a score using the triumph level of its final pose. The programmatic flow of
this game appears in Fig. 6.7.

Game F: Handclap Game
The Handclap Game was designed with the underlying goal to make users hold up
their arms and contact Baxter throughout the activity. Users are also challenged in
the area of visiospatial cognition as they interpret and reciprocate robot movements.
The motions in this game are sagittally asymmetric.
Much like the study reported in Chapter 5, this game is similar to a children’s
hand-clapping game, such as “Pat-a-Cake” or “Miss Mary Mack.” In this interaction,
Baxter leads the user through a series of hand-clapping motions by demonstrating a
sequence and then cuing the user to join in the clapping game by physically contacting
the robot’s hands. If the participant successfully plays the game with Baxter by
making contact with the robot when solicited, Baxter continues to add moves onto
its game and play with the human user. Baxter gets sad if the user misses several
consecutive motions or strikes a victorious final pose if the user reaches the end of
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Figure 6.8: Flow of the human-robot Handclap Game (Game F).

the full clapping game. Wrist accelerometer readings inform the move success logic.
The programmatic flow of this game appears in Fig. 6.8.

Game G: Roboga Game
This game is similar to related work in [32] and does not involve human-robot contact.
Users are challenged by the requirement of holding up their own arms’ weight for an
extended time. The held poses are concatenated to create stretching routines similar
to those found in physical therapy exercises for shoulder and bicep tendon injuries.
The motions in this game are sagittally symmetric.
Baxter strikes a stretching pose, the user
1 matches the pose, and then both parties
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Figure 6.9: Flow of the human-robot Roboga Game (Game G).

hold the pose for several seconds as Baxter’s face changes color in a countdown.
Baxter smiles when the pair gets to do the “relax” stretch move, as if in relief, but
otherwise supplies no performance feedback to the user. The programmatic flow of
this game appears in Fig. 6.9.

Game H: Flamenco Game
The Flamenco Game challenges users to exercise by carrying out diﬀerent dance
moves. Users are also challenged in the area of visiospatial cognition as they interpret and reciprocate robot movements. The motions in this game are sagittally
asymmetric.
In this game, Baxter teaches flamenco dance choreography to the human user.
It demonstrates a sequence of moves along with music, nods to the participant, and
1
then waits for the human user to try the same dance
along with music. The next
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Figure 6.10: Flow of the human-robot Flamenco Game (Game H).

demonstration adds one more move onto the dance, and the dance becomes longer
and longer throughout the game. Baxter smiles when it performs the flamenco “clap”
motion, but otherwise supplies no game feedback. The programmatic flow of this
game appears in Fig. 6.10.

6.1.3

Discussions with Experts

1

Throughout the design of our exercise games, we consulted with a game designer,
rehabilitation robotics researcher, physical therapist, and occupational therapist. We
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also demonstrated the exercise games to a diverse audience at the 2017 International
Conference on Human-Robot Interaction and at the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems before proceeding with a formal user study. Feedback throughout these
design steps helped us to enter our subsequent study with robust and well-designed
exercise games.
When first discussing our interaction ideas with the game design expert, we presented activities that were mechanically similar to the finalized exercise activities,
but included no facial expressions, sounds, or integrated rewards for success. We
proposed letting end users play the games while receiving feedback via a computer
monitor in the experiment setup, in a similar fashion to the onscreen score feedback in
a bubble-popping game for upper arm rehabilitation presented in [48]. The monitor
would display an increasing or decreasing score based on the human user’s successes
and failures in each game. The game designer encouraged us to think about ways to
increase the engagement of the human-robot exercise activities by incorporating more
natural forms of feedback, such as social cues delivered by the robot. They also were
curious about the possibility of using Baxter as an input device in exercise games, an
idea that contributed to the shaping of the Teach Game.
After adding more social cues and embedded motivation to the exercise games,
we next tested them on a rehabilitation robotics researcher. This expert helped us to
think about the games through the lens of working with older adults in rehabilitation
scenarios. Constructive feedback from these discussions included cautions against
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making games too mentally demanding (diﬃcult for older adults with cognitive impairment), too visually demanding (diﬃcult for elders with macular degeneration),
or too physically demanding (diﬃcult for adults with motor impairments or who are
recovering from stroke). This expert’s comments on the challenges of physically or
mentally intensive exercise led us to design all of the games with an adaptive diﬃculty
level. Adjustable game diﬃculty settings allow us to ensure that games are doable at
first, but they also enable us to increase the diﬃculty level later to promote harder
exercise or thinking from robot users. To prevent excessive visual demand on older
adults who may be suﬀering from macular degeneration, we designed games with
redundant cues (for example, Baxter may make a particular face to cue a user to do
something, but it will typically simultaneously make a noise or make some physical
motion at the same time in the exercise games). A final suggestion from the rehabilitation robotics expert was to add sound eﬀects and musical premises to several
games in order to make the associated interaction seem more natural. For example,
boxing with a robot along with a motivational song or moving Baxter’s arms around
to create music seemed more natural to this expert than striking or manipulating a
silent robot.
We incorporated the feedback from our rehabilitation robotics expert and were
ready to share the exercise games with a physical therapist and an occupational therapist who had experience collaborating with Penn’s Rehabilitation Robotics Laboratory. These specialists played our first six exercise games (Games A through F)
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and helped us to make some final improvements before sharing the exercise games
with users from outside of the research team. Their comments on each game were as
follows:
• Mimic Game (Game A):
– thought this game was interesting
– liked the cognitive aspects of the activity
– suggested robot win/loss feedback at the end of the game (celebrate/shrug)
to reflect the game result
• Stretch Game (Game B):
– thought the workspace of the robot should be adjusted based on the arm
span of individual users
– also requested additional poses in the lower workspace of the robot, so
that users would need to lean over or reach down, sometimes a challenging
activity for older adults
– encouraged us to lower the required contact force needed to succeed in the
game, since frail older adults might have trouble exerting large forces on
the robot
– requested a verbal or other type of audible countdown to let people know
that they are running out of time to contact the robot, in addition to the
incremental face color change
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• Teach Game (Game C):
– liked this game, had no suggestions for improvement
• Agility Game (Game D):
– suggested ways to adjust the challenge level of the game/make it more
diﬃcult
– asked if arms could move around while user hit them, maybe in small
circles
– liked the idea of snoring sound eﬀects to indicate when the robot is in a
deep sleep, then yawning sounds and robot stretching motion to emphasize
when the robot has been awoken
• Strength Game (Game E):
– liked this game
– similar to the Stretch Game, suggested encouraging motion in the lower
body workspace by adding lower body-region punch poses
– suggested adding a “ready for punch” noise to help the user keep track of
what is happening in the game
• Handclap Game (Game F):
– liked that this game contained both cognitive and motor challenges
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– suggested starting with fewer motions and building up to a longer and
longer sequence, like a parallel of the mimic game where the robot is in
the lead instead of the person

We were able to incorporate all of these suggestions into our final game designs except
for the moving hand idea for the Agility Game. Unfortunately, it was not possible
to distinguish user hand contact from robot ego-vibration while employing a contact
detection threshold low enough to allow for detection of hand contact from frail older
adult users.
Our next feedback-seeking step was to bring our robot exercise games to the
research community as a demonstration at the 2017 International Conference on
Human-Robot Interaction in Vienna, Austria. The Penn IRB approved the gathering of experimental data at this conference under protocol 826944. Baxter often
“cheated” and won the Mimic Game with unintentional mischief; we had yet to complete the debugging of this game’s contact detection logic. The social encouragement
of Baxter was not always enough to get users to complete the Stretch Game interaction. Demo visitors would often contact the robot a few times and then step back
from the robot. It was unclear if this was because of the physical demand of the
game or user boredom. We were surprised by how active users were when playing
the Agility Game with Baxter; they spoke to the robot, contacted the robot with
impressive frequency, and sometimes even tried to wake the robot up with the help
of a friend, as a social group activity. The Strength Game also seemed to promote
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high-energy user activity. Although some visitors made up their own rules for how
to play the game, this interaction tended to occupy users’ attention for longer than
the other oﬀered games. Most user comments involved adding new features to the
interactions that would make them more entertaining for healthy young adults, such
as having Baxter take “boxing selfies” of the user during their Strength Game interaction or play popular music throughout the chord-associated poses of the Stretch
Game.
After the conference, we additionally demonstrated our work to researchers, technicians, and others at the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems. Research
team observations of this final exposition led to the last round of game improvements
before our proof-of-concept user study. These improvements dealt mainly with game
logic, but also involved some solidification of fine social cues. In this final development
step, the Roboga and Flamenco Games were also created, as additional interaction
modes to help test our hypotheses in the experiment introduced below. After iterating
through many past and current game designs and observing the natural interaction
behaviors of dozens of demonstration visitors, we felt confident in our ability to design
additional entertaining games that would encourage exercise in a social way.

6.2

Human-Robot Exercise Interaction Study

We pursued a proof-of-concept study that explored younger and older adult responses to refined versions of the eight human-Baxter exercise games described in
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Section 6.1.2. We gathered experiment data from video, kinesthetic and vibrotactile
sensor readings, and self-reported questionnaire responses. This study was designed
to help us understand how people respond to prompts to play exercise games with
Baxter and how such games may fit into assistive applications. Our future visions
of this type of robot capability include motivating frail older adults to exercise while
living at home and supplying customized physical therapy routines to patients with
specific motor and/or cognitive rehabilitation needs. The first step toward these goals
was a formal study of user responses to our eight human-robot exercise games.

6.2.1

Exercise Study Methods

We conducted an experiment to explore how people respond to diﬀerent exercise
games with Baxter. Eligible participants played a sample of each game, reported
perceptions of each game, and selected their favorite game to try again in a longer freeplay interaction. Recorded video and robot sensor data enabled post-hoc analyses of
the interactions. The Penn IRB approved all experimental procedures under protocol
826370. This initial investigation was designed to inform future studies of robotmotivated exercise.

Experiment Setup
34 participants (17 male and 17 female) enrolled in our study, gave informed consent,
and successfully completed the experiment. One additional male participant enrolled
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in the study but broke one of Baxter’s parts and did not complete the study. Participants were divided into two groups: a younger group from 18 to 36 years old (M =
23.6 years, SD = 4.1 years) and an older group from 54 to 70 years old (M = 59.8
years, SD = 4.5 years). The younger group was mostly made up of technical students
(15 technically trained students, 2 technically trained engineers, 2 non-technical students, and 1 non-technical research assistant) while the older adult group was mostly
non-technical (3 non-technical administrators, 2 technically trained IT professionals,
2 non-technical nurses, 2 non-technical lab/oﬃce managers, 1 non-technical security
guard, 1 non-technical psychologist, 1 non-technical student, 1 non-technical baker,
1 non-technical homemaker, and 1 technically trained individual with a variety of
trades). Seventeen of the younger group originated from the United States, 2 from
India, and 1 from China. All of the older adult group was from the United States.
All participants had full function in their arms and hands. To help situate our results, we requested information from each user about their applicable experience
using robots. The results of these questions appear in Fig. 6.11. Initial screenings in
this study quantified each participant’s depression level (BDI score), wooden block
passing speed (BnB score), and (for the older adult group) cognitive ability (MoCA
score). The results of these opening assessments appear in Fig. 6.12, and additional
details about each inventory appear in the experiment data collection overview and
in Appendix B.
To test the games discussed in Section 6.1.2, we needed to use a Baxter Research
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Figure 6.11: Exercise study user experience levels with robots and Baxter.
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Figure 6.12: Pre-experiment screening results for exercise experiment participants. Note
that in the rightmost plot, there is no box plot for younger adult participants because only
the older adults completed the MoCA assessment.

Robot in a more formal experiment setting. As in Section 6.1.2, we attached Everlast
brand boxing pads to Baxter’s parallel-jaw end-eﬀectors. The general setup of the
study was as pictured in Fig. 6.13.
Each person came to the lab for a single 90-minute session. The participant stood
facing Baxter throughout the experiment and played various exercise games with the
robot, most of which involved physical hand-to-hand contacts between the user and
Baxter. Before the experiment interactions began, each participant completed several
screening activities. Baxter then waved hello to the user, as pictured in Fig. 6.14, and
the experimenter read a script to relay relevant background information on Baxter.
This information was followed by an opening survey about user perception of Baxter.
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Figure 6.13: Setup for the human-robot exercise experiment. In this image, Baxer interacts with a younger adult participant in an exercise game.

Figure 6.14: Baxter’s greeting sequence at the beginning of the experiment.

Next, the participant was led through samples of the eight diﬀerent exercise games
from Section 6.1.2 in a random, balanced order. After each exercise game, the user
was asked to complete a survey about their perception of that particular game. After
the eight games, the user watched video vignettes of all the interactions they had
just experienced and entered a free play mode during which they could pick their
favorite game and play it again for up to ten minutes. Lastly, participants completed
a closing survey and a brief demographics survey. Participants also received $20-$30
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via Penn’s Greenphire ClinCard system ($20 for participating in the study, plus up
to $10 for transportation to and from the study site).

Data Collection
Before the experiment, each participant completed Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI),
a standard Box and Blocks manual dexterity assessment (BnB), and (in the older
adult group only) the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA). Since depression has
been shown to influence the activity motivation of depressed individuals [10], we
wanted every user’s BDI score for post-hoc analysis. The Box and Blocks manual
dexterity activity helped us confirm that participants had full function in their arms
and hands [72] and also gave us an idea of how fast they might be able to move
in the exercise game activities. Small adjustments to exercise game timeout periods
were made based on the Box and Blocks scores, our proxy for maximum participant
motion speed. We assumed that younger adult participants were cognitively well,
but for older adult participants, we administered the MoCA to quantify cognitive
function [79]. Since the experimenter was not a trained clinician, two members of the
research team were trained by a clinical psychologist to jointly administer the MoCA.
The MoCA completion was also videotaped for scoring confirmation by the research
team’s clinical collaborator. The MoCA results were used to adjust the diﬃculty of
memory tasks in the exercise games. We also recorded user height to ensure that
the experiment activities never exceeded the physical arm span of the user, which is
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approximately equal to a person’s height.
Our experiment software recorded the accelerometer data from Baxter’s onboard
wrist accelerometers, the key sensor used to accomplish the logical flow of most exercise games. We also asked participants to complete four types of surveys: (1) a robot
evaluation after hearing introductory information about Baxter, (2) an exercise game
survey after each exercise game with Baxter, (3) a concluding survey after the free
play interaction, and (4) a basic demographic survey after the concluding survey. The
block perception survey used questions from the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [14],
the NASA TLX [78], and an enjoyability survey used in [52], plus questions about
exercise level, pain level, and safety feelings of users. Questionnaires (1) and (3) were
adapted from the UTAUT and other metrics employed in [112] and [53]. Additional
information about the adopted standard surveys appears in Appendix B. The block
survey and concluding survey also included free response questions to help elicit additional experience information from users. Finally, the experiment was videotaped
for later analysis of user behavior.

Hypotheses
This experiment sought to test four main hypotheses, as detailed below:
• H1: Users will enjoy games that involve physical human-robot contact (Games
A-F) more, exercise harder during these games, and select these games more
often for the final free play interaction; however, the non-contact games (Games
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G and H) will seem more safe.
• H2: Games with asymmetric motions (Games A, B, C, F, and H) will inspire
more user engagement but also result in higher challenge ratings in the NASA
TLX questions.
• H3: Games with a collaborative nature, a competitive nature, and a mix of the
two will result in significantly diﬀerent exercise levels, pain levels, and NASA
TLX responses.
• H4: Younger adult participants will feel safer interacting with Baxter, aﬀective
eﬀects of diﬀerent games will vary between the younger and older age groups,
and the two age groups will have diﬀerent preferences in their free play game
selection.

These hypotheses were based on our past experimental HRI observations and informal observations of user behaviors in the exercise game interactions during demonstrations. The hypotheses also helped us to fine-tune the designs of diﬀerent interaction games for this formal proof-of-concept experiment.

Conditions
This experiment employed a within-subjects design that enabled all participants to
experience all eight exercise games introduced in Section 6.1.2, as pictured in Fig. 6.2.
The flow of each game interaction is described thoroughly in Section 6.1.2, so here
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we simply add the instructions read to participants to prepare them for each game
interaction. We also note when aspects of games were aﬀected by the pre-experiment
screeners and other demographic information (namely, the height of the participant).
When referring to each game, the experimenter used only the letter label, not the
additional game names mentioned in this text, so as not to unduly influence participants’ interaction styles.

Game A: Mimic Game In this game, the length of the clapping pattern needed
to “beat” Baxter varied based on the cognitive function of participants. Users with
normal cognitive function needed a 6-motion sequence, users with mild cognitive
impairment needed a 5-motion sequence, users with moderate cognitive impairment
needed a 4-motion sequence, and users with severe cognitive impairment needed a
3-motion sequence. The motion sequence began with one move.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
• In this game, when Baxter’s face turns green and the robot nods, it is ready to
learn from you.
• You’ll then teach Baxter a sequence of left-, right-, or both-handed impacts.
Try teaching Baxter a move now by hitting one or both of its hands.
• The robot will play back the pattern of contacts you just taught it. Please
physically contact the robot to play your clapping game with Baxter during
this replay.
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• Remember what moves you do, because after the replay, you’ll repeat the same
sequence, adding one more move each time.
• Repetitions will continue until you make a mistake or the robot makes a mistake.
• Baxter will understand your pattern best if you demonstrate about one move
per second. This may be slower than you’re naturally inclined to demonstrate,
but keep it in mind to help Baxter understand your demonstration.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be an engaging,
memory-intensive, and competitive experience with motivational social feedback.

Game B: Stretch Game In this game, the maximum hand-to-hand span of the
robot was limited to the user’s height. The amount of time users had before Baxter
would record a missed contact was also increased linearly by Box and Blocks score for
any participant who was not able to score at least 60 points in that screening activity.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
• In this game, Baxter will strike a pose, play a musical note, and then wait for
you to hit its hands.
• You should then high-five both of the robot’s hands simultaneously.
• When you have high-fived the robot successfully, it will make a big smile and
move to the next pose. If this doesn’t happen, you may need to try again. Go
ahead and high-five Baxter again before the time runs out.
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• While Baxter is waiting for your high five, its face will begin to change color
(from cool to hot colors) as a countdown. If it makes it to the color red, you
have run out of time for that move, and Baxter will go on to the next pose after
making a sassy face.
• When the robot stops making new poses and pulls its arms away, you have
reached the end of the game.
• At this time, Baxter will play back the song you just created, sounding correct notes for successful contacts and bad-sounding notes for contacts that you
missed.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be an engaging and
part-competitive/part-collaborative experience with motivational social feedback and
some spatial awareness demand.

Game C: Teach Game In this game, the corner-to-corner measurement of Baxter’s musical workspace was limited based on the user’s height. Notes would still
result from positions beyond this range, but they would no longer change as Baxter’s
arm pose updated. This design ensured that every user could select from the same set
of possible notes without needing to reach poses that were impossible for them. At
the same time, the presence of some note everywhere in Baxter’s workspace preserved
the ability of users to explore anywhere they liked.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
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• In this game, Baxter is a musical robot of sorts and the space around each arm
is divided into diﬀerent musical notes. Your task is to compose a song with
Baxter.
• You can grab Baxter’s hand now, and you should be able to freely move Baxter’s
arms around.
• To hear the note associated with the current position of one of Baxter’s arms,
twist one of Baxter’s wrists to see what note it makes. You can keep it twisted
and move the arm around to hear what diﬀerent regions sound like once per
second.
• The same thing works for the other wrist.
• If you find a pair of notes that you like and want to save it to the song you’re
composing, turn both of Baxter’s wrists at the same time. You’ll hear the pair
of notes (or chord), and Baxter’s face will turn green to confirm that the notes
saved.
• You can add as many chords as you like. Just let me know when you’re done
composing.
• Please don’t let go of the robot until you are done composing.
• When you are done composing, I’ll ask you to let go and Baxter will replay the
motions and corresponding notes that you taught it.
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Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be an engaging,
attention-provoking, and collaborative experience with motivational social feedback.

Game D: Agility Game In this activity, the minimum contact frequency that
users needed to maintain to wake Baxter was decreased linearly by Box and Blocks
score for any participant who was not able to score at least 60 points in that screening
activity. The maximum permitted user break time also increased linearly based on
Box and Block scores.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
• In this game, Baxter will start out asleep.
• You should make rapid open-handed contact with its hands to try to wake
Baxter up.
• As you make progress, Baxter’s face will change colors from cool to hot, and
Baxter will wake up slowly.
• If you take too long of a break or don’t contact the robot frequently enough,
Baxter will fall back into a deep sleep.
• Note that in this game, you don’t need to hit the robot hard, but you should
try to contact its hands quickly.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be an engaging,
physically demanding, and competitive experience with motivational social feedback.
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Game E: Strength Game The threshold for the Strength Game score needed to
produce the happiest possible Baxter response decreased linearly by Box and Blocks
score for any participant who was not able to score at least 60 points in that screening
activity.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
• A power song will start to play at the beginning of your interaction with Baxter.
• Throughout the song, at the sound of a bell, Baxter will strike a pose and then
display a green face.
• The green face means it’s time to do a one-two hit, contacting Baxter’s boxing
pads in sequence with fists or open hands.
• If you take too long of a break, your song will stop playing and Baxter will
become sad.
• If you maintain good eﬀort with your boxing training, though, Baxter will
become happier and you will successfully reach the end of the power song.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be an engaging,
physically demanding, and part-collaborative/part-competitive experience with motivational social feedback.

Game F: Handclap Game Baxter became linearly more tolerant of missed hand
contacts when playing with users who scored below 60 on the Box and Blocks screening
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assessment.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
• In this game, Baxter will pantomime a set of hand-clapping motions to teach
you a game.
• The set of permitted hand-clapping motions is (demonstrate the set, this time
containing five moves: double front high five, user’s right to Baxter’s left hand
five, user’s left to Baxter’s right hand five, and cross-body high-fives, right to
right or left to left).
• In general, Baxter shows a yellow happy face when it is teaching you. When
the face switches to a purple happy face, you should clap hands with Baxter to
play the indicated game.
• Baxter will demonstrate the hand-clapping game to you once, and then you will
play it together two times immediately afterwards.
• The game motion sequence will get longer each time you play with Baxter. You
can try to remember the game as it builds, but overall make sure to physically.
interact with Baxter to keep it happy when it is showing the purple happy face
• Note that the first game is very short, so be on the lookout for the change from
the yellow to the purple happy face.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be an engaging, vi220

siospatially demanding, and part-competitive/part-collaborative experience with motivational social feedback.

Game G: Roboga Game In this game, the length of held poses decreased linearly
for participants who scored lower than 60 on the Box and Blocks screening assessment.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
• Baxter will lead you through several diﬀerent held poses in this game.
• Watch Baxter’s pose and try to match it throughout the game. When Baxter
is in something like its current pose, you can relax your arms.
• To help you keep track of how long each pose is held, you can watch the color
of Baxter’s face. It will change from cool to hot colors as the time to hold that
pose runs out.
• You may want to step back so that both your and Baxter’s arms can be extended
straight out without colliding with each other.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be a less engaging
experience that was also physically demanding, collaborative, and devoid of motivational social feedback.

Game H: Flamenco Game No pre-experiment assessment inputs aﬀected the
parameters of this exercise activity.
Users were read the following instructions before playing the game:
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• In this game, Baxter will teach you choreography corresponding to a song.
• The diﬀerent moves it will teach are (demonstrate a clap to one’s right side, a
clap to one’s left side, a pose similar to ballet’s fourth position with the right
arm in the air, and a pose similar to fourth position with the left arm in the
air).
• It will demonstrate a sequence of moves timed to music and then nod to you.
• Then, the music will replay, and you should try to mimic the robot’s dance
along with the music.
• After that, Baxter will show you the same sequence of movements with a new
move added on, and the process will repeat.
Participants then played the game, which we had designed to be a less engaging experience that was also visiospatially demanding, part-competitive/part-collaborative,
and devoid of motivational social feedback.

6.2.2

Exercise Study Results

All 34 users who completed the study successfully played the eight exercise games
with Baxter. Although participants were not universally able to “beat” the robot
or “win” the exercise games, most people were able to win all of the games in the
sample exercise game interactions throughout the experiment. Despite hearing the
same instructions for how to play each exercise game, some users conjured up creative
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interpretations of how to play the games, almost always by exerting more exercise
eﬀort than was truly needed to win the exercise game. Only one person exhibited
“cheating” behavior during the experiment, doing incorrect poses during Game G to
see if Baxter would notice. All users were also able to identify a favorite game that
they wanted to play again, and every participant interacted with this free play game
condition for at least as long as that game’s sample interaction (approximately 90
seconds).
The additional user who broke a part of Baxter and did not complete the full study
experienced only six of the exercise games before the robot’s W2 motor coupler broke.
This individual hit the robot unusually hard compared to other study participants.
When we release the experiment software for this project, we will advise researchers
on a slightly modified way to introduce the games to avoid similar problems in their
own work.
The rest of this Section focuses on analyzing the experiment questionnaire results
to ascertain how diﬀerent game experiences and age group identities aﬀected the
overall exercise game experience for users. Our main tool throughout this process was
repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) using the R aov function with an
α = 0.05 significance level. Our first rANOVA tests enabled us to discover whether the
UTAUT surveys yielded diﬀerent responses before vs. after the experiment and across
the two study age groups. The later rANOVA results revealed how game identities
and user ages aﬀected game survey responses on the Exercise/Pain, SAM/safety,
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Enjoyment, and TLX questionnaire scales.

Pre- vs. Post-Experiment Survey Results
During the experiment, we gathered two sets of robot perception survey responses,
one before and one after the experiment. We gathered this data from two diﬀerent
participant age groups, giving us a between-subjects factor as well. Thus, our main
analysis tool for evaluating diﬀerences in the robot perception survey was a 2×2
two-factor mixed design rANOVA. We additionally calculated eﬀect sizes using eta
squared. The overall results of this analysis are illustrated in Fig. 6.15 and 6.16.
Based on this analysis, we discovered that over the course of the experiment, users
became more positive about the idea of using the robot (F(1,33) = 9.08, p = 0.005,
η 2 = 0.044) but more afraid to make mistakes while playing with Baxter (F(1,33)
= 8.75, p = 0.006, η 2 = 0.067). Participants also came to think that the robot was
nicer to work with (F(1,33) = 4.53, p = 0.041, η 2 = 0.047) and easier to use (F(1,33)
= 27.06, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.232) after the experiment. Users further reported liking
the presence of the robot more (F(1,33) = 12.96, p = 0.001 , η 2 = 0.117) and being
more able to imagine doing activities with the robot (F(1,33) = 8.57, p = 0.006, η 2
= 0.097). Participants felt more understood by Baxter after the experiment (F(1,33)
= 5.39, p = 0.027, η 2 = 0.024). Ratings of comfort interacting with the robot also
increased (F(1,33) = 15.37, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.133), as did user confidence about using
the robot without any help (F(1,33) = 6.37, p = 0.017, η 2 = 0.040) and with good
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ATECH1: I think using the robot is a good idea.

PE1: This robot would be useful for me.

ATECH2: I am afraid to make mistakes while using the robot.

PE2: This robot could help me.

ATECH3: I am afraid to break something while using the robot.

PE3: This robot could support me.

CC1: People would be impressed if I had such a robot.

REC1: I consider the robot to be a social agent.

CC2: Robots are nice to work with.

REC2: I feel understood by the robot.

CC3: I am afraid that I could lose my job because of a robot.

SE1: I feel comfortable while interacting with the robot.

EE1: I could cooperate with the robot.

SE2: I could work with the robot, if someone helped me.

EE2: I think the robot is easy to use.

SE3: I could work with the robot without any help.

GR1: I like the presence of the robot.

SE4: I could work with the robot, if I had good initial training.

GR2: I could do activities with this robot.

ATT1: I trust the robot.

Strongly disagree

GR3: I felt threatened by the robot.

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

ATT2: I would follow the example of the robot.

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Figure 6.15: Diﬀerences in responses between pre-experiment and post-experiment responses on the UTAUT-inspired robot perception survey. In each plot, the top box plot
represents the participant responses to the question on the initial robot evaluation survey, and the bottom box plot represents the responses on the concluding survey. Filled in
box plots indicate significant diﬀerences. The question coding abbreviations stand for attitude toward technology (ATECH), cultural context (CC), eﬀort expectancy (EE), forms of
grouping (GR), performance expectancy (PE), reciprocity (REC), self-eﬃcacy from UTAUT
model (SE), and attachment (ATT).
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ATECH1: I think using the robot is a good idea.

PE1: This robot would be useful for me.

ATECH2: I am afraid to make mistakes while using the robot.

PE2: This robot could help me.

ATECH3: I am afraid to break something while using the robot.

PE3: This robot could support me.

CC1: People would be impressed if I had such a robot.

REC1: I consider the robot to be a social agent.

CC2: Robots are nice to work with.

REC2: I feel understood by the robot.

CC3: I am afraid that I could lose my job because of a robot.

SE1: I feel comfortable while interacting with the robot.

EE1: I could cooperate with the robot.

SE2: I could work with the robot, if someone helped me.

EE2: I think the robot is easy to use.

SE3: I could work with the robot without any help.

GR1: I like the presence of the robot.

SE4: I could work with the robot, if I had good initial training.

GR2: I could do activities with this robot.

ATT1: I trust the robot.

Strongly disagree

GR3: I felt threatened by the robot.

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

ATT2: I would follow the example of the robot.

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Figure 6.16: Diﬀerences in responses between younger and older respondents on the
UTAUT-inspired robot perception survey. In each plot, the top box plot represents the
younger participant responses and the bottom box plot represents the older participant
responses. Filled in box plots indicate significant diﬀerences. The question coding abbreviations stand for attitude toward technology (ATECH), cultural context (CC), eﬀort expectancy (EE), forms of grouping (GR), performance expectancy (PE), reciprocity (REC),
self-eﬃcacy from UTAUT model (SE), and attachment (ATT).
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initial training (F(1,33) = 6.38, p = 0.017, η 2 = 0.034). Lastly, respondents were
more trusting of Baxter (F(1,33) = 25.82, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.172) and more willing to
follow Baxter’s example (F(1,33) = 15.46, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.087) after the experiment.
For this questionnaire, no significant response diﬀerences occurred between the
younger and older adult participant groups.

Game Survey Results
The within-subject factor for our game survey rANOVA was game identity, which
made for a design space of 8 diﬀerent trials that all participants experienced. We
tested these games in two diﬀerent participant age groups, giving us a betweensubject factor as well. Thus, our main analysis tool was a 8×2 two-factor mixed
design rANOVA. When one or both main eﬀects were significant for a particular
outcome measure, post-hoc multiple comparison tests using the R multcomp library
revealed which pairs of conditions had statistically significant diﬀerences. We also
calculated the eﬀect size using eta squared.
The ANOVA results for the game survey are summarized in Table 6.1, and a
breakdown of game and age eﬀects on diﬀerent question groupings is discussed in
detail throughout the following Sections.

Exercise and Pain Question Results We were curious to know how game mode
and participant age group aﬀected user ratings of game exercise and pain levels, so
we performed a 8×2 two-factor mixed design rANOVA for each of the associated
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Table 6.1: p-values for the 8×2 rANOVA run to determine the eﬀects of the game conditions and user ages on game survey responses.

Game
Age

Exercise
<0.001
0.263

Game
Age

Enj1
<0.001
0.751

Pain
<0.001
0.046
Enj2
<0.001
0.274

SAM1
<0.001
0.461
TLX1
<0.001
0.022

SAM2
<0.001
0.265
TLX2
<0.001
0.543

SAM3
<0.001
0.875
TLX3
<0.001
0.128

Safety
0.016
0.583
TLX4
<0.001
0.501

survey questions. There were several statistically significant trends in the responses,
as outlined in Table 6.1, Fig. 6.17, and Fig. 6.18. Game modes had statistically
significant eﬀects on the ratings of users’ exercise level (F(7,231) = 18.77, p <0.001,
η 2 = 0.154) and pain sensation (F(7,231) = 5.01, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.073). Additionally,
older adult participants felt more pain during the experiment (F(1,33) = 4.31, p =
0.046, η 2 = 0.052).
A post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed that Game D reportedly promoted
more exercise than any other game. Additionally, Game E was rated higher in exercise
level than Games A, B, C, F, and H. Game G also received higher exercise level ratings
than Games A, C, and H. In terms of pain, Game D was more painful than Games B,
F, and H. Finally, Game G was more painful than Games A, B, F, and H. In terms
of pain ratings, it is useful to note that several participants asked if “muscle burn
feeling” counted as pain, so for some users, the pain rating may have been a proxy
for lactic acid build-up in their muscles during exercise. No participants verbally
mentioned any type of game-related contact as being painful.
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Figure 6.17: Diﬀerences in game survey responses to questions about exercise level and
pain over game condition. Filled in box plots indicate games that were significantly diﬀerently rated compared to at least one other game.
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Figure 6.18: Diﬀerences in game survey responses to questions about exercise level and
pain over age group. Filled in box plots indicate significant diﬀerences.
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SAM and Safety Question Results Additional questions in the post-exercise
game survey presented us with the opportunity to identify how game mode and participant age group influenced user ratings of their own aﬀect and safety feelings during
interactions. We performed a 8×2 two-factor rANOVA for each of these SAM and
safety survey questions. (Here, we use the acronym “SAM” in place of “PAD” to
clarify users responded to a specific pleasure-arousal-dominance questionnaire that
includes representative images to help people understand the scale meanings.) There
were several statistically significant trends in the responses to these survey questions,
as outlined in Table 6.1, Fig. 6.19, and Fig.6.20. Game mode had statistically significant eﬀects on the ratings of user pleasantness feelings, (F(7,231) = 4.67, p <0.001,
η 2 = 0.068), energetic feelings (F(7,231) = 8.42, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.113), dominance
feelings (F(7,231) = 11.86, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.158), and thoughts on interaction safety
(F(7,231) = 2.53, p = 0.016, η 2 = 0.048). Age group diﬀerences did not significantly
influence user SAM or safety ratings.
A post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed that Games C, F, G, and H made
users feel less pleasant compared to Game E. Furthermore, Game G made people
feel less energetic than Games A, B, C, D, E, and F. Game H also inspired less
energeticness than Games D and E. Dominance ratings indicated that users felt less
in control in Game F compared to Games A, B, C, D, and E. Similarly, participants
felt less dominant when playing Games G and H than when playing Games A, D, and
E. Lastly, users felt less in control when playing Game B than when playing Game
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Figure 6.19: Diﬀerences in game survey responses to questions about pleasure, energy,
dominance, and safety over game condition. Filled in box plots indicate games that were
significantly diﬀerently rated compared to at least one other game.
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Figure 6.20: Diﬀerences in game survey responses to questions about pleasure, energy,
dominance, and safety over age group. Filled in box plots indicate significant diﬀerences.

D. Safety ratings were almost all uniform, but there was one significant diﬀerence in
that users felt Game D was safer than Game F.

Enjoyment Question Results We also wanted to know how game mode and
participant age group influenced user ratings of enjoyment and engagement, so we
performed a 8×2 two-factor rANOVA for each of these enjoyment-related survey
questions. There were several statistically significant trends in the responses to these
survey questions, as outlined in Table 6.1, Fig. 6.21, and Fig. 6.22. Game modes had
statistically significant eﬀects on the ratings of interaction enjoyment (F(7,231) =
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Figure 6.21: Diﬀerences in game survey responses to questions about enjoyment and
engagement over game condition. Filled in box plots indicate games that were significantly
diﬀerently rated compared to at least one other game.

5.11, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.088) and engagement (F(7,231) = 4.26, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.077).
Enjoyment and engagement ratings did not diﬀer over age group.
A post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed that participants found Game E
more enjoyable than Games C, F, G, and H. Engagement-wise, Game D seemed more
engaging than Game G, and Game E appeared more engaging than Games G and H.

TLX Question Results Lastly, we looked to identify how game mode and participant age group influenced user ratings of various task load aspects of the exercise
interactions. We performed a 8×2 two-factor rANOVA for each of the TLX-inspired
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Figure 6.22: Diﬀerences in game survey responses to questions about enjoyment and
engagement over age group. Filled in box plots indicate significant diﬀerences.

survey questions. There were several statistically significant trends in the responses to
these survey questions, as outlined in Table 6.1, Fig. 6.23, and Fig. 6.24. Game mode
had statistically significant eﬀects on the ratings of human performance (F(7,231) =
14.41, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.238), robot performance (F(7,231) = 6.37, p <0.001, η 2 =
0.088), rushedness during gameplay (F(7,231) = 8.39, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.140), and
calmness during gameplay (F(7,231) = 8.11, p <0.001, η 2 = 0.101). Additionally, age
group diﬀerences significantly influenced self ratings of human performance (F(1,33)
= 5.85, p = 0.022, η 2 = 0.033); older adults generally rated themselves as performing
worse.
A post-hoc multiple comparison test revealed several diﬀerences in user selfevaluation; participants felt they performed worse in Games C, F, and H than in
Games B, D, E, and G. Robot performance evaluation varied less, but users did seem
to think that Baxter’s performance in Game A was worse than in any other game
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Figure 6.23: Diﬀerences in TLX-related game survey responses over game condition.
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except for Game F. Temporal demand feelings in the games varied in that users felt
less rushed in Games A and B than in Game F. Game C also made users feel less
rushed than Games D, F, and H, and Game G felt less rushed than Games D, E, F,
and H. Calmness levels in Game C were higher than in Game F, and Game B was
rated as more calming than Games D, F, and H. Game G additionally seemed more
calming than Games A, D, E, F, and H.
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Figure 6.25: Human user selections for the final free-play portion of the experiment.

Free Play Results
In the final free play portion of the experiment, users all were able to identify a game
they wanted to play again. Everyone played their free play game selection for at
least as long as in the sample exercise game interactions earlier in the experiment
(approximately 90 seconds). Several people played many repetitions of their chosen
game, and some opted to increase the diﬃcultly level over their free play game experiences. The overall distribution of games selected by the younger and older study
participants appears in Fig. 6.25.
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Input from a Target User
We aimed to recruit some target prospective end users in our experiment (frail older
adults who might benefit from socially assistive exercise robot systems). Although
we included an older adult group in our study, the mean older adult age (59.8 years)
is below the average retirement age in the United States, and most of our older adult
user population was active, in good health, and working full time. Six participants
were older retired adults who represented individuals more similar to envisioned end
users for a socially assistive exercise robot. Of these individuals, one person was eager
to give the research team extensive verbal feedback about her experience. We took
notes on what she had to say, and we view this feedback as useful information for
shaping socially assistive exercise robot activities in the future. Her comments were
as follows:
• “I would be interested in using this type of interaction to stay active.”
• “This is a nice way to stay active at the right level for older adults. I can’t keep
up with exercise videos, and I find live exercise classes targeted toward older
adults boring. This type of interaction was at the right challenge level, but was
still interesting because of the robot’s responsiveness. I would want to use a
system like this.”
• “It was exciting to experience cutting-edge technology since usually I don’t have
access, but this stuﬀ is geared at me.”
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• “Once I mastered a challenging game, I felt accomplished.”
The first and third comments here may reflect the novelty eﬀect of our robotic
exercise system. We would need to do longer-term studies in home or assisted living
facility environments before making any claims about Baxter as a socially assistive
exercise robot. The second and fourth comments, on the other hand, indicate that
our exercise games may be designed at the right level for frail older adults. Although
doable games are a plus, there is some need for challenge, perhaps both initial and
incremental, to help users feel like they have accomplished something.

6.2.3

Exercise Study Discussion

The results of this experiment showed us how younger and older adults respond to
exercise games with a robot and helped us to test our hypotheses. Our first hypothesis,
H1, was correct for some physically interactive exercise games, but not for others.
Game E was viewed as more pleasant than the non-physically interactive Roboga and
Flamenco Games, and Game E was also rated as more enjoyable and engaging than
either non-contact exercise game. Additionally, some physically interactive games
(Games D and E) promoted more exercise than Game H, but Game G was also a
better promoter of exercise that some exercise activities involving contact (Games A
and C). Users did select contact-intensive exercise games above the level of random
chance, but four users overall opted to play the Roboga Game during their free play
trial. One of these people noted that his favorite game was actually the Mimic Game,
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but he felt that he needed to stretch more, and he thus chose Game G. Beyond the
scope of the hypothesis, we also saw that games involving contact were not necessarily
more painful than non-contact activities. Game D was more painful than Game H,
but Game G was more painful than three diﬀerent exercise games involving contact
(Games A, B, and F).
Results also supported parts of H2 but overturned others. There were no indications that games with asymmetric motions engaged users more; however, people did
rate their performance as worse for some of the asymmetric activities (Games C, F,
and H) compared to symmetric games (Games D, E, and G). This result may indicate
a higher user challenge level for these games. Some users noted that they would have
liked to make certain symmetric games asymmetric for added challenge. Specifically,
a user in Game E noted that “it would be cool if the hand positions were asymmetric sometimes” and further mentioned interest in diﬀerent cued orders of hand
contacts (for left-right vs. right-left one-two hits). One person also suggested that in
Game G, it “would be interesting to have non-symmetric poses to [match].” These
comments both came from younger adult participants, some of whom oﬀered many
points of game critique. The older adult group oﬀered a few suggestions for adjusting
the games, but in general used the robotic exercise system more like consumers than
critics.
Some of the H3 predictions appear plausible, but no clear rating splits occurred
between diﬀerent collaborative and competitive-type games. To recapitulate our
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groupings of games, we thought Games C, G, and H (the Teach, Roboga, and Flamenco games) would be collaborative; Baxter and its user are working together in
these games, and there is no playful negative feedback from the robot even when
the user is struggling. Games A and D (the Mimic and Agility games) seemed more
competitive, since participants were working against Baxter to try to beat the robot
or interrupt its sleep. The remaining activities, Games B, E, and F (the Stretch,
Strength, and Handclap games), employed a combination of collaboration and competition since Baxter and its user were working together, but the user still needs to
expend eﬀort to avoid receiving playful negative feedback or losing the game. The
exercise level for diﬀerent cooperation groupings varied, but it seemed that the mixed
collaborative/competitive games in particular could be useful as medium-level exercise games; exercise ratings for Games B and F only diﬀered significantly from Games
D and E, the games that caused the highest maximum exercise ratings overall. Game
D was more painful than Games B, F, and H, but the most painful game was the
Roboga Game, likely because of the previously mentioned muscle burn sensation it
often caused. It may also be telling that users rated Baxter’s performance as worse
than all but one other game (Game F) for its Game A performance; in the Mimic
Game activity, the user could lose the game, and often did after forgetting the guidelines for how to play the game. The possibility of losing the game to Baxter may
cause participants judge any errors Baxter does make more harshly. Most of the collaborative games (Games C and G) made users less rushed than several other games.
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One collaborative game - Game G - also seemed more calming than several other
games.
Finally, our age-related H4 predictions had varied accuracy. Both user age groups
felt equally safe interacting with the robot, which bodes even better for the future
development of this work than if the safety part of H4 had been correct. Older
users reported higher pain levels throughout the games. We believe that much of the
reported pain was the previously mentioned exercise/muscle burning type of pain,
but we will carefully monitor for pain throughout future experiments to try to avoid
other types of pain. Older adults also reported more belief that they had performed
poorly in the exercise games compared to the younger adults. This may indicate
that they are the correct target audience for these activities, as they have room to
improve and master the games. Although the older adult free-play game selections
were somewhat more diverse, a larger sample size would be needed to determine if
the game preference diﬀerence is significant.
Additional strengths of the study include the fact that participants were all willing
to interact with Baxter in both contact and non-contact games. Everyone could easily
identify their favorite game, and all but one game was chosen by at least one user
for the free play interaction. Game H, the only unselected game, was not unpleasant
to all users; S2 rated it in their top two choices, and other free response comments
revealed thoughts that “it was cool to see the robot dance and try to match it!”
and this was “[one user’s] lead game” at the time they experienced it, although in
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the end they chose a diﬀerent favorite game from later on. Some games were more
challenging to users than others, as clearly indicated by the self performance ratings.
Nevertheless, users typically appeared to comprehend the concept of each game by
the conclusion of the sample interaction, even if they lost the game. Exercise Games
C, F, and H were especially challenging to participants, but we could decrease the
diﬃculty if needed. For example, we could make Game C a composition game of
single notes at a time or decrease Baxter’s demonstration rate in Games F and H.
Participants usually “won” all the games, which emphasizes the readability and
comprehensibility of the activities. This result was ideal because we wanted to check
that people can succeed in the games before testing more challenging or vigorous game
modes. Although most participants did not belong to the ultimate target population
for this type of technology (frail older adults), one woman who was retired provided
strong positive feedback on the exercise game interactions. Some of the participants
in their fifties had additional enthusiastic feedback, saying for example that they
didn’t know how to use machines in the gym and preferred this robot-motivated type
of exercise experience, or that this activity “is diﬀerent and doesn’t feel like standard
exercising. Exercising with Baxter is fun.” Overall, the exercise game survey results
also hint at strategies for connecting games to targeted user workout goals. For
example, someone who needs to improve on memory skills without doing too vigorous
of physical activity would likely be invested in trying to beat Baxter in Game A (and
impassionedly oﬀended if the robot tried to cheat). Alternatively, Game G could be
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a good choice for someone who doesn’t have cognitive rehabilitation goals but needs
to do more intense exercise, and so on.
Some limitations arose from the study design. Although the user population this
time was more diverse than in any previous study, users were not uniformly representative of the target population for this research. From the current older adult
population, only six participants were retired. The lab setting of the experiment
was similarly less representative of our use case of interest than HRI in a nursing
home or other location where elders want to stay active. To ensure broader result
applicability, it would be ideal to run the same experiment on more frail older adults
in a nursing-home-type facility. Additionally, the within-subjects nature of the experiment may have exaggerated diﬀerences between game conditions due to demand
characteristics. Furthermore, despite the consistent experiment script and game code,
users sometimes found a unique personal way to play certain games. For this study,
as long as users seemed to be engaged in trying to play each game, the experimenter
did not correct their behavior. For example, the most popular not-quite-right interaction behavior was to punch Baxter on every beat of the power song played during
the Strength Game, which may have made the game more physically intensive, more
painful, and less transparent for users with the creative game interpretation. This
type of behavior and unique game interpretations were not extremely diﬀerent from
the intended interactions, but the results of playing games in incorrect ways may have
influenced participant ratings. The study was also long enough to risk some survey
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fatigue and physical fatigue by the end of the 90-minute session. We do not believe
fatigue had a large influence on users, since everyone completed every survey question, and the length people took to respond to surveys was not noticeably diﬀerent
between earlier and later interaction trials. One participant experienced back pain
from having to stand as the study progressed, but she took breaks as needed and
successfully made it to the end of the experiment.
The biggest drawback of the study may be that one user broke Baxter’s W2
joint motor coupler by striking the robot too forcefully. This glass-reinforced nylon
piece snapped during Game B, when Baxter was in a pose that prevented its series
elastic actuators from deflecting to help dissipate the energy of the hand impact. The
participant who broke the robot was contacting Baxter much harder than necessary
for the games, and the experimenter was not correcting the user’s behavior since one
goal of the experiment was to see how people would naturally use the games. This
flaw is important for other Baxter users to consider before trying our exercise games.
It may be necessary to change the verbal instructions and game premises slightly to
emphasize fast or frequent movement over hard hits. We also recommend correcting
user behavior if participants use excessive amounts of force to interact with Baxter
in similar future exercise studies.
Overall, we are enthused by the results of this study and excited to plan the
next step of investigation. Aiming to recruit frail older adults for our next research
steps will make the most sense, and the enthusiasm from some of our current older
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adult population indicates that we are pursuing a productive research direction with
this work. We anticipate great potential for future tests of these same or similar
exercise interactions in more natural settings such as nursing home facilities. In this
type of environment, we could even pursue more long-term socially assistive robotics
studies by replacing the game instruction scripts with instructional videos, adding
tablet-based game/diﬃculty/song/routine selection abilities, and seeing if the system
is used. In the existing experiment, users all experienced the same game concepts
in the approximately 90-second demo interactions for control purposes, but most
activities have various built-in songs/pattern modes as well as adjustable diﬃculty
parameters. Participants could try some of these additional options in the free play
interaction trial, and these more diverse and demanding interactions may help us
to continually engage and challenge users in future exercise game applications in the
wild. We additionally see potential to adjust games or select a specific subset of games
to accomplish specific physical therapy goals during system engagement with users.
It is evident that diﬀerences in exercise games may be useful for encouraging users to
exercise distinct targeted physical and cognitive skills. Now that the framework for
each game exists, it will be relatively easy to design and customize routines, as well as
add new game poses. To increase the possibility of multi-site human-Baxter exercise
research and jump-start other researchers’ eﬀorts in robotic exercise motivation, we
plan to share our exercise study code in an upcoming software release.
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6.3

Summary of Socially Assistive pHRI Findings

After several investigations of human-robot hand-to-hand contacts, this Chapter
presents the final and perhaps most broadly applicable interaction proposal. After brainstorming with a rehabilitation robotics expert, we realized that many of
the same techniques that fueled human-robot hand-clapping games could also be
applied to make people move around and do exercise. We considered what typical
human-human hand-to-hand interactions exist in this space (boxing training, hand
tag, hand-clapping, and playful percussive games) and adapted them into six concrete
exercise games with the advice of a game designer, a physical therapist, an occupational therapist, and the same rehabilitation robotics researcher. These six physically
interactive games and two additional control (non-contact, non-motivational) games
were readied for a user experiment that tested their viability on younger and older
adult participants.
Although most of the participants in this new user study did not belong to our
target end user population of frail older adults, we learned a lot from exposing a large
group of users to the diﬀerent Baxter exercise games. Diﬀerent games received distinct
ratings on experiment survey questions, which gave us an initial idea of how we could
select the most appropriate exercise game activities for specific physical or cognitive
rehabilitation needs. Older adults seemed to think the robot would be useful to them,
an encouraging sign in this largely non-technical group. Users overall seemed to gain
trust and confidence in Baxter throughout the course of the experiment. Additionally,
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users experienced little pain, thought the robot was very safe throughout all games,
and were generally willing to enter Baxter’s workspace and interact physically with the
robot in all the ways the experimenter instructed. This seems to be a phenomenal
result for the future prospect of Baxter as a rehabilitation or exercise motivation
robot, opening up a starkly diﬀerent approach to such activities.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Overall, the investigations described in this dissertation helped us answer the question “How should robots move and react in playful hand-to-hand interactions with
people?” Meaningful findings during our four phases of research can help to shape
future work in this area. Our first studies modeling human motion and implementing
discovered motion patterns on a hand-clapping robotic system demonstrated that a
Baxter robot could move like hand-clapping humans and detect hand contact using its wrist-mounted accelerometers. An experiment using this new robot behavior
showed that varying Baxter’s motion properties and reactions leads to diﬀerences in
perceived robot aﬀect. The interplay between adjusting a robot’s facial reactivity and
stiﬀness may be a particularly useful design tool; facial reactivity aﬀects only robot
pleasantness and energeticness, while stiﬀness only leads to diﬀerences in perceived
safety and dominance.
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Our next investigation honed the hand-clapping robot design and explored the idea
of robot mischief. We improved Baxter’s clapping behaviors and added a capability
for the robot to learn clapping tempos from a human user. Human hand-clapping
partners generally preferred obedient Baxter behaviors to mischievous/asynchronous
modes, but a few participants reacted positively to Baxter’s mischief. This result,
combined with self-reported task load levels during mischievous trials, indicates that
robots should generally synchronize with people, but that occasional intentional mischief can grab a user’s attention and sometimes add fun to the interaction.
Third, we augmented Baxter’s understanding of multi-motion hand-clapping game
sequences and conducted an experiment on a human-Baxter interaction closer to everyday gameplay situations. In this work, we propose a sensing system and classification technique that can accurately label hand motions from new system users. In a
study of the novel scenario of bimanual human-robot hand-clapping gameplay, users
found it easier to learn games from Baxter than to teach the robot; however, the
teaching role influenced participants to think more about teamwork aspects of the
interaction. This finding may benefit applications in which it is desirable for users to
analyze their role as a teacher, a robot’s role as a learner, and the dynamics between
these two roles.
Our last study explored the broader application of human-robot hand-clapping by
molding Baxter into a socially assistive workout companion. This system promoted
human users to exercise their upper extremities via six motivational exercise games
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designed around human-robot hand-to-hand contact, plus two that did not involve
contact. Younger and older adult users alike were willing to interact with this system in an initial proof-of-concept study. User responses to the exercise games can
guide robotics researchers and collaborating therapists in selecting sets of humanrobot games to address specific physical and cognitive exercise goals. A possible
future extension of this work would be placing the Baxter robot exercise system in a
nursing home, letting users select games/watch game instructions/modify game difficulty via a tablet computer, and analyzing use of and engagement with the system.
Game exercise features could be accessible to users and clinicians through spiderweb
diagrams of experiment game trial survey responses, and clinicians could even use
this information to assign sets of games to address specific patient needs.
Perhaps the largest area for improvement in this work is finding or developing
more data-driven measures of human aﬀect and engagement, along with other related
metrics. We typically relied on self-reported measurements from our human users,
but we feel our findings would be even stronger if we could validate the human user
ratings with data-driven metrics. We began experimenting with gathering metrics
like heart rate and galvanic skin response using a second generation Microsoft Band,
but we have been slow to make progress due to the lack of software development kits
for low-profile and low-cost wearable options. Another data gathering option may be
future analysis of the experiment video recordings to extract information like heart
rate, eye gaze, and facial expression using available open-source tools. The research
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team has not had the bandwidth to validate such tools for our video recordings, but
this possibility remains among other possible future work.
Throughout all of this research, we have been dedicated to publishing clear descriptions of our work, releasing related open-source tools, and developing methodologies for interdisciplinary research. We have already released a set of part files
for our custom Baxter hands at http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2286104, a
dataset of human hand-clapping motions at http://repository.upenn.edu/meam_
papers/302/, and a database of Baxter faces at https://github.com/nfitter/
BaxterFaces. The experiment code for our first human-Baxter interaction experiment is also available on GitHub, and code for additional human-Baxter interactions
will be released with the corresponding research publications. Our choices to use
a commercial robot platform and commercially available sensors have been guided
by the hope that our work will be easily reproducible by other robotics researchers.
We have pursued interdisciplinary research that combines traditional mechanical engineering and robotics skills (controls, motion modeling, machine learning) with human
user studies that contain dimensions of psychology, human factors, and physical therapy. To learn about best practices in each of these areas, we have consulted and
worked with diverse experts throughout our research.
Through the arc of our research, we have steadily moved from:
• Less to more complicated human-robot interactions.
• Less to more transparent systems, in terms of how well users succeed at using
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the system as designed.
• Less to more robust findings, as we succeed in producing the intended interactions and learn more about what users think of the system, rather than what
mistakes we made while designing the system.
• Less to more broadly applicable research.
We think that these general trends show that we are becoming adept human-robot
interaction researchers. In particular, the final two studies present opportunities for
future research programs in human-robot teamwork and rehabilitation robotics. We
look forward to continuing to conduct research and share findings within the humanrobot interaction community, particularly in the subfield of socially assistive robotics.
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Appendix A
Facial Expressions for the Baxter
Robot
After running our first human-Baxter experiment involving robotic facial expressions,
we wanted to pause to learn about the implications of diﬀerent Baxter faces. Facial
expressions of both humans and robots are known to communicate important social
cues to human observers. Nevertheless, faces for use on the flat panel display screens
of physical multi-degree-of-freedom robots have not been exhaustively studied. While
surveying owners of the Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot to establish their
interest, we designed a set of 49 Baxter faces, including seven colors (red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple, and gray) and seven expressions (afraid, angry, disgusted,
happy, neutral, sad, and surprised), as detailed later in this Appendix. Online study
participants (N = 568) drawn equally from two countries (US and India) then rated
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photographs of a physical Baxter robot displaying randomized subsets of the faces.
Face color, facial expression, and onlooker country of origin all significantly aﬀected
the perceived pleasantness and energeticness of the robot, as well as the onlooker’s
feelings of safety and pleasedness, with facial expression causing the largest eﬀects.
The designed faces are available to researchers online, along with additional sociallyoriented faces. This work is further documented in [41].

A.1

Related Work on Robotic Facial Expressions

Our investigation of Baxter faces is closely tied to the field of social robotics, a relatively new area of research that explores social interactions between multiple robots
or between humans and robots [47]. Although most research robots in this field have
faces, few possess both a flat panel display face and complex actuated appendages
like multiple-degree-of-freedom arms. Roboceptionist and Vikia, for example, each
have a face relayed on an LCD screen but do not possess other actuated physical
appendages [47, 68]. Baxter’s unique combination of an LCD head screen with other
complex actuated parts presents new opportunities for both interaction research and
face design. Rethink Robotics noticed this unique opportunity and created a proprietary set of faces for the Baxter Industrial Robot, but researchers using the Baxter
Research Robot do not have access to these images. Furthermore, these faces were
designed for pragmatic communication, not rich social interaction.
Before designing faces for the Baxter robot, we sought to understand psychology
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and design work pertaining to emotions. In past studies of emotion in the human face,
Ekman et al. described six basic emotions (afraid, angry, disgusted, happy, sad, and
surprised) that could combine as building blocks to make any other facial emotion [31].
Russell et al. challenge this idea of discrete emotions, proposing a continuous model of
emotions that all fall in a circumplex valence–arousal (or pleasantness–energeticness)
space [91]. Since human-robot social interactions often depend on classification, many
artificial intelligence models of aﬀect rely on Ekman et al.’s theory. Accordingly, we
adopted an approach similar to [94] and designed robot faces based on Ekman et al.’s
work, but we assessed them with Russell et al’s framework in mind, as emphasized in
Fig. A.1.
Color-wise, we had seen that diﬀerent research groups were using various foreground and background colors on the faces of their Baxter Research Robots. This
observation brought to mind some questions about the aﬀective eﬀects of Baxter face
color, since studies like [108] suggest that diﬀerent colors are associated with diﬀerent
pleasure levels, and that yellow often corresponds to the lowest pleasure ratings. This
fact is especially notable because most Baxter face designs that we have encountered
contain yellow elements. We introduced a color variable in our Baxter face exploration
to learn whether some robot face colors have specific eﬀects on human perception.
Additionally, we discovered work documenting cognition, emotion, and motivation diﬀerences between diﬀerent world cultures [71]. Accordingly, to increase the
intercontinental generalizability of our Baxter research, we deployed our Baxter face
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study in diﬀerent countries.
Previous work has similarly aimed to design and assess robot emotions. Early
social robotics work demonstrated that robot head design and behavior were crucial
to encouraging interaction [18] and defined what facial features make robots appear
humanlike [29]. In light of these findings, many researchers began designing and assessing sophisticated robot faces with nuanced aﬀective display capabilities, such as
Kismet [15], KASPAR [13], and EDDIE [101]. Studies of the iCat robot similarly
assessed whether participants could identify robot emotions and also demonstrated
that physical robot presence is not essential in this type of aﬀect identification experiment [8]. Other investigators asked human users to assess various aﬀective features
of the Roboceptionist robot and also asked them to report on how they were feeling
during the interaction [64].
Our study replicates certain methods from these studies for the specific application
of the Baxter robot head display. This work diﬀers from related LCD face screen
studies by avoiding the use of a humanlike head outline and by using only simple
geometric shapes in facial feature creation. Within the scope of our investigation, we
do not attempt to rigorously explore every aspect of robot faces, but we hope to gain
a coarse understanding of how particular faces aﬀect onlookers. This knowledge will
provide a general model of how diﬀerent Baxter faces make human users feel and may
inspire intentional Baxter face design in the future.
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A.2

Face Design and Evaluation Methods

To pursue our vision of creating and assessing open-source faces for the Baxter Research Robot, we sought to answer several research questions by designing faces based
on related psychology and robotics work, gathering interest information from roboticists using Baxter, and surveying crowd workers online for perceptions of our designed
faces. In this Appendix, we outline our process of designing and assessing Baxter
faces, describe Baxter owner and Mechanical Turk survey results, and consider the
significance and future applications of this research.

A.2.1

Research Questions

While considering Baxter Research Robot faces, we focused on the following main
research questions that guided our face creation and experimental design.
1. Will these faces interest other Baxter researchers? During our investigation of
existing Baxter faces, we saw primarily very simple face designs, with a few exceptions
such as the MIT Personal Robotics Group’s EDI, a magician’s assistant Baxter [83].
It appeared that most Baxter users who needed a face for their robot created a
quick smiley-face image, did a brief Internet search for an appropriate image, or
created a few sophisticated face images based on movie characters or other elements
from popular culture. Accordingly, we were curious to gather more detailed accounts
about where Baxter faces were coming from and simultaneously find out what types
of open-source Baxter faces might interest Baxter users, if any.
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2. Do distinct colors and expressions change how a robot face is perceived? Certain
facial expressions and colors that have been shown in the past to be associated with
diﬀerent valence and arousal levels. Like previous robotics researchers, we became
interested in designing a family of discrete facial expressions for our Baxter robot,
and we added the variable of face color to compare and contrast the expressive powers of hue and facial expression. We expected to encounter statistically significant
diﬀerences in how these faces are perceived, similar to those discovered for other
robots. There also seemed to be potential for interesting synergies when the color
and expression seen in a face conflict with or reinforce one another.
3. Do cultural diﬀerences aﬀect the perception of Baxter’s faces? Lastly, because
people from diﬀerent cultures may process facial emotion diﬀerently, we believed there
might be diﬀerences in the emotional perception of Baxter’s face between cultures. To
answer this question, we collected data from human participants from two common
countries of origin.

A.2.2

Baxter Face Creation

Expression Selection: Because previous work on robot emotions mainly builds from
Ekman et al.’s facial expression theory [101], we adopted a similar framework and
designed the six main theorized expressions (afraid, angry, disgusted, happy, sad,
surprised), plus a neutral baseline expression for comparison, as illustrated in Fig. A.1.
Although additional expression possibilities appear when expanding to Russell et al.’s
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Figure A.1: Left: Illustration of where our Baxter expressions might belong in the valence–
arousal space based on Russell et al.’s circumplex model [91]. Right: Actual ratings of the
faces from the reported study; placement roughly follows the model. One colored ellipse
appears for each color-expression combination with color matching the face color, centroid
located at the median-valued coordinate pair for that grouping, and horizontal and vertical
axis lengths proportional to the standard deviation on that axis. Dotted grouping ellipses
are sized at half the standard deviation of all data points for the corresponding emotion.

circumplex model, we limited ourselves to the seven aforementioned expressions for
the purpose of a concrete and feasible experimental design.
Color Selection: Previous studies of color show that distinct hues evoke diﬀerent emotions. To choose appropriate colors for our Baxter face screen, we explored a breadth
of web-safe shades of each primary and secondary color, plus gray for comparison.
Once we selected possible colors recognizable as each shade of interest, we filled Baxter’s LCD screen with each viable web-safe color to see whether each hue remained
recognizable as its intended color. We then iteratively considered faces with each top
performing background color, finally selecting the values listed in Table A.1.
Photography: We planned to release a web survey based on pictures of the physical
Baxter robot with diﬀerent faces to gather impressions of our designed faces embod261

Table A.1: Color codes for each Baxter face color.

ied on this specific robot. In preparation, we photographed each robot face against a
black background with a Nikon DSLR camera on a tripod. Although lighting, focus,
and color balance conditions varied slightly because of the real lab environment of the
Baxter photo shoot, we did our best to maintain consistent conditions across all photographs. For certain colors, we had to post-process the images slightly (adjustment
to exposure and saturation) to ensure that the color of the screen in the photograph
accurately matched the color of the screen on the physical Baxter robot.

A.2.3

Survey Instruments

Two main surveys enabled us to gather information throughout our face development
eﬀort. To assess the general desire for a set of open-source Baxter faces, we surveyed
Baxter Research Robot owners. Simultaneously, to gain a robust understanding of
the eﬀects of our Baxter faces on human observers, we released an online Amazon
Mechanical Turk survey in the style of [105].
Baxter Owner Survey: We created a survey for current Baxter owners with questions
about how they use the Baxter Research Robot, what images they currently publish
to the robot’s face display, and what they would want in new robot face images. To
obtain survey responses from the Baxter Research Robot community, we posted the
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survey link on the Baxter users Google Group page. We also reached out personally to
all Baxter researchers we knew and to everyone who had published a paper involving
the Baxter Research Robot. Overall, eighteen researchers responded to our survey
with representation from all areas of Baxter research identified by Rethink Robotics:
human-robot interaction, machine learning, autonomy, computer vision, manipulation
& mechatronics, planning & manipulation, and education.
Face Perception Survey: Our second survey instrument was a Mechanical Turk investigation of our seven expressions and seven colors of Baxter face. All methods were
approved by the Penn IRB under protocol 825119. Survey respondents who selected
our Human Intelligence Task, consented to participate, and navigated questions to
qualify as non-colorblind adults fluent in English were then shown a representative
subset of our Baxter face pictures, similar to those shown in Fig. A.2. Since answering
questions about all 49 faces proved exhausting, we randomly selected fourteen pictures
of Baxter faces to show each participant, and we balanced the random selection to
make sure each face was shown an equal number of times. The presented photographs
were 600 pixels wide by 398 pixels tall. Respondents were asked to complete slider
questions evaluating the robot’s pleasantness (Q1), the robot’s energeticness (Q2),
how safe they felt while looking at the robot (Q3), and how pleased they felt while
looking at the robot (Q4). Attention check questions were incorporated into the survey to ensure that respondents were not just clicking randomly. A total of 568 people
participated in the study: 327 men and 241 women ranging in age from 18 to 77 (M
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Figure A.2: A collection of eight of our robot photograph stimuli, including instances of
all seven explored colors and all seven explored expressions.

= 36.3, SD = 11.1). 286 participants were native US citizens, and 282 were native
citizens of India. Respondents came from a variety of professions, including 44.2%
technically trained individuals and only 6.2% people who had ever owned a robot.
Each respondent received $0.60 for their participation.

A.3

Human Responses to Designed Robot Faces

Baxter Owner Survey: The Baxter Research Robot owner survey yielded promising
results for the prospect of an open-source Baxter face database. Of the eighteen
respondents, 83.3% had used images on the Baxter head display other than the default
background provided by Rethink Robotics, and a similar 83.3% reported interest in
an open-source database of expressive Baxter faces. Of the interested individuals,
66.6% desired subjective data about how human raters perceive diﬀerent Baxter facial
expressions. All eight survey participants who use Baxter for human-robot interaction
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were interested in open-source expressive Baxter faces, and 75% of them also wanted
human ratings. At least two researchers were interested in each of our proposed
Baxter facial expressions and expression background colors. There was also interest
in sleepy, encouraging, bored, and pensive facial expressions and black, white, and
rainbow background colors. Although we were limited in the total number of Baxter
color and emotion stimuli we could explore in this study, we later created more faces
based on this interest.
Baxter Face Survey: We were curious to determine whether color, expression, and
onlooker country of origin aﬀected Baxter face ratings. Overall, the response data
(Figs. A.1, A.3, and A.4) appeared to roughly follow Russell et al.’s valence–arousal
model. To assess these survey response diﬀerences, we used MATLAB to perform a
7×7×2 three-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). We found that there were several statistically significant trends in the robot face survey responses, as referenced
throughout the following discussion of condition results and as illustrated in Table A.2.
A post-hoc multiple comparison test on each significant variable using the MATLAB
multcompare function revealed the eﬀects of each specific color, expression, and origin. Our analyses employed an α = 0.05 significance level. We calculated the eﬀect
size using eta squared.
Robot face color slightly aﬀected participant responses. There were statistically
significant eﬀects on the ratings of robot pleasantness (F(6,3402) = 4.00, p = 0.0005,
η 2 = 0.001), robot energeticness (F(6,3402) = 3.11, p = 0.0049, η 2 = 0.001), personal
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Figure A.3: Left: Actual placement of human pleasantness–arousal rating pairs reported
by US respondents, which roughly follows Russell’s model. Plot elements have the same
meaning as in Fig. A.1. Right: Same illustration for the India survey respondents.
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Figure A.4: Participant responses to the four slider survey questions (Q1, Q2, Q3, and
Q4), divided by stimulus emotion. The color of each ellipse corresponds to robot face color,
the x-coordinate of the centroid of each ellipse lies at the median rating, and the width of
each ellipse is proportional to the standard deviation of that group’s ratings.
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Table A.2: p-values for each variable in the Baxter face survey responses.

safety feeling (F(6,3402) = 8.61, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.004), and personal pleasedness
feeling (F(6,3402) = 5.97, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.002). A post-hoc multiple comparison
test revealed that the color red made the robot seem significantly less pleasant than
all other colors except green and blue. Red and purple both appeared significantly
more energetic than green, with all other colors falling between the two groups with
no statistically significant diﬀerence. Raters felt significantly less safe looking at red
faces compared to all other colors. Red was also significantly less pleasing than all
other colors. Overall, red appears to be the main color we could use to influence
robot and human aﬀect.
The expression of the face had much stronger statistically significant eﬀects on
robot pleasantness (F(6,3402) = 2020.61, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.591), robot energeticness (F(6,3402) = 742.77, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.293), personal safety feeling (F(6,3402)
= 1098.93, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.441), and personal pleasedness feeling (F(6,3402) =
1588.40, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.535). In both robot and human pleasantness ratings,
afraid, angry, and disgusted were ranked as less pleasant than all other expressions.
Happy appeared more pleasant than any other expression. Sad was less pleasant than
neutral, surprised, and happy. In terms of robot energeticness, afraid and sad were
rated as significantly less energetic than any other expressions. All other expressions
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were statistically significant from one another in the following increasing energeticness
order: disgusted, angry, neutral, surprised, and happy. Finally, angry and disgusted
expressions appeared less safe than any other expression but not diﬀerent from each
other. Happy was rated to be safer than any other expression. Neutral and surprised
were rated as safer than all expressions except for happy. Afraid received ratings of
more safe than angry and disgusted but less safe than all other expressions. These
results, which roughly match Russel et al.’s model, emphasize that researchers could
use these carefully designed faces to influence users in known ways.
Respondent country of origin also had a significant but small eﬀect on robot pleasantness (F(1,567) = 160.21, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.008), robot energeticness (F(1,567) =
4.33, p = 0.0375, η 2 = <0.001), personal safety feeling (F(1,567) = 5.38, p = 0.0204,
η 2 = <0.001), and personal pleasedness feeling (F(1,567) = 110.28, p <0.0001, η 2
= 0.006). Citizens of India generally ranked the robot faces and their own feelings
toward the robot as more pleasant than US citizens. US citizens ranked robots as
slightly more energetic and safer. We should consider such diﬀerences when designing
robots for users in multiple countries.
Additionally, we discovered small interaction eﬀects between robot facial expression and participant origin for every survey rating: robot pleasantness (F(6,3402) =
17.96, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.005), robot energeticness (F(6,3402) = 67.36, p <0.0001,
η 2 = 0.027), personal safety feeling (F(6,3402) = 18.46, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.007), and
personal pleasedness feeling (F(6,3402) = 8.84, p <0.0001, η 2 = 0.003). Country of
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origin and robot face color also interacted in the energeticness ratings (F(6,3402) =
2.9, p = 0.0079, η 2 = 0.001). These interactions emphasize the impact of country of
origin on robot face perception.
While analyzing the data, we noticed that responses to Q1, Q3, and Q4 seemed to
have a high correlation. After performing linear regression to explore this relationship,
we found fairly high coeﬃcients of determination between Q1 and Q4 (R2 = 0.809),
Q1 and Q3 (R2 = 0.664), and Q3 and Q4 (R2 = 0.708). This result may indicate
that robots designed to look pleasant will inherently make onlookers feel more safe
and pleased. Indian participants also exhibited a high correlation between Q1 and Q2
responses (R2 = 0.679), while US participants did not (R2 = 0.194). The emotional
perception diﬀerence between the two countries may partially stem from the US origin
of the researchers who designed the faces.

A.4

Face Study Conclusions

Overall, we found that other researchers are interested in expressive, open-source
Baxter faces like the ones that we created. The collective Baxter face survey response data give us a good idea of how to manipulate robot aﬀect through the use
of intentionally chosen robot faces. Expression diﬀerences in these faces cause large
significant diﬀerences in human ratings of robot pleasantness, robot energeticness,
personal safety, and personal pleasedness. Face color and the onlooker’s country of
origin also slightly aﬀect all of these ratings, with some small interactions between ob269

server country of origin and Baxter face features. We have released the created Baxter
faces, source files, and photographs from the study in the public GitHub repository at
https://github.com/nfitter/BaxterFaces for the benefit of any researcher who
seeks carefully designed Baxter faces that cause known emotional eﬀects in human
observers of the robot. The same database is also available via Penn’s Scholarly
Commons at http://repository.upenn.edu/meam_papers/1318/. We are excited
to use the developed Baxter facial expressions throughout our own human-robot interaction research with Baxter.
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Appendix B
Survey Instruments
This Appendix includes documentation of the sources of many of our experiment
survey instruments. In most cases, we have modified the surveys slightly to make
them accessible to experiment participants. Nevertheless, knowledge of these surveys
is useful for understanding our general experiment procedures.

B.1

NASA TLX

The most recent version of the NASA TLX, a standard workload assessment tool,
appears in Fig. B.1. To make the questions responses parametric, we used slider
questions rather than Likert scales.
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Figure 8.6

NASA Task Load Index
Hart and Staveland’s NASA Task Load Index (TLX) method assesses
work load on five 7-point scales. Increments of high, medium and low
estimates for each point result in 21 gradations on the scales.

Name

Mental Demand

Task

Date

How mentally demanding was the task?

Very Low

Physical Demand

Very High
How physically demanding was the task?

Very Low

Temporal Demand

Very High
How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?

Very Low

Performance

Very High
How successful were you in accomplishing what
you were asked to do?

Perfect

Effort

Failure
How hard did you have to work to accomplish
your level of performance?

Very Low

Frustration

Very High
How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoyed wereyou?

Very Low

Very High

Figure B.1: NASA TLX survey instrument from [78].
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B.2

UTAUT-Inspired Questionnaire

Several studies in HRI have adapted the UTAUT and other technology use models to
help evaluate a robotic system. We drew from the example of [112] to ask an appropriate set of user acceptance questions before and after several of our experiments.
The original list of questions adapted for our experiments appears in Fig. B.2. We
improved the English phrasing of the questions and also adjusted the wording of some
to apply to our HRI context.

B.3

Self-Assessment Manikin

The images that we used to help guide users in responding to questions about their
aﬀective state in the exercise study appear in Fig. B.3. This tool, known as the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM), makes diﬀerent meanings of various ranges of the
pleasure-arousal-dominance aﬀect space more tangible. We provided study participants with the SAM images under each continuous related axis (pleasure, arousal,
and dominance scales).

B.4

Pain Level Question Standard

In our exercise study questions about pain, we supplied a standard pain face scale
under the continuous slider scale where users would report their pain levels. This
standard pain face scale comes from [54] and appears in Fig. B.4.
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becomes defined by the object. In this movement, the self is
endorsed and extended by the object. Based on this
conception of an object the core elements of sociality are a
feeling of reciprocity (mutuality) and attachment to the
object. We thus also address reciprocity and attachment
within the questionnaire. The whole questionnaire is given
in Table I.
TABLE I
QUESTIONS REPRESTENING THE SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE FACTORS

Factor a
A_1
A_2
AT_1
AT_2

Questions b

EE_1
EE_2
G_1
G_2
G_3
PE_1
PE_2

I would trust the robot, if it gave me an advice1.
I would follow the advice of the robot.
I think it is a good idea to use the robot.
I am afraid to make mistakes or break something while
using the robot.
Many people would be impressed, if I had such a robot.
Robots are nice working colleagues.
I feel afraid, that I could loose my job, because of a
robot.
I could control the robot with speech.
I think the robot is easy to use.
I like the presence of the robot.
I could solve tasks together with this robot.
I felt threatened by the robot.
This robot would be useful for me.
This robot could help me solving tasks.

PE_3

Robots can support me in my work.

R_1

I consider the robot as social actor.

R_2

I feel understood by the robot.

SE_1

I feel comfortable while interacting with the robot.

SE_2

I could work with the robot, if someone helped me.

SE_3

I could your with the robot without any help.

SE_4

I could work with the robot, if I had a good initial
training.

C_1
C_2
C_3

recent news. We would
the assignment of the
questions” This social
our breaching experim
questionnaires under t
active part of the soc
validation of the me
observed the behavior
robot and conducted a
chance.

A. The ACE Robot
The ACE robot is dep
length, 56 cm in wid
maximum payload of 1
wheelchair drive whee
drive and treads. It has
in the rear and two c
(10.5 cm diameter).
The upper body, as sho
profiles and measures 6
110 cm in height. The
and the arms of the
microphones. Four PC
core processor’s, are m
Two PCs are needed f
navigation and interac
by four gel batteries,
12 V and 30 Ah each.

a

PE: Performance Expectancy; EE: Effort expectancy; AT: Attitude
toward using technology; SE: Self efficacy (UTAUT Model Factors)
G: Forms of grouping; A: Attachment; R: Reciprocity; C: Cultural
Context (Object Centered Sociality Factors)
b
As the whole experiment was conducted in German, the statements
used in this paper are translated to English.

Figure B.2: UTAUT- and other social-metric-inspired questionnaire from [112].

IV. FIELD TRIAL

The methodological variation of the breaching experiment
was conducted on a public place (Karlsplatz/Stachus) in
Munich, Germany on July 30th, 2007. We used the ACE
Robot simulating an autonomously moving robot in the
To communicate with
pedestrian area. For security reasons we controlled the robot
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fMRI and Robot-Assisted Practice of Activities of Daily Living
Visual Analog Scale
Worst
pain

Directions: Ask the patient to indicate on the line where the pain is in relation to the two extremes. Qualification is only
approximate; for example, a midpoint mark would indicate that the pain is approximately half of the worst possible pain.

No
pain

Categorical Scale
Moderate (4-6)
Mild (1-3)
Figure B.3: SAM
survey instrument
from [14].

Severe (7-10)

None (0)

Pain Faces Scale

10
Hurts as much as you can
imagine (don't have to be
crying to feel this much
pain)

8
Hurts a whole lot

6
Hurts even more

4
Hurts a little more

2
Hurts just a little bit

0
Very happy, no hurt

Adapted with permission from Whaley L, Wong, D. Nursing Care of Infants and Children, ed 3, p. 1070. ©1987 by C.V. Mosby Company. Research reported in Wong D, Baker C. Pain in children:
Comparison of assessment scales. Pediatric Nursing 14(1):9-17, 1988.

Figure B.4: The standard visual analog scale used to help people understand what a pain
continuum might look like and decide where they belong on that scale.

B.5

Beck’s Depression Inventory

Beck’s Depression Inventory, a standard depression screener from the field of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, was used in the exercise study to evaluate participants’
depression levels for post-hoc analysis. The first page of the inventory appears in
Fig B.5, and the rest of the questionnaire is available online through several sources.
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Beck's Depression Inventory
This depression inventory can be self-scored. The scoring scale is at the end of the questionnaire.
1.
0
I do not feel sad.
1
I feel sad
2
I am sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.
3
I am so sad and unhappy that I can't stand it.
2.
0
I am not particularly discouraged about the future.
1
I feel discouraged about the future.
2
I feel I have nothing to look forward to.
3
I feel the future is hopeless and that things cannot improve.
3.
0
I do not feel like a failure.
1
I feel I have failed more than the average person.
2
As I look back on my life, all I can see is a lot of failures.
3
I feel I am a complete failure as a person.
4.
0
I get as much satisfaction out of things as I used to.
1
I don't enjoy things the way I used to.
2
I don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore.
3
I am dissatisfied or bored with everything.
5.
0
I don't feel particularly guilty
1
I feel guilty a good part of the time.
2
I feel quite guilty most of the time.
3
I feel guilty all of the time.
6.
0
I don't feel I am being punished.
1
I feel I may be punished.
2
I expect to be punished.
3
I feel I am being punished.
7.
0
I don't feel disappointed in myself.
1
I am disappointed in myself.
2
I am disgusted with myself.
3
I hate myself.
8.
0
I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.
1
I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes.
2
I blame myself all the time for my faults.
3
I blame myself for everything bad that happens.
9.
0
I don't have any thoughts of killing myself.
1
I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry them out.
2
I would like to kill myself.
3
I would kill myself if I had the chance.
10.
0
I don't cry any more than usual.
1
I cry more now than I used to.
2
I cry all the time now.
3
I used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry even though I want to.

Figure B.5: The first page of the Beck’s Depression Inventory used in our study. More
information on this questionnaire is available in [10].
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B.6

Box and Block Test

The Box and Blocks assessment is a standard activity that we used in the exercise
study to confirm hand and arm mobility of participants. A full description of this
manual dexterity test appears in [72], and the setup for the activity is pictured in
Fig. B.6. In this image, the woman is attempting to move as many blocks as she can
from the right side of the setup to the left using only her right hand. She has one
minute to do this. Our Box and Block activity also involved the passing of blocks
from the left side of the setup to the right using only the left hand. Again, users had
one minute to undertake this task.

B.7

Montreal Cognitive Assessment

The version of the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) that we used for the
exercise study appears in Fig. B.7. Since this assessment is proprietary, this image is
not intended to be readable, but more information about this assessment is available
at www.mocatest.org.
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